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A Report on the Michigan Employment Security Commission-Applied
Behavioral Research, Inc. R & D Project, sponsored by the Office of
Manpower Research and Demonstration, United States Department of
Labor (Contract No. 82-26-71-41).

Since contractors performing research under Government sponsorship
are encouraged to express their judgments freely, the report does
not necessarily represent the Department's official opinion or
policy.

Moreover, the contractor assumes sole responsibility for the factual
accuracy of all material developed in this report.



PREFACE

As the finished draft of this volume is about to go to press,

several local offices in Michigan have already felt the impact of the

R&D Project. Of the offices that became involved in the process 01

replicating the Project Model, Lansing has, perhaps, surpassed

Grand Rapids in successful implementation, Other local offices are:

Muskegon, Kalamazoo, Bay City, Saginaw, Jackson, Battle Creek, Flint

and St. Joseph.

..ne success of replicating the Model in these nine additional

cities is very much due to the efforts and dedication of James Palmeri

MESC State Office Advisor on Employer Services. Jim was formerly a

Research Associate with the R&D Projeci. He has managed to implement

the Model across much of the state with successes that surpaas the

test city, Grand Rapids. His efforts have done much to convince the

authors and the management of MESC of the feasibility and value of

the Project.

One of our lemmings from this experience is that change can and

does begin at the local office level. However, this is true only

if the change effort has the commitment of top management. Fortunately,

we had thib commitment from S. Martin Taylor, the Director of MESC;

Max Horton, the DeputyDirector; James Segel, the Director of the

Manpower Division; Ralph Fultz, Outatate Operations Manager; and

Frank Murphy, the recently retired Detroit Area Manager. Without

their support and encouragement Project initiated changes would not

be occurring across the state. Recently, we took the first steps

toward introducing the Project Model in nineteen additional offices

in and around Detroit.

It would be impossible to give proper thanks to all the persons

in the ten local offices who helped make the Project a success.



However, we must pay special thanks to Lola Thyne, Paul Kimball,

Ralph Bain and Arlene Hackett. Arlene, as Supervisor of the

experimental Employer Services Unit in Grand Rapids, deserves special

thanks for an otherwise difficult and thaLkless job well done.

We would also like to acknowleage our appreciation to the Ohio

Employment Security Commission for their splendid coop ration in

furnishing us with a control city.

The Project received invaluable assistance from Dr. Earl E. Davis

and Bert Holland in the analysis of our :ssearch findings.

Norman Goldberg contributed consideraLly to the design of the

Project and early research. Jessie Fallon and Laurel Auer spent

innumerable hours translating our materials into grammatical English.

Karen Ludwick did the work of several persons in the production of

the reports, while also finding time to run the Project office.

Finally, we would like to pay special thanks to our Project Officer,

Richard McAllister, whose patience and encouragement never wavered

through 20 months of demonstration. We hope our efforts justify his

support.

Edward J. Giblin

Louis Levine

Februiry 15, 1973
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PART I: THE DEMONSTRATION EXPERIENCE

Part I of this volume describes the background and direction

of the Employer Services Model employed in this Research and

Demonstration Project. It c .ists of three chapters.

Chapter I represents an overview of the Project. It discusses

the basic problem to which the Project was addressed. The goals

and parameters of the Project are discussed with particular atten

tion to the context which establishes constraints and limits. This

chapter also places the research program in perspective.

Chapter II deals with the essence of the Demonstration. The

initial activities of the Project are discussed. The multifaceted

approach to implementing the Demonstration is described in some

detail, as are some fundamental barriers to achieving success.

Finally, the chapter also contains a broad discourse on the reali

ties of goal setting in the public Employment Service.

Chapter III consists of three major sections. This chapter is

concerned with the experience in the model design and the operational

elements involved in the Model. It does not at this point deal with

the Impact on employers. The first section describes, in outline

form, our Employer Services Demonstration Model. The second section

examines the problems in implementing and maintaining the major

components of this Model. The third section examines the costs of

some of the media oriented aspects of the Model.

1



1

CHAPTER'

AU OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

THE ORIGINS OF THE PROJECT

The Project was initiated in response to a concern over

prolonged and serious declines in job openings and placements in

the public Employment Service. The situation was aggravated by the

rise in the national unemployment rate from 3.5 percent in 1969 to

4.9 percent in 1970 and approximately 6 percent for the first half

of 1971. The rate for Michigan, particularly during 1970-71 was

considerably higher.

The decline in Employment Service placements and in the number

of job openings listed with the local employment offices during the

past decade has been attr.buted to a wide variety of influences.

However, there is general agreement that the level of economic

activity and its conseouent labor market conditions comprise the

single major factor which traditionally has accounted for fluctua-

tions in the numbers and characteristics of job applicants

registering with the public Employment Service, the number and

kind of job openings listed by employers with the local offices,

and the number and quality of placements made by the Employment

Service system. An examination of Employment Service experience

during the past decade, however, indicates that both job openings

and placements have been influenced more by program development

than by economic conditions.1

We will not elaborate on the program developments which led

to the decrease in openings and placements. 2 Suffice it to say

that the period 1961-65 witnessed a dramatic shift from placements

to employability development. The implementation of the RRI)

concept in the summer of 1966 also contributed to the continued

2



decline in labor market services, a decline which persisted into

1971. Table 1.1 illustrates the national impact of these program

changes on openings and placements.

Table 1.1 also shows the parallel decline in employer visits

over the last decade. In 1971, visits increased for the first time

in a decade, an occurrence undoubtedly due to the new emphasis

placed on employer services by the USES. However, this initial

increase in visits had no immediate effect on placements and

openings, as Table 1.1 clear9.y illustrates. Table 1.2 depicts the

parallel decline in activities in the Grand Rapids local office.

Figure 1.1 illustrates that placements in the test city

(Grand Rapids) followed the national trends: in fiscal 1971, the

Grand Rapids office had only 3,959 permanent and casual non-

agricultural placements. This w,4 less than 40 percent of the

annual average total placements during the first half of the

decade 1960-70. It shot:]-.1 be mentioned that during 1971 the

unemployment rate in Grand Rapids and Michigan was in the range

of 8 to 10 percent, or considerably above the national level,

which was around 6 percent.

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT

The problem of declining placements and openings served as

the basis of our Project direction and goals. In the original

proposal, the primary purpose of the Project was stated as,

"....to test various methodologies for increas.ng job listings

in local/state Employment Service operation." The basic

approach to accomplishing the stated purpose would be to increase

the volume of transactions with employers and enhance the quality

of relations with them. The vehicle for implementing this approach

would be improvement of the local (branch) office's employer

3



Table 1.1

U.S. Employment Service

Non -Farm Placements and Related Activities, 1960 - 1971*

Year Placements

(000's omitted)

Job Openings
Referrals, Received

Employer
Visits

1960 5,818 10,224 7,124 1,117

1961 5,902 10,783 7,321 1,646

1962 6,725 12.479 8,362 1,564

1963 6,581 12,415 8,248 1,444

1964 6,281 12,619 8,177 1,189

1965 6,473 13,43 8,690 1,095

1966 6,493 13,750 9,122 877

1967 5,817 12,907 8,092 879

1968 5,733

s.

12,954 8,096 864

1969 5,153 11,986 7,463 750

1970 3,845 11,969 6,146 . 614

1971 3,700 N.A.
414

6,005 1,118

* Historical Statistics of Employment Security Activities

** Not Available

4



Table 1.2

NESC Grand Rapids Local Office

Non -Farm Placements and Related Activities, 1960 - 1972*

Fiscal
Year Placements Referrals

Job Openings
Received

Employer
Visits

1960 10,608 N.A. 12,311 1,303

1961 8,804 N.A. 10,164 797

1962 10,904 22,450 11,978 846

1963 10,711 22,247 11,753 589

1564 11,116 N.A. 13,357 99

1965 10,242 21,956 12,297 301

1966 9,345 19,611 12,325 80

1967 8,619 17,632 10,906 289

1968 7,268 16,138 10,184 451

1969 6,712 15,082 10,387 307

1970 5,580 13,435 8,700 219

1971 3,959 7,648 N.A. 223
2

1972 5,797 14,167 N.A. 696

1. Figure is of questionable validity.

2. Figure is only for last three months of fiscal year.

All data from NESC, Division of Research and Statistics.

* Not Available

5
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services activity. The objective went beyond mere increase in

job listings to improving the quality of the jobs listed and

obtaining jobs in occupational categories that roughly matched

the backgrounds of applicants in the Active File.

In order to accomplish the primary purpose of the Project it

was necessary to try to move the tent city local office from a

Stage II Employer Services Program to a Stage III Program, This

necessitated the organizational development activities which

basically were process oriented, as opposed to the program develop-

ment activities which were content oriented. The stages concept

requires further elaboration, as it places our Project activities

in a broad policy and program perspective.

The Alternative Stages of Development

of Rmployer Services Programs3

The last decade of de-emphasis on employer relations and services

has resulted in vast differences in employer services capabilities

and programs across the country. While program activity declined

everywhere in the country, some states such as Texas, maintained

vestiges of their former employer services activity. However, many

states went to the other extreme, almost totally eliminating this

activity.

For purposes of exposition we would like to examine at this

time four generalized models of Employer Services Programs, each

of these involves progressively more complex professional compe-

tences. Actually there are innumerable program variations in

existence which represent combinations of component elements of

the fpur basic stages or models, a situation which, in and of

itself, is not necessarily bad. in fact, it tends to confirm the

view that the employer services activities in any single locality

7



must be responsive to a composite of many individual factors.

There is no single model or program for Employer Services which

would serve the needs of all local offices throughout the country.

In discussing the four stages of Employer Services Programs,

their activities and outputs, the reader must bear in mind that we

are discussing the functions of Employer Services and not the

entire local office. This is not to say that the overall operation

of the local office can be ignored. The activities of Employer

Services and other units in t,:o. office are interdependent. Also,

we cannot ignore the impact on the Employer Services Unit of the

community and local labor market externalities. Char:' 1.1 presents

a simplified overview of the four stages and the major thrust ano

outputs of each.

Stage I, Minimum Informal Employer Relations, is an elementary

stage existing only in very small local offices with limited labor

markets and will be handled separately. This stage has no relevance

to our Research and Demonstration Project activities.

Stage II, Ineffective Support for the Placement FUnction, was

clearly represented by our test city before the Demonstration got

underway. This situation represented a major short run constraint

to increasing the uantity and unlit of obs listed with the test

city local offic:,. Stage II is an ineffective condition that has

evolved from the de-emphasis on employer services programs over the

last decade; it probably portrays the condition of Employer Services

Programs in most local offices with more than 15 persons. From the

standpoint of national policy, this stage has two distinct drawbacks.

in the short run it will not adequately support the local offices in

their attempts to substantially increase the quantity and quality

8
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of placements, and in the long run it cannot provide the proper

foundations for moving an Employer Services Program to Stage IV.

The emphasis of Employer Services in Stage II is on placements

and OJT contracts. Them are :ew or no distinctions in the type

of job openings solicitedquantity, not quality, is the key.

Considerable lip service is paid to serving "Mr. Employer." However

this is interpreted by the local office as job development, with

few or no services being provided to the employer. In general, 'the

outputs of this stage are too few placements, poor quality plade-

ments, and very limited relations with employers.

Stage III, Optimum Support for Placement Operations, is typified

by the Model our Project has developed and tested. From information

we have received from the national offices of USES and from our own

experiences with many states, there are probably a number of offices

that approximate a Stage III Model, or a Stage /I-III hybrid.

Unlike Stage II, Stage III should not be considered a transitory

condition and may, in fact, be the permanent Employer Services Model

for most offices with fewer than 50 persons. These offices could

no progress beyond Stage III except on & district basis, with

Employer Services, especially technical services, delivered from a

district, not a local, office.

The emphasis of Employer Services in Stage III is still on

placements, but of greater volume and quality. In this stage

attempts are made to actually service the employer, not only to

assure that his job openings ars promptly and properly filled, but

also to take account of the employing establishment as an entity.

Consequently, a range of minor services is offered. The expected

and, we believe, realized outcomes of this stage will be increased
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openings, increased placements, improved quality of placements

and vastly improved relations with employers.

Stage IV, Community Wide Employment Absorption, is the Model

suggested in USES guidelines. Undoubtedly, this is the most

sophisticated and desirable of the stages, indeed an essential

stage for larger offices if the state Employment Services are going

to become comprehensive manpower agencies. However, to the beat

of our knowledge, there is probably no office in the country that

is fully operative at a Stage IV level. Also, this stage is

probably unique in that it is only economically and operationally

feasible for the larger offices with Employment Service staffs of

50 or more persons.

The emphasis of Employer Services in this stage is not on

placements, but extends comprehensively to the total labor market

and especially to improving the functioning of the internal labor

market. The latter focus is intended to bring abour employment

stabilization of the external labor market. The objective is to

minimize those employment fluctuations which are attributable to

non-economic influences. This last point is of immense importance

to our argument. The principal means of improving the functioning

of the internal labor market is to engender greater stability in

the total labor market,
4
a situation which will result from less

turnover and less turnover will, in turn, generally result in

proportionately fewer job openings. Greater efforts will have to

be made to expand the local office's employer market, not to

increase placements but just to maintain the level of placements

realized in Stage III. Thus, the expected and realized outcome

of this stage will not be an increase in placements but employment

absorption. The local office will have to be judged on different
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criteria than are presently used if ita activities are to be

properly evaluated.

It is interesting that, based on office size, there are probably

fewer than 150 offices in the entire countr/ that could economically

and operationally move to a Stage IV Employer Services Program.

Whether a Stags IV Employer Services Program is economically

and operationally justified in a particular location is largely

dependent upon the size, diversity, and complexity of the local

labor market. It is ioubtful whether more than 60 percent (about

160) of the approximately 270 Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Areas (SMSA) in the country could qualify for this type of Employer

Services Program. Considering the professional and technical

scarcities of qualified Employer Services Representatives, Labor

Market Analysts, and Occupational Analysts required for a Stage IV

Employer Services Program, as well as the high costs involved, the

introduction of such a program to many such areas is at best a long

term objective. On the basis of current size of local office staff

(which is a major determinant of organizational structure and

specialization) fewer than 150 offices in the entire country could

meaningfully participate in this type of Employer Services Program.

THE PARAMETERS OF THE RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Many research projects are conducted in "laboratory" environments,

environments which are partially controlled so as not to allow

exogenous variables to cloud the effects of the experimental manipula-

tions. To attempt to create sik:h an environment when experimenting

with programmatic aspects of the public Employment Service would be

so artificial as to render the experiment useless. For in reality,

the public Employment Service exists in the most diverse and

dynamic of environments, subject to both the vagaries of the labor
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market and federally determined policy and program directions.

Thus, no attempt was made to engender an ideal situation for the

experiment and, as a result, the experimental office was subject

to all the difficulties faced by most local offices. Such problems

in the test city included*

A very conservative business community

A high unemployment rate

A generally lower wage labor market

A very diversified employer market with a preponderance

of smaller employers

Inadequate local office staffing

Inadequate and run-down office facilities

Test City Characteristics

The test city (Grand Rapids) was chosen so as to be representa-

tive of the conditions faced by a majority of Msplopment Service

local offices throughout the country. The test city has a very

diversified labor market so that it is not subject to the influences

of one or a very few major industries. It had experienced relatively

high unemployment for a couple of years, and had a preponderance of

low wage Jobe. Its socio-economic climate was that of a moderately

conservative meditee-sized American city. Considerable social and

economic data is found in Chapter IV of this volume.

Local Office Characteristics

The fact that the local office was representative of a Stage

Employer Services Program describes most of its operational

parameters. The local office is described in more detail in

Chapter IV, so we'll limit this description to some brief, but

important items that influenced the Demonstration.
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As most state agencies were faced with no possible increases

in staff and in many cases, decreases, it was decided not to add

say staff for the purposes of the experiment. In addition, Project

staff was prohibited from directly engaging in operational activities,

such as employer contacts. Thus, the field situation IMP rftDr*A4n,..

tative of that faced by most local offices. In fact, compared to

many local offices throughout the country, the office was relat'vely

understaffed. A description of the office and staffing can be found

in Chapter IV ao it will not be described in detail in this section.

The absence of a Job Information Service prevented a self-

service approach to handling the heavy influx of job-ready applicants.

Had a existed, it undoubtedly would have reduced the burden

placed on the local office by the prolonged period of high unemploy-

ment. Actually, the local office was missing a vital element of

a J.I.S. adequate job search information In a readily retrievable

form. Even in the absence of a J.I.S., such information would have

facilitated the placement process. The absence of it, or a viable

means of obtaining it on an on-going basis, would have greatly

reduced the effect of a J.I.S., had one existed.

The simultaneous implementation of Job Hank with the start of

the experiment was a mixed blessing. Apart from the Project's

interventions, Job Bank represented major Jhanges the local

office. Such changes required extra staff time and energies. Also,

in the initial period, the operations of Job Bank did not enhance

relations with employers, but probably worsened such relations.

However, the simultaneous start of Job Bank and the Project enabled

the Project to assist the operating people in better wedding Job

Bank to the overall operation. It also enabled the Employer Services
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Unit to build on the "promotional ad7antares" of Job Bank from

the start of the Demonstration.

Civil Service z-gulations are a serious constraint against

effective manaiement practices in Michigan. 'flailc Civil Service

does not eliminate management prerogatives, it greatly reduces the

influence and flexibility of operations. To a degree, this problem

confronts all state Employment Services. However, it appears to

be an especially acute problem in Michigan and has influenced the

management of the local office.

The Use of Outside Resources

The Project was staffed as sparsely an possible, since with the

exception of research help, the level of staffing was intended to

represent the developmental and technical assistance capability most

state agencies could provide to their local offices.

The Project operated with a director who was an ES local office

manager on special leave and a research director who was trained in

research methodology and experienced in research and demonstration

projects. This second position was especially fitted to the research

and demonstration nature of the Project and would not normally be

required in a local office's program operations. The slot was filled

by the outside sub-contractor. A research and demonstration associate

assisted the Project and research directors. This person was an

Employer Relations Representative on special leave. These three

staff members received editorial and typing assistance. Limited

outside consulting help was employed, but primarily for documentation

of the Project's experience and results.
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Limitations On Activities As Imposed

By The Research and Demonstration Design

One of the parameters of the experiment was self- imposed --

a somewhat limited demonstration design. The design was primarily

limited to experimenting with innovative Employer Services techniques

for increasing job listings. It was recognized at the outset that

many aspects of a local operation influenced the employer's decision

to place job orders. However, it was felt that services to employers

was the major factor. Also, in order to keep the study "clean," it

was decided to limit the number of components the Project would test.

This procedure would then enable the Project to isolate and measure

the effect of these selected components on changes in employer

transactions and attitudes.

From a research and demonstration point of view this approach

has obvious merit, However, from an operational point of view it

proved much too limiting for a completely successful demonstration.

The overwhelming importance employers placed on the quality of

applicants referred to 'hem dictated a much broader approach to

increasing job openings than was delineated by the Project's design.

The realities of the situation dictated that considerable attention

be given to the Placement and Job Bank operations. The Project

attempted selected activities with these operations, but given

limited time, resources, and original mandate, it was not able to

make the kind of far-reaching changes deemed necessary.

In retrospect, the almost total interdependence between

Placement, Job Bank, and Employer Services should have led to a

broader design and more resources to deal with this greater and

more complex undertaking.
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THE MAJOR ACTIVITIES OF THE PROJECT

The role of the Project in the Demonstration might best be

understood by examining three major areas of activity with which

it has been concerned: program development, organizational develop-

ment, and research.

Program development involved the design and development of

Employer Services Program components. It also involved giving

technical assistance to the local (branch) office to implement

these components. Program components provided included a new

employer selection method; a new employer information and coordina-

tion system; a public relations program of brochures, television

commercials, radio spots and press releases; etc. Most of the

Project's time was devoted to this type of intervention.

A second area of activity was organizational development. Here,

activities were directed toward improving the effectiveness of the

local office's manpower resources, at least those directly involved

in the accomplishment of the Project's objectives. Such interven- .

tions included creating an Employer Services Unit and training its

staff; designing a management -by- objectives approach for the Employer

Services Program; training local office staff in goal-directed

activity, cooperation and coordination; working to enhance intra-

office communications; etc.

Organizational and program development activities are discussed

throughout Chapters II and III, and elsewhere in the volume. We

will not attempt to place the third activity, research, in perspective.

Hopefully, a discussion of the research program at this juncture will

facilitate the reading and understanding of the remainder of the

report.
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THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

The primary purpose of the research program was to evaluate

objectively the results and feasibility for replication of the

Project's Employer Services Demonstration Model. That is, did the

components of the Model have a significant impact on increasing

job listings, and is the ;,.oriel feasible for implementation at a

Stage II local office (is it transferable)? The research also

attempted to determine statistically which components or combina-

tions thereof had the greatest impact on increasing job listings

and enhancing relations with employers. Secondly, the research

was to serve as a tool for facilitating our organizational and

program development activities. 5

Research Issues

Unlike many Research and Demonstration Projects we were not

testing theories or creating vastly new techniques or approaches.

From the start we had a general model to apply in the experiment,

and the suspected limited capabilities of most local offices would

militate against developing a very complex model. Our main concern

was with the capability of a typical local office to implement the

kind of program we felt necessary to achieve an increase in job

listings. Recently, Walter Williams has written, "The capability

to implement programs is a legitimate and challenging research

area, the importance of which, in terms of program operations,

should make it a high-priority target for policy research."6 Too

often the problems of program implementation are wished away by

planners at the federal level. Sophisticated and far reaching

program guidelines are written and distributed to the local level

with little idea of the local delivery system's capability to

actually deliver. To a great degree our research and desr1:3tration
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activities have been concerned with the problems of program

implementation, not just with developing new program models.

Williams has also noted the difficulties in evaluating our

type of manpower project: "the operational specifications of

treatment variables and the measurement of the individual contri

bution of these variables to project success....present methodolog

ical problems that strain present ctpabilities."7 Our original

research plans called for an analysis of variance design in which

a small sample of employers would be used to ascertain the impact

of a selected and very limited number of interventions. Early in

the Project this design was discarded because it would tell us

very little about the overall capabilities of the test city local

office to implement the broad based program deemed necessary. Thus,

a certain degree of precision in measuring results was foregone in

order to achieve a more realistic, if less precise, understanding

of the total impact of the Project on tie local office and employer

community.

Another research problem encountered was the dynamic setting

of our experiment. The test city local office had to contend with

all the dilemmas faced by most local offices, the pressures caused

by changes in labor market conditions, and constant administrative

changes. The Project had to evaluate the effectiveness of its

Model in the context of this dynamic environment, where nothing

was held constant; On this problem Buchman has noted, "Perhaps

one of the easiest of research assignments is to lay out an 'ideal'

evaluation study design. It is not so much the principles of

research that make evaluation studies difficult, but rather the

practical problems of adhering to these principles in the face of

administrative considerations."8 Our research was constantly
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plagued by such matters and it obviously makes our findings -*Ire

tenuous.

Although there are many other issues on which we could comment,

we will do so on only one more--time. Most of the findings in this

report are based on only nine months of actual field testing. As

this report is in preparation, the Demonstration continues on and

is already facing new problems, such as staff cuts in the local

office. We will not be able to ascertain the impact of these cuts

on the operations of the local office for several months. The

Project will, in fact, not be in existence to make this longer run

evaluation. Conceivably, these cuts will erase some of the modest

successes we've realized.

Measuring Project Results

Employer Services activities are essential to the state Employ-

ment Service's capability for serving its clientele. The effects

of an Employer Services program are often intangible, benefitting

the agency in indiredt ways. However, the Project's success in

increasing job listings had to be measured objectively. The principal

criteria used for this purpose were:

1. Job listings (quantity and quality)

2. Job placements

3. Employer attitudes toward the ES local office

Measuring changes in job listings was relatively simple.

Measuring the changes directly resulting fmm Demonstration activi-

ties was very difficult for several reasons:

1. The influence of the unemployment rate on job listings

is of some, but not major, importance.
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2. The influence of the "mandatory listings order" on

openings had to be considered.

3. The effect of installing the Job Bank program was also

taken into consideration. The Job Bank was in operation

for only a short time (6 to 8 weeks) prior to the commence-

ment of Demonstration activities. This was not sufficient

time to establish the effect of the Job Bank on job

listings, prior to the Demonstration. To further compli-

cate the situation, many of the Project activities involved

marketing the Job Bank.

4. Finally, the very nature of the Demonstration contributes

to the difficulty of measuring results. Many activities,

such as staff reallocation and training, while essential

to the achievement of the primary Project objectives,

are related to the achievement of this objective only

indirectly.

Bearing in mind the aforementioned complications, an attempt

was made to measure the quantitative change in job listings. However,

the change in job listings is not, in and of itself, a satisfactory

measure of success.

Given the high rate of unemployment during the Demonstration

and its effect on the local labor market, it would have been too

narrow an approach to use job listings as the sole measure of Project

results. Therefore, results also have been measured on an inferential

basis. It is both logical and valid to assume that a positive change

in employer attitudes toward the agency and its services would be

reflected in greater readiness to use the Employment Service as the

need arises. This ultimately should lead to increased job listings.

For purposes of obtaining this data, a rather large, randomly-
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stratified sample of employers in the teat city was chosen

(See Chart 1.2).

Experimental Design

Basically, we utilized a pre test post test design in which

we examined the differences between pre and post test results.

The need for a control group was obvious. Although there may be

differences in such objective measures as job listings between

pre and post test periods, it cannot be said with certainty that

these differences were a result of the interventions brought about

by the Project. The so-called main effects of history, the effects

of maturation and a variety of other extraneous visiables not

related to the experimental manipulation, may have been responsible

for the observed changes. Thus, for purposes of this aspect of the

design, we selected another city that bears a reasonable resemblance

to Grand Rapids. Some factors that were considered in the selection

of this control city were:

1. Size of labor force

2. Unemployment rate for recent periods

3. Percent of non-agricultural employment

4. Percent of employment in manufacturing

5. Location relative to oter large labor markets

6. Existence of a Job Bank

In the control city, a :dimple 23 employers were interviewed.

The same hard data or job listings were also collected, but only

trice- -pre and post test. The discrepancies between pre test and

post test -exults were calculated. The significant thing is not

whether or not there were differences but whether or not there

were significant differences between the differences in a comparison

of the experimental group and the control group.
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Statistical Design

The pre test and post test data obtained from both employers

and Employment Service staff were subjected to correlational

analysis to determine the interrelationships between salient

variables. In addition, the items contained in each of these

instruments were subjected to factor analysis. The reasons for

this were twofold: first, to provide a means of data reduction

And parsimony of explanation, by discovering the dimensions

(factors) which underlie the data; and secondly, because of

reliability, It has been demonstrated empirically, by numerous

authors, that single items are relatively unreliable. In contrast,

composite scores based on the highest loading items on factors

have been shown to be quite stable. .

For both experimental and control groups, discrepancy scores

between pre test and post test were obtained. For objective

dependent variables, such as job listings, discrepancies were based

on the total information available from the test and control cities.

For other measures, such as changes in employer attitudes, the dis-

crepancy scores were based on pre and post test measures of the

respective samples. In the case of the attitudinal data, 't- tests'

were utilized to determine the statistical significance of the

differences in discrepancies between the experimental and control

groups. The discrepancies in the hard data were calculated using

a formula for measuring the significance of differences between

proportions.

A further use of correlational analysis was used for the purposes

of statistical attitudes toward an ES office and their use of the

office. In a preliminAry report, 9 it was found that an employer's

attitudes toward the local office correlated with his propensity
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to use its services. Thus, significant changes in these employer

attitudes can had to the inferen:e that changes in the objective

measures will occur when exogenous factors change.
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CHAFFER II
THE DEMNSTRATION EVEVOMCE

INITIAL PROJECT ACTIVITIES

The Project operations commenced with an in-depth study of the

local office and its environment. In retrospect, probably too much

time was allocated to studying the existing situation. However, at

the time it was felt to be necessary in order to separate the myths

about the Employment Service from the realities of the situation.

For instance, were all employers negative about the local office?

Did only low-wage, low-skilled workers come to the office? Was

there considerable free time in office operations that could be

redirected to employer services activities?

A series of preliminary reportsi was prepared

considerable insight into the aforementioned questions and many

others. In brief, these reports were:

Occupational Characteristics of Applicants Registering

at the Grand Rapids Branch Office which generally

indicated that the local office was receiving a repre-

sentative cross section of non-professional and skilled

local job applicants, approximately 40 percent of whom

were not U.I. claimants. About 15 percent of the

applicants were registered as HRD.

Communit Peri:actives On A State Employment Service

Branch Office in which a variety of groups were inter-

viewed, including business and trade associations,

voluntary groups, community agencies, etc. Most had

little definitive knowledge of the Employment Service

ane were mildly negative toward it, but were interested

in establishing better relations.
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The Relations Between Employers and a State Employment

Service Branch Office was the major preliminary report,

containing our pre test findings about relations and

transactions with employers. The report was useful to

the conduct of the Demonstration in that it -ovided a

basis for testing a variety of techniques and approaches

to the employer community. Subsequent chapters compare

preliminary findings with post test results.

The Attitudes of a State Employment Service Branch Office

Staff Toward Their Jobs and the Changing Roles of the

Agency was an attitudinal survey of the staffs in our

test and control cities. For the test city office it

provided important insights into staff assignments, intra-

office communication, and reorganizational structure which

influenced the creation of units concerned with employer

services. The preliminary findings are compared with post

toot results in Chapter VI.

An Experimental Employer Reiai.ions Unit represented an

organizational analysis of the local office and InIt:al

plans for developing an Employer Services Unit.

Key Employing Establishments for Job Openings Listings

depicted a multivariate model for selecting employers to

contact (See Chapter III Volume I and also Volume II).

These extensive studies and developmental reports together with

introductory and exploratory activities involving the local office

staff, the local government, and the community, required approximately

five months to comolete. Another month of start-up time was then

required for planning, organizing, and tra'.ning based upon the

experience and knowledge acquired in the preceding period. The
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6,1

actual operations of the Employer Services Unit did not fully get

underway until the beginning of the seventh month of the Project.

From that time until the data was collected for this final report,

approximately nine months of testing occurred - -from February 1, 1972

through the and of September 1972. The Employer Services Program

continued in operation as this report was being prepared.

The plan carefully avoided the implementation of the entire

Model on the first day of Demonstration. Otherwise the local

office would have been overwhelmed. A critical element in the

introductory phase calls for the identification of the several

components of the Model which require implementing from the start

and for those which are to be added in a continuing and orderly

sequence. This unfolding and evolutionary process accounted for

approximately the first five months of the Demonstration. At the

end of that period the Test Model of an Employer Services Program

was fully operational.

The flexible character of the process continued even with

operationalization of the Teat Model. The various components of

the Model then underwent constant revision, a process which is still

going on in the Project. The adjustments to the Model were made in

response to continuing feedback from a variety of sources, includ-

ing the Employer Services Unit, the Employer Advisory Committee,

the Intra -State Advisory Committe, and local office staff.

APPROACH TO IMPLIMENTING THE MODEL

It was determined from the beginning that a multi-faceted

approach was required to successfully implement the Demonstration.

Such an approach required the participation of a variety of staff

at the local and state office level.



Among the activities and considerations involved in implement-

ing the Demonstration were the followings

1. The Project as catalyst within the local office

2. The Intra-State Advisory Cccsaittee

3. The translation of research findings into Project

planning

4. The creation of an Employer Services Unit

5. The training of the Unit and other local office staff

6. The development of a Demonstration Plan of Action

7. The creation of an Employer Advisory Committee

Each of these was important to a successful Demonstration experience,

but was not independent of the others.

The Project As Catalyst

The Project was jointly composed of MESC and ABR staff. It was

agreed that ABR was responsible for providing direction for the

Research and Demonstration activities, although these activities

would be performed in the realistic setting of established local

office operations and relationships. The Project and local office

worked together in relative harmony. Such disagreements as occurred

tended to be over differences in goal perception, with the Project

having much more ambitious, ant perhaps unrealistic, goals for the

Demonstration.

It is reasonable to say that the Project successfully carried

out the role of a catalyst in the local office. The Project's

strengths were in its freedom from restricting ties which might

have inhibited action and its operational knowledge and ability to

denlep sound directions for the Demonstration. In the early

stages of the experience, it provided considerable training and
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technical assistance to the Employer Services Unit and local office.

However, as time went by, it did not continue to provide adequate

assistance to the local office. It was much less successful in its

support/resource role than in its conceptual and developmental

role.

The major reason for the Project's failure to provide a continuing

drive for the Demonstration appears to have been its overly ambitious

plans for the Demonstration. The slowness of change in the local

office often frustrated Project staff. Rather than engender hostile

relations with local office staff, it usually withdrew from test

operations to the research and development aspects of the Demonstra-

tion. From the local office's point of view, the Project often

represented a demanding, and sometimes unreasonable, force, inter-

fering in its already hectic day-to-day existence. The Project's

periodic withdrawals from the operation of the local office appear

to have been a necessary safety valve for maintaining a viable, if

not totally effective, relationship.

The above discussion of the Project's role as catalyst was

written by Project ritaff who have tried to be objective in assessing

their own strengths and weaknesses. However, in trying to be

objective we may have overstated the negatives. The Director of

MESC's Manpower Division (Employment Service) and the Deputy

Director of MESC have told one of the authors that they consider

their relationship with the Project and, in particular, the sub-

contractor (AER) to be the best they've ever had with a consulting

firm. They were especially pleased that the Project diun't merely

make criticisms of MESC and recommendations for change, but went

beyond this in assisting the loctl office it the day-to-day

implementation of these changes.
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The Intra-State Acho.sory Committee

Early iii the Project, an Intra-State Advisory Committee was

formed. The Committee was composed of experienced MSC staff from

all over the State, representing different levels and degrees of

involvement in the employer services area. The purposes behind

establishing the Committee were to gain state-wide interest and

involvement in the Project's activities, to utilize the extensive

Skills of experienced agency personnel, and to help convin e local

office staff of the legitimacy of Project goals.

In the early stages of the Project, the Committee played an

active and valuable role. The local office manager and Employment

Services Supervisor were involved in most of the early meetings.

At this stage the Committee met almost monthly. The Committee

helped the Project staff to develop guidelines and directions for

the Demonstration. During this early period the Committee appeared

to have accomplished all of the purposes for which it had been

organized.

Once the Demonstration was in full swing there were fewer

meetings with this Committee. There appear to be several reasons

for this decline in activity. First, in all actuality, once the

Demonstration was fully underway there was less real need for the

Committee. In other words an advisory committee, not a part of

the local scene, may contribute significantly to planning and

development stages, but not to operations. Secondly, many members

of the Committee were unusually busy due to numerous changes in

operations both immediate and projected. The planning and implemen-

tation of WIN II is an especially good example of this kind of

diversion. By the last six months of the Demonstration, the

Committee played almost no role in Project activities.
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The Use of Research Findings For Project Planning

The Project relied on recognized professional authority in

bringing about organizational change.
2

The essence of this approach

is to use survey findings on employee and client attitudes as feed-

back for persons in the organization. Experts outside the organiza-

tion assist the organization members to learn to use this feedback

to guide them in making necessary organizational changes.

Following this general approach, the Project held a two-day

meeting with the Intra-State Advisory Committee and all supervisory

staff in the local office. The purpose was to use the research

findings as a guideline to developing a Plan of Action for the

Demonstration. This approach proved less than successful. In fact,

the assumption that the agency's staff could objectively and dis-

passionately in the course of a few sessions translate research

findings to achieve organizational and behavioral change proved

unfounded. MESC staff was unable to accept the negative findings

and outright denial was made of their statistical validity. The

sessions were often very emotional. Undoubtedly, as is true with

most state Employment Service staffs, MESC staff had been satiated

with complaints about its agency and understandably had little

tolerance for more of the same.

However, an even more serious problem surfaced which continued

to frustrate attempts at change throughout the existence of the

Project. This problem is the lack of control which state agencies

have over their program operations. Decisions some at the federal

level and translated into policy and program guidelines leave very

little room for innovation. An example reflecting this experience

may help to clarify this point. The employers surveyed showed little

interest or enthusiasm for special programs. Employers aids it
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eminently clear they were interested in a quality-oriented placement

service. However, given existing programs, the local office was

not able to redirect scarce staff time away from OJT or NAB activi-

ties; albeit, most DISC personnel involved were in agreement that

neither of these programs resulted in a positive impact on the

employer community for MESC.

The meeting finally took the approach of designing the Demonstra-

tion according to what was deemed feasible given existing constraints,

as opposed to what was optimally obtainable if the existing para-

meters of the situation were changed. Such accomodations permitted

change in a limited fashion and continued to characterize the Project

for the balance of the Demonstration.

The Creation of an Employer Services Unit

The organizational study of the local office indicated a need

to organize a formal Employer Services Unit. Responsibility for

visiting employers was scattered in the local office among several

persons with little or no provision for coordinated or unified

direction;

A Contract Service Representative

Two Veterans' Representatives

An Employer Services Representative*

Two WIN Job developers

A staff person assigned to the local NAB-JOBS office

These persons operated independently of one another. There was

no common supervisor, formal coordination of activities, or common

goals for servicing employers. On a day-to-day basis, only two of

* In MESC, this position was referred to as a Personnel Methods
Technician.
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these persons had what amounted to a full time responsibility

for contacting employers. To put this staffing picture in proper

perspective, the local office served an area having approximately

2,200 employers with eight or more employees and several thousand

with fewer than eight employees.

Within the limits of existing local office staff, an Employer

Services Unit was formed. The Contract Service Representative,

the most experienced person available, was made acting supervisor.

The initial Unit staffing follows:

1 Working Supervisor (full-time)

1 Employer Services Representative (full-time)

1 Veterans' Representative (full time)

1 Veterans' Representative (25% of time)

1 WIN Job Developer (50% of time)

1 WIN Job Developer (25% of time)

1 Employer Information and Coordination Clerk (full-time)

In view of the heavy work load and staff limitations in the

office, it was concluded that it was not reasonable to redirect time

from other operating units to Employer Services. Also, and contrary

to the Project's recammendations, the NAB-JOB staff person was not

made a part of the Unit. However, this person did agree to coordi-

nate his employer visiting with the Unit.

The Unit operated with this staffing for approximately four

months. At that time, it became evident that the part-time persons

were not contributing to the Unit proportionately as much as the

full-time members. This situation resulted primarily from the job

demands upon their time made by the units to which they were

assigned. During the Demonstration there was a major emphasis on

servicing veterans and, as mentioned earlier, the transition to
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WIN -II. As a result, the decision was made to limit the Unit to

the full-time members:

1 Working Supervisor

1 Employer Services Representative

1 Veterans' Representative

1 Employer Information and Coordination Clerk

The Veterans' Representative and WIN Job Developers continued

making very limited employer contacts. These contacts were closely

coordinated with the Employer Services Unit to assure that need-

less duplication would not occur. Also, the Employer Information

and Coordination Clerk furnished these persons with job development

information (see Chapter III for a description of this kind of

information).

The Unit has continued operating with this staffing. It has

proven adequate for maintaining relations with good customers and

for extending relations with a very limited number of new customers.

It has, however, placed limitations on the degree of market penetra-

Von attainable and also severely limited the kinds of services

provided to employers.

Training Local Office S.aff

At the beginning of the Demonstration, the Project provided

training to the newly-created Employer Services Unit and to the

entire staff of the local office. The organizational study of the

local office and the attitudinal survey of staff served as the basis

for developing curriculum. Two basic training needs were identified:

one, skill training in Employer Services procedures and techniques

for the mostly inexperienced members of the newly-created Unit;

and two, organizational development training for the entire staff,
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aimed at achieving a more cooperative environment and &more

effective delivery of services.

The Employer Services Unit staff received approximately seven

days of training in one-and two-day segments. Some of the more

vital subjects covered were:

1. The need for re-vitalizing Employer Services

2. The goal-setting process

3. The role of Employer Services in an interdependent

local office

4. Applicant intake, selection and referral processes

5. The benefits and operations of Job Bank

6. The role of the Employer Services Representative in

achieving cooperation and coordination of employer-

oriented activities

7. The "how to" of planning for and contacting employers

8. The provision of selected manpower services to employers

9. The collection and use of local labor market information

for the delivery of manpower services

10. An overview of employer technical services

Every staff member in the local office received several hours of

training. Key subjects included:

1. The role of the local office in the "new" Employment

Service

2. The need for re-vitalizing Employer Services

3. The role of all local office staff in delivering

Employer Services

4. Achieving cooperation and coordination in the highly

interdependent local office

5. Setting goals and managing one's time
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Development of a Demonstration Plan of Action

It was felt from the beginning that if the Employer Services

Program was to be truly revitalized it must operate on a sound

management philosophy. This early position was further strengthened

by the :wear& findings which indicated the difficulty of the task

facing the Employer Services Unit. Also, the limited staffing of the

Unit necessitated that it optimize the use of its personnel.

It was decided to use a simplified management-by-objectives

approach as the basic building block for developing both the

Employer Services Program and the Unit staff. Management-by-

objectives is a philosophy of management as well as a technical

approach. The essence of the approach is in the joint setting of

goals by superior and subordinate and the use of these goals to

measure and improve individual and group performance. 3
The Project,

in concert with the Intra-State Advisory Committee and local office

supervisors, developed an initial six-month Demonstration . n cf

Action. This Plan of Action was cast in the format of a manage-

ment-by-objectives program. A second six-month Plan of Action was

developed by the Unit and the Project when the first Plan had been

successfully completed.

The process of setting objectives is discussed in some detail

in Velum* II. Essentially, in the Demonstration, the process

involved the following steps:

1. The Project staff, Employer Services Supervisor, and

Intra-State Committee jointly set out the broad

objectives for the Employer Services Program.

2. The Project and Employer Services staff then laid out the

short -teas goals necessary to accomplishing the longer

run objectives.
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3. The Employer Services Supervisor then met individually

with the Unit staff to divide the responsibility for the

Unit's goals. edit:ailments were made as deemed necessary.

4. Periodic evaluations were held to review the Mit's

progress in accomplishing its goals. Likewise, the

Supervisor periodically:wet with each staff member to

discuss his progress in meeting his share of the Unit's

goals.

The use of this limited managemczt-by-objectives approach had

both advantages and disadvantages. On the positive side it helped

Provide clarity of purpose, direction for a "nye and complex

activity and development of the managerial skills of the Unit staff.

On the negative side, it was a somewhat labored and time consuming

process. Also, using this approach to evaluate staff performance was

very artificial, as promotions are heavily based on civil service

test scores and are not especially dependent on supervisory evalua-

tions of task performance.

The Creation of an Employer Advisory Committee

The final step in the approach to implementing the Model was

the creation of an Employer Advisory Committee for the local office.

The activity became an on -going component of our Smployer Servile.

Model. It was the final step in the approach because it was deemed

necessary to organize the Employer Services Unit and outlines of a

program before brInging employers into the picture. The intent was

to create a favorable impression on the Advisory Committee and

engender a good climate. Ito may employers have mental images

of government agencies being disorganized with little or no

direction. We wanted to avoid any chance of this image's being

reinforced when the local office staff and employers came together.

9.

We'll briefly discuss several important steps taken in the creation

of the Committee: th, role and purpose of the Committee was clearly

specified; the selection of members was carefully planned; an

initial program of meetings was established; the selected employers

were contacted to gain their participation. Each of these steps

will be discussed in turn. The Project and local office staff

jointly determined the role and purposes of the Committee. It was

decided that the Committee would serve in an advisory capacity only

and would not be given decision making power over local office

ope: Alone. This limitation as the Committee's role was deemed

necessary as employers represent particular interests which are

valid, but not always consonant with the interests of various

applicant groups. It was determined that to protect the interests

of all concerned, the local office (and state agency) must have the

final say over all changes.

The purpose of the Committee were tightly specified: one, to

Provide local office operations staff with first hand information

on the problems employers have with the services being provided to

them; two, to provide insights into new and/or expanded areas of

service that the local office could provide to local employers;

three, to assist the office in enhancing its image with the employer

community and incre,sing its transactions; and four, to assist

local office staff by making
recommendations for improving the

delivery of services to applicants and employers.

In selecting employers to be represented on the committee,

several factors were taken into consideration. First, as'sne

purposes of the Committee dealt with operational
issues, it was

decided to try to get the top personnel person in the local firm,

or local plant or office of a larger organ/team. Different
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Committee purposes may have dictated the need for higher level

management in the local firm or the branch plant.

In selecting the firms to be represented, three criteria were

used: one, industrial classification; two, size of firm or local

rlant by employment; and three, the firm or plant's present

relationship with the local office. As the Committee was to be

limited to 10 members, so that it would not become unwieldly,

it was recognized that it would not be possible to represent each

industrial grouping and certainly not by different subcategories

of size and relations to the local office. At best, a rough

representation of local employers could be obtained.

As the local labor market was very diversified, a diversity of

industry was chosen from heavy manufacturing to the service areas.

Likewise, large, medium, and small firms were selected. It was

decided not to limit the Committee to firms having good relations

with the local office. Several of the firms finally chosen made only

limited use of the local office services. In all, ten top personnel

people were chosen from firms that incorporated most of our selec-

tion criteria. In addition, the Director of the local Chamber of

Commerce was asked to be a member and he accepted.

Each person selected was asked to participate in person. Upon

acceptance, each of these persons was given materials outlining,

the role and purpose of the Committee. Also, an outline of the

topics and desired outcomes of the initial five meetings was made

available to each Committee member. The progression of the meeting

would be: a presentation on the capabilities and problems of the

local office; a listing of employer problems with the office and

needs for source; and, several problem solving session^ to work

out the stated protases.
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TM initial sessions followed the suggested format and were

quite successful. Numerous suggestions for improving operations

and services were made. Some were followed up by the local office

and others which involved changes in agency policy were presented

to the top management of MESC. At least half of the recommenda-

tions were implemented by the time of the writing of this report

and others are still being worked out. At the end of the fifth

session, the Committee was unanimous in its desire to remain a

permanent advisory body to the local office. It is presently

operating in thi. capacity.

IMPEDIMENTS TO CHANGE DURING THE EtPERIMENP

This section briefly explores internal operating problems,

the barriers the Project faced in attempting to rejuvenate Employer

Services and increase job listings. It does not deal with the

impact of the Demonstration Model on employers which will be dealt

with in subsequent chapters. To put this subject in a broader

perspective than just our test city experiences, we will begin by

discussing twosomewhat theoretical, but nonetheless real, dilemmas

that influenced the Demonstration.

The Nature of Institutional Change

As alluded to in Chapter I, one of the constraints placed upon

the experiment was the narrowness of our own Demonstration design.

Specifically, our approach to improving Job listings with employers

concentrated too heavily on the employer services function. What

was really needed was a broader design which would have devoted

considerable effort to the entire applicant services area, Job Bank,

and the overall management of the local office.
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Several writers
4

in the general area of human and organize-

tional development have come to emphasize the need for a holistic

approach to social or institutional change. It is becoming

accepted theory and practice that one cannot achieve organizational

effectiveness increasing job listings and placements in our

experiment by changing a part of the organization or an aspect

of the organization's.overall functions. If change is to occur it

must be along a wider front, encompassing most, if not all, organiza-

tional variables. In terms of the experiment it would necessitate

changing the structure and functioning of virtually the entire

local office. In fact, change would have had to extend beyond the

local office level to the district and state office level.

"Gresham's Law of Planning"

In the professional literature dealing with organizations, a

tendency in bureaucracies has been identified, which is referred to

as a "Gresham's Law of Planning".5 This "law" states that in large

formalized organizations, programmed activity tends to drive out

unprogrammed activity. The public Employment Service's attempts

to revitalize Employer Services Programs suffer to a considerable

degree because of the impact of this hypothetical "law". Employer

Services Activities are not highly programmed as contrasted with

applicant registration, reporting requirements, etc. Thus, the

"good" activities those which can result in a big payoff for the

agency - -are driven out by the "cheap" activities--highly programmed

but with no payoff. For example, the registering of U.I. claimants

who are to return to their employer shortly, represents a highly

programmed activity unlike establishing a local Employer Advisory

Committee or making employer contacts. Completing ESARS reports

tends to drive out the development and maintenance of a Job
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development intc.nzAtion system or the maintenance of an employer

information system. Pu':N:, with a high unemployment rate and heavy

applicant loads, it was often Difficult to establish new and

innovative practices for improving 1,:e quantity and quality of 4ob

listings.

The Inadequacy of the Local Office's fluvi Assets

The implementation of any new program or the mainteue of on-

going programs ultimately depends on the institution's teman

Contrary to the conventional wisdom, the success or failure of Job

Bank depends on staff, not on IBM 360s. The same held true for

the outcome of our Demonstration--it depended on the human assets

of the local office.

An organization's human assets are defined as the value of the

productive capacity of an institution's human organization and the

value of its customer goodwill.
6

The value of the local office's

productive capacity was very low. A decade of confusing and often

contradictory program and policy direction had had its impact on

the spirit of the office. The price paid over these years for

adapting to the "new directions" had been a substantial liquidation

of the human assets 7 of this (and undoubtedly many other local

offices throughout the country.) The results of this liquidation

were manifested by an absence of motivation, poor intra-office

cooperation, little sense of direction, and almost no feeling of

control over one's activities.

Turning to the other component of the local office's human

assets, its customer goodwill, the situation at the start of the

experiment was not overly encouraging. Generally, employers tended
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to be indifferent to the test city local office.* An informal

assessment of the situation indicated that the office did not have

really effective relations with more than about ten employers.

Really effective relations is interpreted to mean relations that

result in the employer's placing a large percentage of all his

openings with the local office and his continued use of the office

despite occasional bad referrals. The situation in the control

city in this regard was only slightly better.

The quality of local office human assets is one factor to

consider; the quantity is another. As mentioned earlier, the

EMployer Services Unit and local office in the test city were

relatively understaffed to handle existing employers and the labor

force. In Chapter IV, some comparisons are made with the control

city which tend only to dramatize the staff shortages in the test

city. In October, the situation further deteriorated as a result

of cuts in MESC's budget. At the writing of this report, it is

too early to assess the full impact of these budget cots on the

office's productive capacity. However, it seems reasonable to

assume the imnaet will be negative.

Thus, at the start of the Demonstration, and to a gradually

decreasing degree thereater, the process of change was impeded

by what properly may b called an inadequacy of human assets.

Under these circumstar:es, the introduction of capital or techni-

cal assets, such as J4-.,n Bank, is not likely to improve the

situatlon. In fact, the latr,:duetion of Job Bank into our test

city had a generally negative impac oh the operation for at least

* The pre test attitudinal measures and the post test results can
be found in subsequent chapters.
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the first few months. Likewise, given this situation, the intro-

duction of Project designed changes often had negative side effects

and were never optimally successful in day-to-day practice.

The Capability of the Test City's Delivery System

At the beginning, the Project's objective of increasing job

listings seemed reasonably straightforward. However, as the

Demonstration progressed, it became evident that there was an

upper limit to this objective. The local office's Employer Services

operation was representative of a Stage II program, i.e. ineffective

support of placement operations. As the Employer Services Unit

began to move toward the improved Stage III level of operation, it

became apparent that the local office, and especially the placement

operation, could not fully back it up. In fairness to the local

office, the openings there were increasing at a far greater rate

than experienced nationally or in Michigan. Local office staff's

initial enthusiasm for the Project and Job Bank began to wane as

the daily pressures caused by these changes increased. Also, no

additional resources were made available to help cope with the

added volume of openings.

The Employer Services Unit's role was to increase openings,

improve the quality of openings, and try to keep openings in

approximate relation to the occupational characteristics of the

applicants in the active file. To a fair degree this was accomplished.

However, there was nothing in all of this activity to insure that

these job openings would be properly serviced. In other words,

would the placement-Job Bank operation assure that qualified applicants

were promptly referred? Would the open orders be promptly followed

up to inform the employer if there were applicants in the file to

meet his needs? Each of these questions is crucial. Obtaining job



openings from an employer is not a service and should not become

an end in itself. Filling these openings results in the delivery

of services to both employers and applicants.

The answer to most of these questions was a qualified "no."

The Placement Unit was inadequately staffed, faced with heavy

applicant loads and hampered by staff inexperiences. As a result,

very little file search took place and service on many open orders

was less than prompt. The Central Control Unit in Job Bank was

also understaffed and was incapable of adequately verifying the

status of open orders. Only orders in a "referred status", i.e.

all requested referrals made, were being verified by telephone with-

in a week of the original order date. Certain efforts of the Project

and the local office to improve verification eventually mitigated

this problem. However, the weaknesses in the placement operation

persisted for the balance of the Project.

During the latter part of April, it became obvious to the

Project and Employer Services Unit that the new upswing in

openings was not resulting in a proportionate, or even nearly

proportionate, increase in placements. It was jointly decided

that the Employer Services Unit would cut back on employer contacts

and services and devote most of its time in May to following up

aged orders including extensive file searching. The result of

this change in priority is illustrated by Table 4.7, P. 117.

Placements improved in May and June but the upswing in openings

fell off. Future attempts at using the Employer Services 'Unit

for direct support of placements were deemed inappropriate to the

goals of the experiment. Over the next months, openings continued

to increase at a high rate, but the proportionate change in

placements again lagged behind
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THE REALITIES OF SETTING GOALS

FOR OPENINGS AND PLACEMENTS

The Project experience dramatizes the difficulties of setting

goals for openings and placements. Responsible officials at the

federal, regional, and state levels are often guilty of using

business analogies in discussing the need to increase openings

and placements, e.g. referring to increasing placements as

"increasing sales." While such analogies are probably not harm-

ful in day-to-day discourse, they do have the potential to be very

misleading. For the public Employment Service is not a profit-

making, free enterprise and does not operate in the same decision

making environment. Perhaps, some examples will serve to clarify

what should be an obvious point, but apparently isn't.

If a private firm sets itself a goal of increasing its sales

volume by 100 percent, it can expect some increase in its operating

revenues. Some share of this increase in revenues will be

utilized to produce or service the additional sales, e.g. production

workers will be added, the physical plant increased, etc. The

increased sales volume will lead to an increase in he size of the

firm, assuming of course the firm had been operating at an economi-

cally viable level, somewhere near normal operating time capacity.

What if the Employer Services Unit doubles the volume of

openings over a short time period? Will a larger office be

necessary? What about staff increases? Surely all the additional

Mork resulting from the increase in volume cannot be taken up by

existing slack, even with labor-saving devices such as a Job

Information Service. In fact, to review the existing situation,

while openings and placements are increasing staff is being reduced

in most states. While it is true that workload experience is used
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in budget allocations to state agencies and offices within

states, these projections are not responsive to short run changes

in operating needs at the local level. Also, there appears to be

less than a perfect correlation between increases in workload and

increases in budget. Thus, it is obvious that the public Employ-

ment Service cannot adopt the private enterprise growth pattern;

most "sales" do not lead to more resources for delivering the

necessary services.

The above discussion tends to focus on the organization as

a whole and not on the individual. What incentive does the

Individual staff person have for engendering a larger volume of

business and assuring that it is serviced? Obviously, there is

little financial incentive. The public Employment Service cannot

pay bonuses to employees for increasing openings or for serving

this .arger volume of business. Whatever incentive exists, and

to a surprising degree it does exist, must be normatively based.

Many persons at the local level do take great pride in the job

the office performs for the community. However, the constant

change in the direction and goals of the Employment Service leaves

many confused over just what represents good performance. After

all, just a few years ago they were discouraged from making volume

placements of qualified applicants. They are now encouraged to

do so with little rationale given for the change. Such confusion,

engendered at the federal level, reduces the potential impact of

the non-financial rewards of the job.

These arguments carry over to all areas of activity. It was

obvious from the first months of our Project taat a doubling of

contact staff, given our marketing analysis and approach, would

lead to a vast increase in job openings. From where was this staff
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to come? And what of additional in-take staff, interviewers,

Central Control Unit verifiers, and order-takers? From where

would staff necessary to serve this potentially large new volume

come? The answer was obvious it would not be forthcoming.

A perfect example of this dilemma presented itself in the

designing of the Plan of Action for selecting and contacting

employers. It was apparent from previous local office experience

and our survey findings that the most expedient method of achiev-

ing a large increase in job listAlgs was to establish exclusive

hiring arrangements with several large firms. Under such an

arrangement the employer sends almost all job applicants to the

local office for screening and referral. First hand information

indicated that several employers would be willing to enter into

this kind of arrangement. A decision was made not to pursue these

exclusive hiring arrangements with other firms. The fact is that

while such arrangements would have positively contributed to the

objectives of the Project, they would have overwhelmed the delivery

capability of the local office. In the long run, the failure to

adequately deliver under these arrangements only would have resulted

in poorer employer relations and transactions.

In making this decision, the Project and local office had to

consider several factors, for which no formal guidelines appear to

exist. For instance, intensively serving two or three 1..rge

employers could result in a large volume of placements at a rela-

tivelv low unit cost. However, such an approach would leave little

or no time for serving the thousands of remaining employers in the

test city. Should a local office concentrate on high volumes of

openings and placements, or should it be prepared to service large

numbers of employers less intensively at higher unit costs? In
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the Demonstration we chose the latter approach, but a strong case

could be made for the former.

The federal answer to all of these questions is usually

"redirect staff," but without reducing efforts in any other area

of activity. One could hardly argue that the public ftployment

Service operates at maximum efficiency and cannot improve its

productivity. The potential for increasing the overall quantity

and quality of production must be imense. But it will require

more than field memos from the federal level to do so. Nothing

less than a major organizational development program is required.

Such a program would require considerable financing, extensive

and intensive technical assistance and no less than four to five

years to accomplish on a national basis. To all but the

Pathologically romantic who continue simply to insist on "redirect-

ing staff," there can be no expedient and simple solution to the

existing situation. Attempts at using "technological solutions,"

e.g. Job Bank, JIS, etc., while deeply engrained in American

culture, so far have proven to be of little'benefit. 8
The problem

does not call for technological innovation alone, but also

innovation in the allocation and utilization of the system's human

resources.
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CHAPTER III

THE EMPLOYER SERVICES DEMONSTRATION MODEL

OBJECTIVE: A STAGE III EMPLOYER SERVICES PROGRAM

The purpose of this chapter is to describe briefly the Employer

Services Program components (the Model) tested in Grand Rapids

and, thus, assist the reader in understanding what took place

during the Demonstration. It is not the purpose of this chapter

to proselytize our Model, as the ideal Employer Services Program.

The reader will have to make his oe her own decision on which, if

any, aspects of the Model to incorporate into his operations.

Chapters IV and V, which summarize the imract of the Model on

openings, placements, and employer relations, should assist the

reader in making an objective decision.

As Volume // of this final report contains detailed descriptions

of most major components of the Demonstration Model, in this chapter

we will only present the components in summary form and allude

briefly to the Demonstration experience with the component and the

successes and failures encountered in implementing them.

An objective evaluation of any Employer Services Program

requires that it be viewed in the context of the gc:ls it attempts

to accomplish. The purpose of the Demonstration Model was to

increase the quantity and quality of jobs listed with the local

office. As increasing placements is the only reason for increasing

job listings, the Employer Services Model placed great emphasis on

providing support to the placement operation. The Model did tot

purport to deal with providing extensive Awl sophisticated manpower

services to employers, such as a job restructuring analsis. Prom

these objectives we derived our listing of priorities:
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1. Resolving employer complaints and handling requests

for assistance

2. Reviewing open orders to assist Placement in working

with the employers to fill these orders

3. Making planned visits to solicit job openings and

build relations with presen' and potential customers

4. Making planned visits specifically to offer employer

services, such as guidance on mandatory listings,

developing OJT contracts, etc.

5. Organizing employer information for the use of inter-

viewers, WIN Job Developers, etc. f performing

individual job development

In this chapter five aspects of an Employer Services Program

are discussed: the management of employer services; employer

relations; employer servics; employer information; and community

relations. There is nothing sacred about our choice of five

components. Certainly, the Demonstration Model could be sub-

divided into wore or fewer components. Our decision to depict

tne Model as consisting of five distinct components is somewhat

arbitrary. As the reader reviews the Model he or sha may want

to consider how he would subdivide the Model for use in his

operation.

THE COMPONENTS OF THE EMPLOYER SERVICES

DEMONSTRATION MODEL (STAGE III)

Management of Employer Services

We have made the management of Employer Services a separate

component of the Model in order to stress the importance of properly

managing this, or any, Employment Service function. There are

three foundations to this management activity: a management-by-
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objectives approach, on-going training lag Employer Services and

other office staff, and Employer Services stall' as internal

consultants. The first two issues are covered elsewhere in this

report and here will receive only a cursory review.

Management-by-Objectives. The Employer Services Unit

operated on an elementary
management-by-objectives approach.

This approach and its results were also discussed in the previous

chapter. Objectives and goals for the Employer Services program

are developed for six-month periods. These objectives and goals

are developed so as to be consonant with the local office's Plan

of Service. Each member of the Unit, in cooperation with the

Supervisor, then develops goals that contribute to the accompllsh-

ment of the Unit's goals and objectives.
These objectives and

goals and the steps required is realize each of them, represent

the Unit's Plan of Action, or Plan of Service. The Supervisor

uses this Plan of Action to evaluate toe progress of the Unit

as well as individual members of the Unit. This approach provides

the Supervisor with an instrument for csntrolling the Unit and

Assures accountability both for the *A.1: in1 11

comprising it. As mentisnod in Chapter ii, uie use of ...4,046esolst-

by-objectives helped provide direction and a medium of control :or

the EmpLoyer Services function. However, it was time consuming

and somewhat artificial in its attempts to mold staff accountable

for its performance.

The Model employed two kinds of training: technical, or content

oriented training and, organizational development, or process

On-going Staff Training. This component is essential for

helping Employer Services staff keep up with the ever increasing

and changing body of knowledge and technique in the manpower field.
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oriented training. As this subject, discussed in the previous

chaptpr, is treated in considerable detai; in Volume 11. we will

n)t go into it any :',Irtr.er in this section.

Ustn6 Employer lervlces Star: As Internal Consultants. By

Its very nature,, the Employer Services Program is interrelated witn

and interdependent upon just about every other operation in the

local office. For example, even the switchboard operation in a

local office has a great impact on employer services and relations.

An overly busy switchboard or a curt operator can deal a crushing

blow to relations and transactions with employers.

As the Employer Services Unit was the primary bridge to the

local office's customers, this Unit gathered information on employer

needs and problems, analyzed this information in terms of the

operations of the local office, and made recommendations to office

supervisors on how to improve the delivery and quality of services.

In our Demonstration experience, this internal consulting role

became as important as the external sales and service role. Overall,

the Employer Services Unit probably averaged 40 percent of its

time on internal problems which were adversely affecting relations

with employers and applicants.

The Project had great expectations concerning the value of

this role to local office operations. Our Demonzt/Auion experience

Indicated the role is a n:cessary one, at least in the test city

local off? c :. nowP--'t ,.he experiment with this role was only

partially successful. The Employer Services Supervisor and most

members of the Unit vigorous': carried out the internal consultant

function and, to some degree, their activity led to minor

operational improvements. The reason this activity was only



partially successful was the lack of management support and also

a general lack of cooperation from other staff in the local office.

This probably was partially due to the newness of the Employer

Services Unit. Also, it was unusual in this local office for one

unit to exert influence and even pressure on other units. Prior

to the Demonstration, each unit within the office had tended,

pretty much to go its own way.

Employer Relations

The use of the term "employer relations" in this Model denotes

the range of activities basic to bettering relations, and thus,

increasing job listings with the employer community. We refer to

this component of the Model as "employer relations" because merely

getting an employer to place a job order is not a service to the

employer. It becomes a service when a successful placement(s) is

consummated. The emphasis on employer relations is to promote the

placement service of the local office.

Employer relations has five subcomponents: an Employer

Contact plan of action; a multifaceted approach to contacts;

employer and public relations; coordination of employer contacts;

and, an employer advisory committee.

Employer Contact Plan of Action. An Employer Contact Plan of

Action is developed for six to 12 months at a time. This Plan of

Action lists all planned contacts for the purpose of soliciting

job openings, OJT contracts, and/or providing selected services.

In addition to planned contacts, employers may receive contacts

to resolve placement oriented problems (identified by the Employer

Services Unit in cooperation with the Placement Unit, or by

itself).
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The Plan is divided into nine categories according to size of

firm and the quality of the firm's existing relations with the

local office.

A. Existing Relations with Local Office

1. Uses service selectively

2. Used service, but has stopped, or uses it

infrequently

3. Never used service

B. Firm Size

1. 300 employees or more

2. 100-299

3. 50-99

For each category the Plan depicts:

The number of visits to be made to employers

The number of visits to be made by employers

The number of indirect contacts to be made to employers,

i.e., contacts made by a person outside the local office,

such as a member of the Employer Advisory Committee, etc.

The number of PTC's to be made

The brochures to be dent

Other specific mailings to be sent

The Employer Services Unit successfully utilized the Contact

Plan of Action throughout the Demonstration. Several hundred

employers were eventually included in the Plan. It required little

time to either implement or maintain. It can be an invaluable, as

well as simple, tool for assuring that the Employer Services Unit

is not neglecting any of its "key" employers.

Approach to Contacts. A multifaceted approach to employer

contacts was implemented. Employers were divided into categories
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cry raq,Lojment size and existing relations with the local office

,crta,:t Plan of Action. A separate strategy was used

f c v,-wpint emloyers, relying on several modes of employer

1 :v2tL, a as ;eruonai visits; promotional phone calls; brochures;

ratio and television announcements; etc.

In brief, for employers with good relations, the strategy

was to strengthen these relations. Personal visits to these

employers were designed to assure that the employers were satisfied

with existing services. Efforts were made with these employers to

obtain a larger share of their higher-skilled and managerial job

orders., The key to dealing with these employers was quality

control--maIntainlig prompt and effective placement services. In

the short run, this strategy appeareo to secure relations with

the;e good customers, but did not usually result in their placing

orders for the higher skilled or managerial level workers. In the

long run, a continuance of this strategy might upgrade the quality

of job openings these employers list with the local office.

However, many internal labor market considerations, such as unior-

management agreements on promotions, will always limit the local

office's ability to obtain many kinds of better job openings. It

shoula also be noted that this time consuming strategy of visiting

was rather costly, as opposed to specific mailings and promotional

telephone calls. However, it did pay-off in an immediate increase

in job listings.

The strategy for reaching employers who had stopped using

or only occasionally used the office stressed a series of personal

visits (wtere there was a potential for multiple job listings).

The theme of these visits was to identify the employers' sources
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of dissatisfaction with th local office and to try to resolvt

these difficulties.

Employers in this category were invited to tour the local

office. Also, tours of these employers' plants were arranged for

placement interviewers so that they could become more familiar

with the employers' needs. The emphasis was always on problem

solving as the means to developing more business. This strategy

proved rather successful in obtaining more job listings from

this class of employers.

It should be noted that the above two strategies were very

time consuming. /t was not possible for an Employer Services

Representative to eke ten visits a day. In fact, they seldor

made more than three visits per day, per repre..,entative,

by appointment, Each visit was carefully rlanned, its ,70t:

determined by a thorough study the employer': record card; a

carefully thought out approach to dealing with the eml:loyer; ani

even some preliminary thinking on how to follow up if the visit

went well. Judging from the figures in Chapter IV, this approach

paid off much more than multiple visiting.

To briefly surmarize, the appro2eh for well established

customers and occasional customers was deliberate and time consuming.

The first approach was concerned with maintaining good relations

through quality control. The second approach was aimed at winning

customer acceptance through individualized service with an empnasis

on problem solving,

See reference to badcet c.uolderatIono on th,. preced:nr,

The strategy for customers who had never used the local office

was the only one of the three which called for some multiple

visiting. This strategy was exploratory; a determination had to be

made on the first visi.t as to whether this employer could be won

over. If the answer was "yes," then strategy two (occasional

customer strategy) was used from then on. If the answer was "no,"

the employer was contacted only by sending him orochures or via

his exposure to radio and television announcements.

Public Relations. This refers to opening as many lines of

commmnications to employers and the community as are feasible,

in order to increase business and improve the image of the local

office. The Project made extensive use of news and other public

relations media during the Demonstration. There were two major

reasons behind this emeeasis on public relations: one, during the

last eight years or so, the local office's image grew increasingly

unfavorable among employers and the broader community;
1

and two,

given very limited staff resources and an employer market of

approximately 5,000, sole reliance on personal visits would not

reach this market.

Several times in the early sectioLl of this volume, it was

stressed that the approach to the Demonstration and the actual

Employer Services Model were designed in such a way that they could

be replicated by almost any state Employment Service. This state

ment is, in general, accurate. However, with respect to the use

of media oriented public relations, it is subject to qualification.

Because of the need to place in proper perspective the use and

costs of media, this facet of the Model will require more dis

cussion., than its actual importance to the Model might merit. In

other words, simply because more apace is devoted to discussing
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media usage, the reader should not assume that it was the key

to success of the Model. In fact, as Chapter V shows, it played

a very marginal role in increasing the volume of job listings at

the local office. The principal modes of communication utilized

were:

Contacts witt business and trade associations

Press releases and articles in local magazines, such

as the local Chamber of Commerce's publication

Radio spots

Brochures tailor-made to local reeds

Television announcements

The contacts with business and trade associations were incor-

porated into the Employer Contact Plan of Action. These contacts

were always cordial and usually resulted in the association's

pledge of support for the local office with its membership.

However, in the short run these contacts could not be directly

linked to any new employer's placing job orders or any increase

in job openings listed with the local office. If this kind of

activity is to pay off it would probably require a longer time

period.

The Project assisted the loc..1 office in getting several

press releases in the local newspaper and magazines. It was our

experience that publishers were usually interested in materials

on t'ie local office and were cooperative in printing the stories,

These stories, in turn, appeared to create some community interest

in le local office. During visits by the Employer Services Unit,

many employers noted that they had read the stories with con-

siderable interest. However, once again, it proved difficult to
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,ellto thtl Activ-Av to "nd results. such as a greater volume of

openings for the local office.

During the Demonstration, radio announcements were regularly

aired on several local stations. The announcements were of two

basic types: one, descriptions of harder-to-fill jobs at the

local office aimed at applicants; and two, descriptions of skilled

applicants registered with the local office aimed at employers.

Most of these announcements were taped by members of the Employer

Services Unit for broadcasting at various times during the day.

The local radio stations were all very cooperative in providing

Tplbil service time and in helping to set the format for the

announcements. These stations had to meet FCC regulations concern-

ing toe provision of public service time and the arrangement appeared

t oeneflt them ae veil 99 the local office. Once again, many

annlioants and employers, in the course of normal contact with

't:^al office staff,; commented on having heard the announcements.

,4,ain, it was difficult to relate the announcements to improve-

-Pots in the end result variables, openings and placements.

The prelim nary findings suggested that employers had a very

local orientation and would best respond to materials that related

to the local area. What few brochures that did exist were designed

for Detroit, (the state's largest city) or a statewide distribution.

Aside from not having any local flavor, the brochures were generally

unattractive and not likely to have a positive influence on the

recipients. Suffice it to say that these brochures were of a

kind usd all over the country by various state Employment Services.

2' undertook the design and development of two brochures,

both centered on the theme that Grand Rapids (the test city) was the

lIft-e's business. One brochure on Job Bark had the names of



local firms who were happy with it. The second was an eight-page

pictorial (two-color) piece on the services provided to employers,

applicants, and the community. Approximately 5,500 copies of each

brochure were distributed to employers with eight or more employees

and also to a sampling of employers with fewer than eight employees.

These brochures did appear to have a positive impact on relations

and transactions with employers.

The difficulty that arises is, unlike the other aspects of

the Model, the brochures could net have been designed, developed

and financed by the local office., If we take the current organi-

zational structure of the agency as a given, the design, develop-

ment, and financing of these brochures would have to be done at

the state level.

Assuming that the state office had adequate public information

staff for this undertaking, two interrelated problems present

themselves. The first problem is to dkrelop brochures with local

flavor; the second is to hold down costs. In tryins, to develop

brochures with a local flavor, state office staffs would have to

work closely with many local offices and then prepare several

versions of a basic brochure. This would be a very time consuming

activity, especially in a state with numerous and widely-separated

local or area offices. States such as Ohio and Mich_gan would

probably require no less than a dozen local versions of the basic

brochure.

Cost is an even more difficult problem. For example, in our

Demonstration, the cost to produce a year's supply of our eight-

page brochure was 26 cents per copy (this does not include the

costs of distributing each brochure). We projected a one year

inventory of this brochure for the entire state and the cost
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dropped dramatically to about 8 cents per brochure. Thum, the

cost of doing this brochure on a local basis was three times greater

than on a statewide basis. Also, producing more than one year's

supply at the local level is no answer to the price-volume dilemma,

as programs and goals change so often. Hence, most brochures

would be outdated in not much more than a year, or two, at the

most.

Given the above, it would not appear feasible to replicate

this aspect of the Model at the local level, unless the state

agency was truly decentralized. However, we would strongly recommend

that where brochures are prepared for statewide distribution, the

appeal of these brochures be vastly enhanced. Some brief guidelines

would be to use better quality paper, more pictures, fewer' technical

descriptions (especially in Job Brack brochures), and design the

text of the brochure to describe not only the service, but also the

benefits of using the service. Also, brochures could be designed

so as to permit adoption of them at the local office level to meet

specific local needs.

Another uniumal aspect of the Demonstration Model was the use

of specially prepared television announcements. Once again, the

Project, assisted by a local advertising firm, did all designing,

developing, and financing of the announcements. As was true

of the specially prepared brochures, the local office could not

have implemented this aspect of the Model without the Project.

The Project experimented wish the use of low-budget television

(TV) announcements. A package of several 30-to 60-second spot

announcements was developed and shown by area TV stations. The

average price of one of these announcements was slightly more than

$1,000.00. Because of the high impact of TV, it was not necessary
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to limit the announcement to the local area. The announcements

were eventually used throughout the state. While it is very hard

to evaluate the impact of TV on end results, use of this medium

did appear to have a positive impact.

Replication of this activity would be done boat at the state

office level. A package of six announcements and duplicate tapes

could be prepared for just about $10,000, a not unreasonable sum.

The tapes prepared for our Demonstration were of two basic types:

one, a general message about a broad range of services available

from the agency which was image oriented; and two, specific

messages about key services (placement, etc.) which were direct

sales oriented. The combination of these types appears to be

very desirable.

The major question in using TV, and one which has major

financial implications, is whether to purchase TV time. Unlike

the radio stations, the TV stations are not so anxious to fill

public service time spots, because most TV stations face great

demands for public service time. In the Project we experimented

with both paid and public service arrangements. When a commercial

relied only on public service time, it was shown, but sporadically,

and at very poor viewing times. It should be mentioned that this

experiment was very unfavorably affected by the general elections.

During elections there are great demands for public service time.

On the other hand, when the announcement ran on purchased

time, it received tremendous coverage. For example, the Project

purchased thirty 60-second spots for $1,000.00. The TV station

guaranteed that one-half of these spots would be shown at prime

time. In addition, the station matched the 30 prime time spots with

30 public service spots, some of which also were shown at prime times.
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Unfortunately, at this time, we don't have enough experience

with TV to be able to show the differences in cost effectiveness

between the paid and public service arrangements. However, our

limited experience leads us to believe that paying for a certain

amount of TV time would prove much more effective in reaching

employers and applicants. Again, the big problem is the cost of

TV time and the limited budgets of all state Employment, Service

agencies. TV time in our teat city, a medium-sized midwest city,

was relatively inexpensive. However, in many large metropolitan

areas it might be prohibitively expensive.

Coordination of Employer Contacts. This function was handled

by the Employer Services Unit. All personal visite with employers,

including individual job development efforts, were loordinated to

avoid duplication of visits. The Unit's Employer Information

Clerk made the employer record card and other job development

information available to all office staff who were planning visits.

Often, a member of the Employer Services Unit would accompany a

counselor or a job developer .n an employer visit, in order to

optimize the impact of the visit. This effort proved very

successfUl in avoiding needless duplication of effort.

Employer Advisory Committee. This committee was extensively

discussed in Chapter II and is also dealt with spe-'fically in

Volume II, where selected guideline materials for major components

of the Demonstration Model are presented. We will cover it 'nly

briefly in this section. it is a useful vehicle for opening new

lines of communication with employers. Such a committee, if

properly used, serves at least three functions: one, it creates

a better understanding of the range of services provided by and

limitations of the local office; two, it provides an informal
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tool for analyzing manpower problems faced by local employer..

and how the office's services can be employed to mitigate these

problems; and threa, it serves as a legitimizing force with the

employer con: amity by lending its prestige to programs and ser-

vices the office wants to provide to applicants and employers.

The Employer AL'-isory Committee involved with our Eeployer

Services Demonstration Program was composed of top-tanking

personnel people from ten companies and the local Chamber of

Commerce. The Committee contained a cross section of local

business and industry. Initially created to c .. t only five

informational and problm solving sessions, it became a permanent

advisory committee to the local office and appeared to fulfill

all of the goals set for it. We strongly recommend the use of

such committees.

Employer Information

The collection and analysis of information on local employers

and the local economy is essential to the success of an employer

services effort. It serves several important purposes: it

enables the Unit to identify those employers who have a high

potential for placement business; it provides leads ca employers

and jobs with their firms which have a high potential for individual

job development, it provides the office with a better understanding

of the existing potentials and limitations of its activities as

determined by local labor market structure and conditions; and it

enables the Employer Services Unit to solicit job openings that

match the needs of applicants in the active file.. In addition,

certain employer information, which represents job search informa-

tion, is an essential ingredient of a JIDS.
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Identification of Key Employers. This subject is coverer in

detail, including sample worksheets, in Volume II. Thus, in this

section, it only will be outlined. Our amoroach reject, t.e

traditional major/minor market dichotomy hecaule it Is too eeneral

a tool to be an accurate predictor of ni.di
potent:al (placement

business) employers. The Model we use for predictive pur;oses

employs seven criteria:

1. Mandatory job listing- firms

2. 5ime of firm

3. Past and present relations with 1oca3 office

4. Seasonal:

5. Occupational characteristicr cf jot seekers

. Occupational characteristics of industry and firm

7. Turnover by firm

The Project was not able to cbtain existing sample data on the

last too criteria because it is collect.c.71 rn a cor-idential

Also, most existing employer record cards were outdated anu seldom

had information either on occupations within the firm or turnover.

Thus, it was not feasible during the Demonstration to operationalime

these criteria. This fact limited the value of our Model for

identifying key employers. However, in time, as the data gaps are

filled, the Model should prole more effect,me. Even in its limited

form the approach proved' to be very helpful--most of tne emplo;er

it identified did turn out to be good prospects for multiple job

listings.

Collection, Recording and Maintenance of Employer Information.

Data is collected from several sources: calls and visits to

employers; Job Bank summaries;
unemployment insurance claims data;

analysis of existing labor market information; surveys of occupa

tions by firm; and spot surveys of Job Bank orders to ascertain
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the occupational breakdown of these orders. An employer informa-

tion clerk records and maintains all data in a centralized

employer information file. This activity is performed under the

guidmice of the Employer Services Unit Supervisor.

The EMployer Information System proved invaluable to the

operations of the Employer Services Unit. This information

provided an objective basis on which to select employers to contact.

It also provided staff with guidelines on how best to deal with

particular employers. The only problem with the Employer Informa-

tion System was the time required to maintain it. It required the

almost full-time attention of the employer information and coordina-

tion clerk. Many local offices facing staff shortages understandably

will be hesitant to devote a full-time staff member to this position.

More details on the Employer Information System can be found in

Volume II.

Employer Services Resource. This resource, maintained by the

employer information clerk, contained the following:

Texts on management theory and practice and marketing

Recent books on manpower policy and programs

Wall Street Journal and local newspaper clippings and

relevant topics

U. S. DOL publications on technical subjects such as the

Job Analysis Handbook

EEOC literature

Copies of journal and magazine articles on manpower and

other relevant subjects

R &D Project reports
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The resource WSJ used only occasionally by EMployer Services

Unit and other local office staff. These persons weren't used

to devoting a part of their day (work day or personal time) to

keeping up with changes in the manpower field. In this sense,

there was little awareness of the need for keeping current with

one's "profession.' It would be fair to say that in the short-

ran the resource had no measurable effect on staff performance.

Hoever. in time staff may begin to utilize this resouLze.

Job Development Information System. This function is dis-

cussed at length in Volume II and will therefore be cursorily

reviewed here. The key to successfully coordinating and extending

job development activities is a central job development file

containing all needed information about openings possibly amenable

to job developments. The file was organized by occupational title

and D.O.T. codes with similar occupational titles grouped together.

Each occupational category had an information sheet for any company

interested in finding a qualified person with a continuing need for

that occupational title. There was a job development lead card

for each company and for each occupation in which it had shown

an interest.

The input of job development leads into the central job develop-

ment file came from any number of sources, but predominantly from

visits to employers and from labor market trends. As members of

the Employer Services Uri' the interviewing staff, and counseling

staff contacted employers, they were able to gain information about

occupations in which the employer had a shortage of qualified

workers, or occupations for which the company had a continuing

need. The representatives of the local office ascertained whether

the company was interested in being contacted if a suitable applicant
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eo..du be found. If the answer was "yes." then a job development

lead card was made out.

The Sob Development Information System was installed late in

tie Demonstration. As this report was being prepared, it only

had been in full operation fir approximately three months. During

the three months in which ti.e Project observed this system it was

not heavily utilized. The Employer Services Eupervisor constantly

encouraged its use among loc%1 office staff engaged in job develop-

ment. As was true of any new idea or technique introduced into

the Ital office by the Project, a considerable time period was

required before local office staff accepted the changes.

&ployer Services

It is somewhat artificial to distinguish beareen employer

relations and employer services. do so for purpozes of exposi-

tion, but in actual oreration all five components of our program

(model) were interrelated and interdependent. In the Demonstration,

the services provided employers by the Unit were primarily aimed

at assuring that acceptable referrals were made on existing and

newly created job openings. W. little, if any, activity was

devoted to improving the functioning of internal labor markets,

or providing in-plant services aimed at altering the hiring

process and actual job relations within the firm. We will briefly

review the limited services thit were provided.

Responding to Employer Complaints or Requests for Asristance.

This was the most vital service the Unit provided to employers, as

it was totally oriented toward improving the delivery of placement

services to the employer. Moat of the employer complaints centered

around of qualified applicants referred to them by the

local office. In attempting to resolve this basic dilemma, the Unit
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relied on one of two strategies and sometimes a combination of

the two Upon reviewing the employer's job order, if the

specifications were both clear and realistic, the Employer Services

Representatives would work with the placement operation to try to

fill the order. This often involved members of the Employer Services

Unit in file search activities.

If, upon reviewing the order, the specification was deemed

not clear or realistic, the Employer Services Representative would

make an appointment for a personal visit to the employer. During

the visit the ESR would attempt to help the employer modify and/or

clarify these hiring specifications. Sometimes it proved necessary

to both modify the hiring specifications and also assist the place-

ment operation in filling the open order.

This activity working with individual employers in response

to their specific needs, especially when employer disc tisfaction

exists, turned out to be the most valuable service the Unit pro-

vided to employers and to the operations of the local office. It

resulted in many placements on ord that otnerwise probably

would have been cancelled. Employe- responded very favorably

to this service and were generally willing to modify their hiring

specifications when the'problem was objectively related to them.

The one negative aspect of this service is that it as extremely

time consuming and often severely curtailed the ame available

for making planned contacts to solicit new business. The ES Unit

was always faced with a conflict between developing more job

openings and assuring that existing openings were promptly and

properly serviced. Under the 'roject's guidance, a reasonable

balance between these two goals was usually achieved.
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Providing Employers With Guider and Assistance. This was

assistance regarding testing regulations, EEOC regulations, Execu-

tive Order No. 11598, OJT programs, NABJOBS, WIN, and other

special programs. No attempt was made to actively sell these

services to employers, because of the limited staffing of the ES

Unit. However, the DUA did respond to employer requests for

assistance on any and all of these matters. This assistance was

well accepted by employers and often resulted in new Job orders

for the local office. The ES Unit maintained an active caumitmeat

to developing and servicing OJT contracts during the Demonstra in

and met its stated goals for this activity.

Once again, the problem with providing this service was the

time it diverted from activities more directly related to increasiuz

the volume of Job listings. However, this is an essential service

and it cannot ignored, even if it is not productive in the sense

of increasif enings and placements.

Providi Inployers 'nth Wage and Other Labor Market Information.

This service was done on a very limited basis. The area labor

market analyst provided employers with labor market information

upon request; however, no specitl_studies or analyses were performed

for employers, an impossibility given staffing constraints Limited

information was also provided to the local manpower planning council,

but nothing requiring special study or analysis.

This facet of the Model was very underdeveloped. The problem

was the lack of staff to develop aLd maintain a system of kcal

labor market information for the delivery of manpower services.

The single area labor market analyst served offi^es other than

the test city local office and reported to the Reseraoh and Statistics

Division in the administrative office. Most of this analyst's time
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was devoted to developing reports for state and federal use. His

activities had almost no relevance to loca_ manpower activities,

or the operations of the local office.

This factor produced a gap in our Demonstration Model which

most likely reduced overall program effectiveness. The Project

made several attempts to convince state level staff of the need

to utilize local labor market information for local level program

planning and delivery of services. However, such activities

appeared to go beyond the scope of activities prescribed fop the

R & S Division which was not staffed to deal with additional

responsibilities.

Analyzing Employer Needs and Making Provisions for the Delivery

of Services Aimed at Improvin Internal Labor Market Conditions.

This :aspect also was very underdeveloped. As the local office did

not have the staff resources or competency to engage in technical

services, it was necessary to make arrangements with the State

Supervisor of Employer Services for assistance in delivering

technical services to local employers. These arrangements were

somewhat tenuous and for this reason the ES Unit never actively

offered these services to employers. As there were no requests

for these services from employers this aspect of the Model never

was really tested.

Community Relations

Of all the components of any Employer Services Program,

comma ity relations is the most difficult to sperify and implement.

This probably is due to two factors: first, existing federal

manpower policies have created competitive agencies with many

overlapping functions, which are understandably protective of their

role in the community and not always cooperative with each other
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and, secondly, while community relations are an important aspect

of an Employer Services Program, such relations are not limited

to Employer Services staff; in fact, Employer Services staff plays

a role secondary to that of the local office manager and employe-

development and WIN staff. Thus, coordination and control

of this activity present unusual difficulties to an Employer

Services Unit.

This aspect of the Demonstration Model was primarily concerned

with establishing more effective communication with other agencies.

This was viewed as a major step toward achi ving the extensive

joint working relations str sed in the USES guidelines. The

emphasis was on two kinds of activities: -

1. Providing agencies involved with job development,

unions, and other related grot a with information

concerning the role and capabilities of the local

office, through visits, telephone calls, attendance

at various meetings, specific mailings, brochures, and

radio lend television broadcasts. These activities

were .ncorporated into the Contact Plan of Action.

The ES Unit met its goals for contacts in this area.

However, in the shortrun it is nearly impossible to

determine whether or not these contacts had a positive

influence on the various agencies. A much longer time

period, and continued contact with these agencies,

would be necessary before any firm conclusions on the

value of this activity could be reached.

2. Providing technical knowledge and expertise concerning

employment opportunities and local labor market

functioning to the local office manager and other staff
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to help extend their working relations with other

agencies. This was done, but to such a limited

extent that at cannot be properly evaluated at this

time.

In summary, community relations was the least developed aspect

of the Model. The Project devoted very modest time and effort to

this activity because: in the shortrun, improving relations with

these agencies would have little
impact on increacing the volume

of job listings, which was our main objective.



Footnotes

1. See Giblin and Palmeri, Op. Cit., and N. Goldberg, Op. Cit.,

for the pre test findings concerning the local office's

image in the community.
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PART II: THE RESULTS OF THE DEMONSTRATION

Part II of this volume reviews the impalt of the Employer

Services Demonstration Model on the local office as reflected in

transactions and relations with employers. The impact of the

Demonstration on local office staff is also explored.

Each of the three chapters comprising this part of the volume

deals with a different facet of the impact of the Demonstration

Model. Chapter IV measures the impact of the Demonstration Model

on the quantity and qt.ality of job listings and also on placement

activity. Since comparisons are made between the test and control

cities, the chapter begins by comparing the cities on several

criteria. Changes in openings and placements are charted and

statistically analyzed. The impact on openings of other factors,

not accounted for by the Demonstration, are evaluated.

Chapter V considers the impact of the Demonstration on the

employer attitudes in both cities. Comparisons of change are

made between teat and control cities. The second half of this

chapter attempts to ascertain the impact of selected components

of the Model on employer attitudes and behavior. The key question

that we try to answer is, which components of the Model had the

greatest positive (or negative) impact on employers?

Chapter VI results from our concern over continued depletion

of the human assets of the public Employment Service through

constant and disruptive program change initiated at the federal

level. This chapte. also compares changes in the test and control

cities in staff attitudes toward their jobs, job bank, etc.
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CHAPTER IV

THE IMPACT OF THE DEMONSTRATION

ON OPENINGS AND PLACEMENTS

From the standpoint of the assigned mission of the Project,

this is the key chapter of the report since it attempts to assess

the impact of the Demonstration on the major dependent variable- -

the quantity of job listings. Consideration is also given to the

Demonstration's impact on the quality of openings sa, ...- volume

of placements.

As already mentioned in Chapter I, the research design included

a control group; a comparable city and its local Employment Service

office. It is essential at this point to compare the characteris-

tics of the two cities which might influence the volume of openings,

before attempting to make comparisons of post test changes in

dependent variables. The test and control cities will be compared

on two bases: labor market structure and conditions and local

office operations.

Before proceeding into the comparisons it is appropriate to

allude to the difficulties we faced in using the control group.
1

The selection of a control city usually involves administrative

difficulties. Originally we selected ten cities, any of which

would have been appropriate for use as a control group. Our choices

were based on objective selection criteria. However, our choices

were eliminated by the refusal of the respective states to partici-

pate and other administrative problers. Hence, the control city

ultimately picked was not among our ten top choices.

Anothsc recurring problem in using control groups is that the

groupe are affected by knowledge of the experiment and this tends

to bias their perception and, perhaps, response to existing
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situations. This tendency was pronounced in our experiment

despite the fact that the control group was located in ahother

state, approximately 300 miles from the test city. The only

contact was with Project staff in the pre and post test collection

of data. Yet, in the post test Questionnaire, they completed the

items dealing with the impact of the Project on office operations,

even though instructed to ignore these items which were clustered

at the end of the Questionnaires. Interestingly, the control

city respondents rated the Project as having a positive result on

office operations. Obviously, their reeponaes on attitudinal

items discussed in Chapter VI must be suspected of bias resulting

from their interest in Project activities. However, despite these

fairly typical methodological problems, the control city and its

local office staff were reasonably comparable to the test city.

LOCAL LABOR mom STRUCTURE AND CONDITIONS

Many research studies present considerable descriptive

information on their test and control groups. However, while such

information is said to "flavor" the study it seldom helps to explain

changes in the major dependent variables. In our study, providing

information on the social and political structure, religious

attitudes, and other such aspects of the community would shed

little light on why change occurred. Even a discussion of local

manpower machinery (CAMPS, City Manpower Planning Office, etc.)

would be enhemeral, as this machinery has almost no effect on

local office operations in either the teat or control city.

From a research perspective, these socially oriented variables

have only a small, randomized effect on the quantity and quality

of job listings placed with a local office. It is very doubtful

that they have any systematic and measurable impact on transactions
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with employers. The variables we have considered in comparing the

two cities have to do with local labor market structure and

conditions. The five factors conaidered are:

1. The civilian workforce and employment

2. Recent labor market conditions

3. Wage level and structure in the community

4. Occupational characteristics of applicants registered

with the local office

5. Alternative hiring channels in the community

These labor market-oriented factors, along with local office

operations, will represent the basis for our comparison of the

two cities.

Civilian Workforce and Employment

Table 4.1 compares the civilian workforce and employment by

industry in the test and control cities. The most pronounced

difference between the two cities is the preponderance of durable

manufacturing in the control city. In the control city primary

metal products accounted for almost one-fourth of total employment,

while in the test city for only a little more than one percent of

total employment. Several very large steel producers accounted

for the heavy primary metal products employment in the control city.

Most of the other differences between the two cities do not appear

to be of major significance.

From the standpoint of Employer Services planning and program

implementation, the control city's clustering of a few very large

employers in primary metals had considerable significance. The

control city tended to have a small number of larger major market

employers in relatively close geographic proximity to one another



TABLE 4 1

CIVILIAN WORK FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT

August 1972

Employment
ITEM

Test Control

Civilian Work Force 239,700 219,100

Unemployment 17,300 10,500

Employment, Total 222,200 208,600

Non-Agricultural W/S 197,800 201,100

Manufacturing 71,900 88,600

Durable 52,300 82,90p

Primary Metal Products 4,(0-.7: 43,900

Non-Durable 19,600 5,700

Non-Manufacturing 125,900 112,500

Mining _ 100 300

Construction 11,000 7,500

Transportation 9,800 10,600

Wholesale 10.900 6,600

Retail 35,700 32,100

Finance, Real Estate 7,400 6,200

Services & Miscellaneous 28,100 29,400

Government 22,900 19,700

A21 other Non - Agricultural 20,700 15,600

Agriculture 3,700 2,400

Persons involved in Labor-Management

Disputes 200 0

Data from: Division of Research and Statistics, Ohio Bureau of
Employment Services and Division of Research and Statistics,
Michigan Employment Security Commission.
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and the local office. The test city had a large number of smaller

major market employers widely scattered through the geographic

area. The contract resulted in differences in size of firm cut

off for major and minor market breakdowns in the two cities. In

the control city, the estimated major market had 150 employers

with 35 or more employees and 1600 employers with fewer than 35

employees. In contrast, the test city had a major market of

approximately 500 employers having 35 or more employees and more

than 4,000 with fewer than 35 employees.

Recent Labor Market Conditions

Figure 4.1 depicts unemployment rates in the test and control

cities for the period January 1971 through September 1972. When

the control city was chosen in August of 1971, its unemployment

rate was very close to that of the test city (8.7 percent in the

test city against 8.5 percent in the control city). At that time

both cities had been given D classifications by the Department of

Labor, an indication of substantial unemployment.

However, as Figure 4.1 indicates, with the exception of a few

unusual months in 1971, the control city consistently had less

unemployment than the test city. In fact, during the period of

the Demonstration, unemployment in the control city averaged

approximately two percentage points lower than in the test city.

It is reasonable to say that the control city generally experienced

more favorable labor market conditions than the test city, both

prior to and during the Demonstration.

Comparison of Hourly Wage Averages

Table 4.2 compares hourly wage averages in the test and control

cities. If either city had wages much lower than the other we
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TABLE 4.2

COMPARISON OF HOURLY WAGE AVERAGES, JULY 1972

CLASSIFICATION TEST CONTROL

Manufacturing $ 4.15 $ 4.84

DURABLE 4.88

Lumber Products 3.28

Furniture 3.89

Primary Metals 4.05 5.03

Fabricated Metals 4.60 4.66

Non-Electrical Machinery 4.75 4.26

Transportation Equipment 3.97 5.34

NON-DURABLE 4.14

Food 3.52 --

Textiles, etc. 4.08 --

Paper Products 3.77 --

Printing, Publishing, etc. 4.36 --

Chemicals 3.83 --

Non-Manufacturing

Construction 6.36 7.68

Wholesale Trade 4.27 3.48

Retail Trade * 3.17 2.84

Banking, Insurance, etc. 2.76

Services and Miscellaneous 2.95 --

Government --

Transportation, Utilities -- --

Excludes eating and drinking establishments

Sources: Division of Research and Statistics, Ohio Bureau of Employment
Services; Division of Research and Statistics, Michigan Employment
Security Commission
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could assume it had an advantage in obtaining job ord.ss from

employers. This assumption is based on the fact that both cities

tend to receive mostly lower waged/lower skilled job openings,

which approximate the occupational characteristics of applicants

in their active files.

As Table 4.2 indicates, a comparison of wage structures does

not favor either city's efforts to obtain job openings.

Occupational Characteristics of

Applicants In The Active Files

Table 4.3 depicts the occupational distribution of applicants

in the test and control' city active files. The reader will note

differences between the test and control city distributions.

However, these differences do not appear to be of such magnitude

as to greatly increase either office's capability to obtain job

listings or make placements at the expense of the other office.

Alternative Hiring Channels In The Community

Table 4.4 shows pre test findings on the hiring channels

utilized by employers for hourly workers over the last two years,

roughly from October 1969 to October 1971. This table does

indicate some differences between the two cities. Most obvious

is the fact that 79 percent of the sample in the control city

used the local office for hourly rated workers and only 37 percent

in the test city. This was consistent with most of our pre test

*
findings which showed the control city as having much greater

employer acceptance than the test city.

* For more on this see the pre test, post test comparisons in
Chapter V.



TABLE 4.3

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUPION OF APPLICANTS

IN THE TEST AND CONTROL CITY

ACTIVE FILES

June 1972

CLASSIFICATION TEST . CONTROL

Professional, Technical

Managerial 7.0% 3.7%

Clerical - Sales 20.7% 22.9%

Service 11.996 15.5%

Farm, Fishery, Forestry .8% .4%

Processing 3.3% 5.9%

Machine Trades 9.4% 6.8% .

Bench Work 14.2% 6.7%

Structural 16.0% 17.5%

Miscellaneous 16.7% 15.u%

TOTALS 100 % 100 %

Source: Division of Research and Statistics, Ohio Bureau of
Employment Services; Division of Research and Statistics, Michigan
Employment Security Commission.
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Table 4.4

Hiring Channels Utilized By Employers

For Hourly Employees Over the Last Two Years

Teat City Control City

Number 1 of Total Number % of Total

Ste ES (Branch Office) 68 37 19 79...

Hiring at facility (walk-ins) 121 66 16 67

Referrals by employees 135 74 13 54

Private (fee) agencies 43 24 6 25

Nom-fee, private association 32 18 1 4

Schools (public, trade,
colleges, etc.) 73 40 12 50

Media (newspapers, etc.) 95 52 10 42

Union hiring halls 11 6 4 17

Nonprofit community agencies 31 17 8 33

Other
7 4 1 4

NOTE: (1) Percentages rounded off.

(2) Figures do not add up to 100% as respondents could check more
than one category. Test City N=182 Control N=24

From: Giblin and Palmeri, Op. Cit., p.39
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Also, the control city had another advantage in that it faced

less competition from both private, fee-charging and non fee -

charging employment agencies. The test sity faced competition

from an employers' association with a membership of several hundred

employers. Tne employers' association maintained an active place-

ment service for its membership. On the other hand, in the more

heavily industrialized and unionized control city unions offered

more competition than they did in the test city, e.g. hiring through

union halls.

LOCAL OFFICE OPERATIONS

The operations of the two offices showed several disparities

which tended to favor the control city. The preceding section '

this chapter presented labor force statistics for the test and

control city SMSAs. However, each office serviced a smaller popula-

tion than indicated by the SMSA data, because there are other

Employment Service offices located in their respective SMSAs. It

is estimated that the control city office services a labor force

of approximately 100,000 and the test city 185,000, or very close

to twice that of the control city. These estimates of potential

population to be served will place our discussion of office opera-

tions in clearer perspective.

Organization and Staffing

Prior to and during the Demonstration, the test city operated

tarough a single main office. The control city operated through

five separate offices: a main office (area office); a WIN office;

a placement office at a local university; a mobile outreach "office";

and, a vocational planning center.
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As staffing constantly fluctuates in most local offices we

will only compare approximate staffing levels. The control city

before and during the Demonstration maintained a staff of about

90 persons. The test city prior to Demonstration had a staff of

about 50, which increased to almost 60 during the Demonstration,

and in the last two months declined to about 55.

Prior to and during the Demonstration, the control city had

a six-person, full-time Employer Services staff. By contrast,

the test city had only one person on a near full-time basis for

Employer Services prior to the Demonstration. As a result of

Project-initiated changes, this Unit was increased to a full-time

contact staff of three (See Chapter II for test city Employer

Services staffing patterns.) Of equal importance, the control

city had more than twice as many persons in its placement operation

as did the test city, which permitted the control city to maintain

a four-person File Search Unit in the main office. This Unit gave

the control city local office a distinct advantage over the test

city in the placement process, as file search is an invaluable

activity for optimizing placements.

Job Bank and Employer Services Operations

The Job Bank operations in both cities were relatively new,

having been implemented in the control city in June of 1971 and

in the test city in October of 1971. Thus, during the entire

period of the Demonstration both cities had new, but fully

operational, Job Banks.

The Job Bank operation differed greatly between the twu cities.

In the control city the Job Bank served only that area serviced by

normal local (area) office operations. The organization of Job

Bank there was along national office guidelines: the Employer
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Services operation was incorporated into the Job Bank Unit and

central ordt.i- taking, order control, and verification were all a

part of the Job Bank. The Unit was relatively heavily staffed,

having approximately twice the staff of the test city Job Bank

operation, ant was able to verify referrals on all job orders

within three days of receipt.

The test city Job Bank operation differed considerably

from national office guidelines, primarily the result of the vast

geographical area this Job Bank served (Michigan had gone into a

statewide Job Bank operation). The test city represented a

terminal point in the system and its Job Bank served a large

section of Western Michigan (See Map 4.1). This area not only

included the test city SMSA but stretched some 200 miles north to

cover several local office jurisdictions.

As a result of this approach to Job Bak organization there

were Order-Taking Units in each of the local officers covered by

the Job Bank. These Units were a part of the Placement Units in

the local offices, w'ich was also true in the test city. Job Bank

Central Control located in the test city local office, handled

order control and verification for the entire area, an undertaking

extremely difficult for a relatively small Job Bank Unit, making

timely verification of orders a problem. Aiso, many employers

cxpresed concern over a loss of personal relations with the local

office.

The different fora` of Job Bank organization had implications

beyond verification and ether Job Bank related operations. In the

control city the Job Bank was clearly a part of the local (area)

office operation. The head of the Job Bank Unit reported to the

Area Manager and there was a close interface of Job Bank and total
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office operations. Considerable control over Job Bank operations

existed at the local level and Job Bank was closely tied to the

placement operation.

The situation in the test city was vastly different and

represented a serious operational problem. The Job Bank Supervisor

reported to the Local Office Manager there, but also had a functional

responsibility for several other local offices. Considerable con-

fusion persisted over this S_pervisor's responsibility to the test

city office. There was little interface of Job Bank and overall

operations and the local office exercised little or no control over

Job Bank operations. By the time the Project became involved with

local office operations, fairly poor cannunications and almost no

cooperation existed between Job Bank and the test city local office.

One can only surmise that Job Bank Central Control had even worse

communications with the more distant local offices it serviced.

The Project became heavily involved with this problem as it

was having an adverse effect on Employer Services and the overall

local office operation. The most serious i,ilure of the system

was its inability to provide prompt verification of referrals on

job orders. At best, only fully referred orders were verified

within five days. Orders with no referrals or partially referred

orders seldom received verification. This failure to follow up

open and often very aged orders was resulting in innumerable

employer complaints.

The Project's involvement in the Job Bank operation was

directly related to the goals of the Demonstration. No attempt

was made to change the overall organization of Michigan's state-

wide Job Bank. The emphasis was on trying to work out solutions

that would improve verification and thereby enable the placement
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operation to better service employer job orders. As a result of

Project suggestions, arrangements were finally consummated that

allowed interviewers to verify orders on which there had been no

or only partial r-;rrals at the end of 48 hours. They closely

coordinated this activity with Job Bank Central Control. This

relieved much of the pressure on the understaffed Job Bank

Central Control and also reduced employer complaints, the same

procedure was extended to all Michigan local offices outside of

the Detroit metropolitan area.

Since the test city Employer Services Program was described

in tue previous chapter, this section will only examine some major

contrasts between the test and control cities' Employer Services

Program. The factor which determined many of the differences was

staffing - -the control city was much more heavily staffed to serve

a much smaller employer population.

To teview the situation, the control city had twice as many

employer contact staff as the test city. The control city

estimated its major market as consisting of 150 employers with 35

or more employees. They also served some 1600 employers with less

than 35 employees. By contrast, the smaller test city Employer

Services Unit had approximately 500 employers with more than 35

employees, and more than 4,000 with fewer than 35. These dis-

crepancies in staffing and potential market dictated a much

different approach to reaching the employer market in the test

city.

In the control city, EMployer Services staff was comfortably

able to make 60-80 planned visits each week which enabled them to

contact the entire major market every two to three months. As

indicated in the preceding chapter the teat city relied on a very
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careful selection of nigh potential employers and made only 80-100

contacts each month. Also, the test city had to rely on less

direct methods than the personal visits to contact employers. These

approaches, described in the previous chapter, included the use of

brochures, television, radio, local magazines, employer advisory

committees, telephone contacts, etc.

Both cities relied on officewide coordination over employer

visits. However, in the control city, the ES Unit was able to

exert greater pressure on other units to conform. The control city

was aided in its cooraination and planning activities by its

Employer Contact Automated Reporting System (ECARS). Under ECARS,

all promotional telephone calls and visits had to be recorded by

the person making them. The agency put considerable formal pressure

on staff to make employer contacts. By comparison, the test city

had to rely on informal influence to gain cooperation, an approach

not always successful. There was an absence of pressure on staff

outside of the ES Unit to make employer visits and the only pressure

on staff within the Unit came from the Supervisor, who was encouraged

to do so by the Project.

Management and Supervision

This very brief section is intended only to provide a flavor

of the different management climates in the two cities. It is by

nature impressionistic. A pertinent generalization would be tnat

the control city was more tightly managed than the test city.

Supervisory styles in the control city tended to be very oriented

toward tasks and not to maintaining good interpersonal relations.

The structured, organized basis for line management in the control

city local office was reflected in the rapid translation and

implementation of supervisory instructions in the ES Unit. By
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contrast, there was little task orientation in the test city, and

if earthing, an excessive concern over the feelings of individual

staff members. For instance, in briefly observing activity in the

control city, one could see an order given by a superior to a

subordinate with seemingly no hesitation, in almost military fashion.

Not so in the teat city, where, when the Project would suggest

a change, the Local Office Manager and supervisors would discuss

the possibility of their staff's refusal to comply. These

supervisors often tended to be highly sensitive to the feelings of

staff, even at the expense of legitimate task performance.

The explanation for the vast difference appears related to

institutional and organization circumstances and not to the

personality or competence of management in the two cities. As

mentioned in earlier chapters, Michigan has a very strong Civil

Service system and it appears that management in the state has

been conditioned to avoid conflicts with staff. For instance, the

complex and lengthy procedures involved in discharging insubordinate

staff seem to discourage management from entering situations that

would necessitate firing or penalizing a deviant employee. By

contrast, management in the control city and at its state level

had little pressure from Civil Service and exercised great

prerogatives in the use and treatment of staff.

Another factor which may help explain the differences in the

two cities was that the Area Manager was located in the control city

local office. This person had several local offices under his

control, but had been physically located in the control city for

many years. His presence in the control city office was a major

factor in its tight control of operations. Both his position and

personality tended to command considerable respect from staff.
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By contrast, the test city local office was managed by a new

manager (on a trial basis) and had had several managers over

recent years. These managers, lacking longevity and prestige,

did not have the positional influence of the control city Area

Manager and apparently were never able to maintain as tight a

control over operations.

In summary, both the economic environment and the local

office operation tended to favor the control city's effort to

increase openings and placements. The test city was at a dis-

advantage on both counts. However, in the next section of this

chapter we'll compare their results as if they were on an even

basis. We will assume that they are capable of achieving similar

end results. Thus if the test city was able to achieve more

success than the control city, this procedure certainly will

validate it.

ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF THE

DEMONSTRATION ON OPENINGS AND PLACEMENTS

The data used in this section is not sample. Complete data on

all openings, placements, and other criteria collected on-site in

the test and control 0'..les by Project staff is presented.

It is indeed difficult to prove whether the improvement in

openings and placements in the test city directly resulted from

the activities of the Project. In order to ascertain the answer

in an objective fashion we will consider the following measures

of change:

1. A study of recent job openings and placement trend., in

both cities prior to and during the Demonstration.



2. A statistical analysis of the changes in openings,

placements, average wage rates, and average occupational

levels, both pre and post test in the test city and

control city.

3. A study of the occupational distribution of orders for

a pre test and a post test month.

4. Finally, a multivariate study of order activity in the

test ci,/ prior to and during the Demonstration.

These measures should enable us to properly come to some

tentative conclusions on the results of the Demonstration on the

most important dependent variables. One important fact needs to

be kept in mind when evaluating progress in the test city: at no

time during the Demonstration did the Project attempt to realize

the full potential of job openings. In fact, the Project often

had the local office hold back on employer visits, because openings

weren't being promptly serviced, thus resulting in numerous

cancellations. The emphasis was on obtaining a volume of openings

which the placement operation could properly service.

Finally, we must again mention that in view of existing

conditions in the test and control cities, we will be comparing

their progress as if they were on an equal basis. In other words,

we are assuming that in the absence of the Demonstration, we could

expect equal performances from the cities.

Recent Changes in Job Listings and Placements

Figure 4.2 depicts the movement of non-agricultural permanent

job openings in both the test and control cities. While-both cities

showed some improvement during the Demonstration period, February -

September 1972, the test city's improvement obviously was much

greater. In fact, as the Demonstration proceeded, the job openings
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gap between the two cities continued to widen in favor of the

test city.

Figure 4.3 depicts the movement of non-agricultural permanent

placements in both the test and control cities. Once again, both

cities showed improvement during the Demonstration period. However,

the test city's improvement was greater than the control city's,

although the gap between the two in this category is small relative

to the gap in job openings. This would appear to substantiate our

previous comments regarding the problems in the test city place-

ment operation. The test city's placement operation was under-

staffed compared to the control city and could not manage the

sudden and substantial increase in employer orders. This situation

is indicative of the importance of creating change overall in a

local office and not over-emphasizing one area of activity, such

as Employer Services, to the detriment of another, such as Placement.

Even a superficial stud.. of Figures 4.2 and 4.3 should eliminate

any question about the influence of seasonal effects on our findings.

The cities appear to have very similar seasonal influences. Also,

in both cities the level of openings and placements during the

Demonstration Period clearly is above the same months in the previous

year. This tendency is especially pronounced in the test city.

An attempt was made to ascertain whether there was a statisti-

cally significant change in openings in the control and test cities

prior to and during the Demonstration. The period used for the

comparison was April - September 1971 versus April - September 1972.

* See Chapter II.
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As the actual Demonstration began in February 1972, these seemed

to be reasonable periods for comparison.

The procedure followed in the test city was to calculate an

average of non-agricultural permanent openings for the six-month

period. In the control city the needed data was not available

for April, May and June of 1971. However, data for these three

months was available for total openings. Therefore, the procedure

for the control city was ad,;sted so that toe ratio of non-

agricultural permanent openings to total openings was obtained

usint July through September 1971 data, with permanent non-

agricultural openings representing 62 percent of total non-

agricultural openings. This ratio was then used to estimate

permanent non-agricultural openings for April, May and June of

1971. Six-month averages for both cities were calculated for both

time periods and the data were tested for statistical significance

using a standard formula 2 for determining the significance of

difference in proportions,

The results were quite favorable. In the test city the average

increased from 349 openings per month in the 1971 period to 628 per

month in the 1972 period.
This change represented an average monthly

increase of nearly 80 percent over the pre test period. By comparison,

the increase nationally from fiscal 1971 to 1972 was seven percent.3

This substantial increase (statistically significant at the

pc .001 level) in the volume of openings partially explains the

local office's inability to maintain a higher placement ratio. By

comparison, the average in the control city declined from 497 per

month to 467, a decrease which was not statistically significant.

However, there is no question that the teat city was more success-

ful in obtaining openings during the Demonstration period than was
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the control city. Also, it is highly unlikely that the improvement

in openings in the test city was due to random influences, i.e.,

it is unlikel, that so great an improvement would have occurred in

the absence of the systematic influence of the Demonstration.

An attempt was made to ascertain the statistical significance

of the increase in placements in the two cities using the same

methodology that was used for openings. Again, only permanent

non-agricultural placements were measured. Also, complete data

was available for the control as well as the test city.

In the test city, the resultant increase in placements was

much less impressive than was the gain in openings. The six -month

placement average increased from 214 permanent non-agricultural

placements per month to 362, an average monthly increase of 69 percent

over the pre test period. By comparison, the increase nationally

from fiscal 1971 to 1972 was 13 percent.
4

However, this change

was not that statistically significant (pC .159); in other words

this change in listings could have occurred by chance in 16 out

of 100 measurements. In the control city the monthly average

increased from 229 to 294. This was an average monthly increase

of approximately 28 percent over the pre test period. And this

change, too, had almost no statistical significance. Thus, while

the volume of openings in the test city vastly increased, it was

not proportionately matched by an improvement in placements. The

control city showed a very slight decline in openings, but a very

modest increase in placements.

An obvious question presents itself: why was the control city

more successful in turning job openings into placements? This

question is important because the ultimate goal is to increase

placements and openings are only a means to this end. Although
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there are innumerable possibilities why the control city turned a

/Teeter percentage of openings into placements, two rather obvious

ones must be noted.

1-arst, the local office in the control city may have been

more productive than that in the test city. A measure of office

productivity often used is the number of placements per staff

member. While this measure has its limitations it is suitable

for our comparative purposes. In the test city which had approxi-

mately 55 staff members during the Demonstration, the average

monthly non-agricultural permanent placements per staff member

was 6.6 after the test period or 79.2 per year. In the control

city, with approximately 90 staff members, it was 3.3 per month

or 39.6 per year. Based on this criterion, the test city was

actually more productive than the control city.

A second possible explanation is that the increased openings

in the test city may have been of such a nature as to make them

overly difficult to fill. For instance, were they badly matched

to the characteristics of applicants in the active file? The

answer appears to be "no." The openings, in general, were the

kind usually dealt with in the test city local office. This

conclusion is substantiated by our findings on the quality of

openings, described later in this chapter.

In summary, the test city was neither less productive than

the control city, nor were its job openings less suited to its

applicant file. The primary reason for the control city's success

in placements was alluded to earlier in this chapter--its much

larger staff serving a much smaller target population.

Before concluding that some part of the changes in openings

and placements can be directly attributed to the Demonstration, we
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must give consideration to several exogenous variables which

could have been responsible for the improvements'

1. The unemployment rat,:

2. Major changes in the local labor market

3. The Executive Order (11598) on mandatory listings

We will discuss the first two potential influences in this section.

Since the implications of mandatory listings are more complex and

have special significance of their own, they will be discussed in

a separate section immediately following.

The unemployment rate does not appear to have had any real

influence on job openings in either the test or control city. In

the test city the unemployment rate averaged 8.3 percent in 1971,

the year preceding the Demonstration. During the first nine months

of 1972, which encompass the period of the Demonstration, it

averaged 7.6 percent, a drop of about 8 percent. Also, in a

preliminary report,5 a study of the relationship between .job

openings and the unemployment rat, indicated that so small a change

in the unemployment rate would have little impact on job listings

in the test city.

In the control city unem.ployment averaged 6.2 percent in 1971.

For the first nine months of 1972 it dropped slightly to 5.6

percent, a decrease of about 9 percent. As the unemployment

rate in the test city averaged two percentage points higher than

in the control city in 1972, it cannot be said that more favorible

employment circumstances accounted for the improvement in the test

city over the control city.

It would have been prohibitively time consuming and expensive

to attempt to account for all changes in labor markets the size of
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those in the test and control cities. However, in both cities

attempts were made to take account of major changes which nigh'

have affected these markets. In general, a change significant

enough to influence the volume of openings and placements did

not appear to occur in either city: there was not an atypical

nsaber of prolonged strikes, the public employment program was

of relatively marginal proportions in both cities; no major firm

either located or withdrew from the test and control cities; and,

no major industries were dramatically affected by economic

conditions or government contracts during the Demonstration. In

brief, the cities' labor markets remained reasonably stable

immediately before and during the Demonstration.

The Impact of Mandatory Listings on the Findings

The purpose of this brief section is not to evaluate the

effectiveness of Executive Order #11598, as this would go beyond

the scope of our research desing, but merely to assess the impact

of this Order on the outcomes of the Demonstration. Specifically,

did mandatory listings account for all or .a major part of the

increase in job openings in the test city? While there isn't a

perfectly clear-cut answer to this question, we believe that the

Order hcd only a very marginal influence on openings.

This finding comes as no surprise. In a preliminary report6

it was suggested that the Order would be only a minor influence.

This projection was based on two factors: first, our attitudinal

survey indicated that most employers were very negative about this

Order and, in the absence of rigorous enforcement, would not be

cooperative, an attitude that hardened over the year (see Chapter V),

and second, it was estimated that, based on federal contracts, the

Order would have potential impact only on a small percentage of
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the teat city employers. A third factor emerged shortly after

our concluding preliminary researchthe continued absence of

clear -cut guidelines to the local office for reporting and dealing

with employers on this Order. Such guidelines were not furnished

until late in toe Summer or 1972.

Finally, before discussing our quantitative findings we must

say that we will not be discussing the impact of this Order on

the control city. The data on this order for the test city was

collected on a monthly basis as a part of Project activities.

Of course, the same activity could not be expected of the control

city. The only data staff there could furnish was an estimate

that, "for the period August 1971 through August 1972.-460 open-

ings were counted and this (sic) could be const i as conservative,

the reason being that many employers were not aware of their

obligaticns and the Employment Service had no real definite report-

ing procedures..."7 This single gross figure is inadequate for

making comparisons against our more extensive data base in the

test city.

An examination of the gross figures alone might lead to the.

assumption that the Order had a sizeable impact on openings in the

test city. During the period used to measure the increase in

openings (April - September, 1972) an average 18.4 percent of the

openings received were from employers covered by the Order (test

city figureci only). However, an indepth analysis performed each

month indicated that the vast majority of these openings originated

with employers who'had regularly listed similar amounts and types

of job openings with the local office. This careful, complete

analysis of mandatory openings showed that fewer than 5 percent of

the total openings were from employers who had not been using the
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office. Also, probably very few of the openings from new employers

were placed in "good faith;" many resulted in cancellations. In

other words, many employers who had not been using the office

and who had government contracts, placed orders that they knew

could not be filled, e.g. they may have filled the jobs before

placing the orders with the local office.

Table 4.5 depicts mandatory order transactions for July -

September 1972. In reviewing Table 4.5, the most important item

is, of course, placements. The most significant factor is

mentioned in footnote 3 to this table. One firm accounted for

67 percent of all the placements covered by this Order and this

firm had an exclusive hiring arrangement with the local office

prior to the Order. A monthly review of mandatory job orders

Indicated that better than 95 percent of the orders and eventual

placements were made by and with employers who had been using

the loca- office for similar job openings prior to the Order.

Thus, one can see that in the test city the Executive Order was

of marginal importance in increasing openings and placements.

To briefly summarize the findings in this section, it seems

eminently fair to attribute the large increase in openings primarily

to Demonstration activities and not to any of the exogenous variables

that have been discussed.

The Impact of the Demonstration

On the Quality of Job Listings

Three factors were taken into account in assessing the impact

of Project activities on the quality of job listings: the change

in the average rate of openings; the change in the average

occupational skill level; and changes in the occupational
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T&NZ 4.5
10110LTS OF JOB MOORS Lino ms
uoc0710 ONMIN P. 11596, April

ISR MACH
- September

April

OFFICS 1S7
1972.

My Jane

P

J

COMO IT

August September

amber et Mandatory Orders
39 27 40 54 82 48

Mandatory orders as percent

of total orders 11.6% 7.0% 10.7% 15.0 15.6% 11.9%

amber of mandatory openings
97 59 61 97 229 187

Mandatory openings as percent

of total openings 19.9% 10.3i 13.1% 16.7% 25.3{ 25.0

limber of placements 3

(inelnding veterans)

53 136 85 125 123 167

Number of veterans

(mandatory only) 17 41 27 23 13 66

Cancellations 0 12 10 53 66 57
Open Orders

39 13 12 53 59 57

1. All data on orders, openings and
plasements refers to permanent, non-agrisultural transactions.

2. In stadying the results is Table 4.5,
the reader should be caws that thefigures on openings, sansellatione,

eta. do not always balance. This isdue to several factors, including
left over orders from previous months'till on Job Sank and existence of soatianona open orders (orders that

remain permanently open where the
firm merely changes the amber ofreferrals to be made).

3. Of the 689 plaosmuste sad* in this period, 465 or more than 67 veriest,resulted from one firs which had an ezelosive hiring arrangemat with thelocal office. This armament existed prior to the isneutIve Order andthe Order did not alter its
transactions with the local omen.
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distribution of job openings. Our overall conclusion is that

the Project had neither a positive nor a negative impact on the

quality of openings listed with the local office. While employers

were more willing to use the local office, they were less willing

to place their higher skilled, more professional jobs.

The average wage rate was calculated from a complete analysis

of all permanent non-agricultural openings in a given month. In

two representative months prior to the Demonstration (August 1971

and January 1972), the average wage rate for openings was $2.39

per hour. During the six key months of the Demonstration (April -

September 1972), it averaged $2.69, or a thirty cent increase.

This change had no statistical significance. Also, when allowance

is made for the normal increase in prices and wages this increase

is even further deflated.

In considering the rather low dollar figure, the reader must

remember that Grand Rapids is a relatively low wage city compared

to others in Michigan. However, the average hourly wage in

manufacturing is in the respectable area of $4.00 per hour. There

is little question that prior to and during the Demonstration a

large proportion of the local office's job openings were in the

lower waged/lower skilled category.

The experience in the control city was very similar. In

August 1971 the average wage far openings was $2.29 per hour.

In August 1972 it was $2.61 per hour, an increase of thirty-two

cents per hour. However, the control city's relationship with a

local university tends to create an upward bias to the wage and

occupational skill level of ita openings. Were it not for these

college level placements, the average figure in the control city

would be somewhat lower for both periods. As is true of the test
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city, the control city tends to have a high proportion of its

job openings in the lower waged/lower skilled category.

The average occupational skill level was also calculated

from a complete analysis of all permanent non-agricultural openings

in a given month. This figure is arrived at by adding the last

three digits of ne standard six-digit occupational code found on

the job order. This figure provides a rough index to the skill

level of the job. There is an inverse relationship between the

figure and the skill level, i.e. the higher the figure the lower

the skill level.

As was true with the average wage rate, the occupational skill

level of openings listed with the local office were only slightly

effected by the Demonstration. The figure for two representative

months prior to the Demonstration (August 1971. January 1972) was

19.5, a relatively low level of occupational skill. The figure

improved for the key months of the Demonstration (April - September

1972) to 18, still a pretty low skill level. This change was of

no statistical significance.

As might be expected by now, the control city showed similar

changes. The skill level figure there was 20 in August 1971,

dropping to 19 in August 1972, or a very slight improvement, but

0.

once again, of no statistical significance.

Table 4.6 compares the changes in the occupational distribution

of job orders between the test 4nd control city, for a pre test

month and after the test. It is very difficult to arrive at

substantive judgements from such a limited observation. Also, as we

noted, neither city experienced a statistically significant change

in the occupational skill level of openings after the test. Again,
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TABLE 4.6

PRE TEST POST TEST COMPARISONS OF OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF JOB

OPENINGS (TEST AND CONTROL CITIES)

Occupational
Classifications

TEST CITY

% of Total Openings

August August
1971 1972

CONTROL CITY

% of Total Openings

August August
1971 1972

Professional, Techni-
cal & Managerial

0
1 5 6 20

1

Clerical & Sales 2 23 20 28 20

Service Occupations 3 14 20 30 27

Farming, Fishery,
& Forestry 4 13 1

1 4
Processing 5 2 3

Machine Trades 6 5 9 15 8

Bench Work 7 25 5 2 4

Structural Work 8 8 10 7 7

Misc. Occupations 9 9 27 11 10

TOTAL PERCENT 100 100 100 100

1. 53 of 70 openings was for teachers through special placement
relationship with local university.
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moat of the changes in Table 4.6 were more explainable by local

economic and labor market conditions, than Project interventions.

In reviewing Table 4.6, the reader should note that the

percentages are based on relatively small numbers of openings

in each city. (See Table 4.7 for the test city openings in August

1972.) It is probably fair to attribute some of the increase in

the Professional, Technical, Managerial (0-1) category to mandatory

listings. This is probably true of the control city as well,

although its relationship with a local university explains the

greater part of the increase.

Most of the changes in the test city were between relatively

low-level occupational categories. For instance, bench work

declined substantially, but miscelleneous occupations increased

substantially. Such changes in these categories have little

overall impact on the quality of job openings listed with the

local office.

Summary of Major Placement

Transactions During Demonstration

Table 4.7 depicts the movement of a number of key variables

during the Demonstration. Earlier sections of tl..s chapter have

elaborated on the changes in openings, the quality of openings,

and placements. At this juncture the reader might give considera-

tion to several items less directly influenced by the Demonstration,

but which nonetheless affected its progress. Two items of particular

interest are; first, the placement to opening ratio and second,

the referral to placement ratio.

The placement to openings ratio was relatively poor. As noted

in the interpretation to Table 4.7, our procedure for calculating
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the ratio tended to inflate it. For example, in August, 1972,

the actual ratio of placements made on August openings was

probably less than 30 percent. The 48 percent figure represents

the placements made on all openings in Job Dank during August,

many of which date back to previous months. The cause of this

poor ratio has been alluded to in several places in this volume.

To summarize, the failure in the test city local office to make

more placements on existing job openings stemmed from a combina-

tion of staff shortages and relatively ineffectual managerial

control over operations.

The referral to placement ratio is also poor; for most

months it was 4 to 1. A study of MESC's experience shows that

prior to the massive changes in policy and program direction of

the mid-1960's, this relationship was a very respectable ratio,

slightly more than 2 to 1. (See Table 1.2, in Chapter I). The

causes for this outcome are more complex than for the poor

placement-opening ratio. Inadequate staffing and lack of manage-

ment control unerubtedly contributed here, as well as in the

placement-opening ratio, out in addition, there were two other

factors.

In a recent national evaluation of Job Bank
8

it was suggested

that there is an inherent tendency in such an operation toward an

increase in the numbers of referrals per placement. We might

assume this same tendency existed in the test city, although we

cannot determine to What extent it altered the referral-placement

ratio. Actually, during the Demonstration the ratio improved

slightly, but this was probably due to the extensive efforts of

the Project to improve this ratio. Even more important is the

negative perception employers have of the local office's
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applicants. In our pre test findings,9 the mean rating given the

office's applicants was "unacceptable," even though the next

category was "poor, but acceptable." This negative employer

perception of referrals from the local office is bound to result

in a high referral-placement ratio.

These findings support our assumption that the test city was

representative of a Stage II level of development. While the

overall volume of openings improved during the Demonstration, the

operation as a whole did not fully advance to a Stage III level

of development, a level of development capable of adequately

servicing a larger volume of activity. In this broad sense the

Project, at least in its short -run impact, was less than fully

successful. This seems to bear out our conclusions in Chapter II

that change in a local office must be along a broad front and

over a considerable period of time, if it is to result in meaning-

ful improvements in overall operations and performance.
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CHAPTER V

THE IMPACT OF THE DFAONSTRATION

ON RELATIONS WITH MAIM

The Previous chapter contained an evaluation of the Demonstra-

tion's impact on some very hichly measurable outputs--traceable

to records--job openincs and placements. From the very start of

the Project it was deemed necessary to measure change in more than

just the objective dependent variables (See Chapter I for details)t

it was felt to be necessary to also measure change on an inferential

basis.

Prior to and during the Demonstration the test e.ty had an

umsually high unemployment rate (See Chapter IV). Thus, even if

some employers had been favorably impressed by the EMployer Services

program, they might not have been in an immediate position to place

job orders with the local office. We hypothesized that if the

employers had a more favorable attitude toward the local office,

they would be more likely to use its services when labor market

conditions improved. Of course, one could argue that improved

labor market conditions by themselves would create more favorable

employer attitudes. However, our preliminary research,1 while not

conclusive, did appear to support our working hypothesis.

In reviewing this chapter, the reader must bear in mind two

essential facts. First, as mentioned before, the actual Demonstra-

tion had been in progress only nine months when post test data

was collected. As we noted in Chapter IV, this is a relatively

short period in which to expect major change in the objective

dependent variables--openings and placements. This bolds even

more true for the subjective dependent variables -- employer attitudes

toward the local office. In the absence of dramatic dhange vs



would not expect statistically significant changes in these

attitudes.

The second key feet to bear in mind is the.way in which the

sample population of employers was treated during the Demonstra-

tion. As you will recall from Chapter I, this population was a

stratified random sample, intended to be representative of the

employer universe in the area served by the test city local office

including those never served by the local office and never having

done business with it. As we wanted to ascertain the Demonstre-

tion z impact on the entire employer community, the sample population

(11,7182) was treated like other employers in the area; no attempt

was made to devote special attention to these employers, such as

assuring that they all received multiple personal visits. For

instance, our contact flan of action did not include employers with

less than 50 employees a group which represented al,proximately 45

percent of our sample. Thus, the employers in our sample with

less than 50 employees weren't designated for planned contacts. If

any employer requested assistance, the request was honored regard-

less of size, so it is pcssible that some of the smaller employers,

sample and non - sample, did receive a personal visit. Thus, when

studying our findings tht reader can be reasonably sure that they

apply to the entire employer universe in the test city area and

not to a specially treated small group of employers. Of course,

had we concentrated all our visits and services on these 182

employers we could well have expected very dramatic ani positive

change. However, this would have been unrealistic, as it would

have necessitated neglecting several thousand other employers

in the test city area.
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This chapter probably is the most involved part of this final

report. To try to put these complex issues and analyses in clear

perspective, the chapter contents have been carefully organized:

the first section presents an analysis of the broad area of

employers' attitudes toward the local ES offices; the second

section analyzes changes in the more specific areas of activities

and relations between the employers and the local offices; and

the third section attempts to establish the interrelationships

between employer attitudes, Employer Services activities, and

employer-local office relations.

EMPLOYER ATTITUDES TOWARD THE LOCAL OFFICES

The pre telt analysis resulted in the development of three

factors, two of which concerned employer attitudes toward the

local ES offices. The third factor is more general in nature and

will be used to partially explain changes in the other factors.

In studying the tables in this chapter and Chapter VI, the

reader must be aware of the meaning of the data. First, all the

means used are based on a seven point Likert-type scale. A seven

(7) indicates strong agreement with the questionnaire statement,

while a one (1) would indicate total disagreement. A score of

four (4) indicates perfect neutrality; the respondent was neutral

or indifferent to the Item (the statement). For instance, a mean

of 4.80 on an Item would indicate the respondents (on the average)

were in agreement with the statement. A mean of 3.20 would

indicate they (on the average) disagreed with the statement.

* See Appendix I for the original Factor Analysis interpretation
and Tables.
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1

In studying a table, such as Table 5.3, in which the means

of individual questionnaire items are given, the reader must study

the way the cuestion is phrased (positively or negatively) and

then associate the mean score with the way the quest n was

slatted. For example, if the statement was phrased negatively

and the mean score was 5.50, this would indicate the respondents

strongly agreed with this negative statement; their attitude

toward the Item was negative.

However, this does not hold true for Tables such as 5.1 and

5.4 where composite score means are presented. The composite score

mean is the average of all the means which comprise the particular

factor (in the case of Table 5.1, the factor is made up of eight

items and the composite score mean is the average of the means

of the eight items). As we just pointed out, some items are

negatively stated and some positively stated. Thus, in order to

composite the means of all the items, those means for items which

are negatively phrased are reversed. Thus a high mean on a

composite score is always positive and a low mean is always

negative. For example, in Table 5.1 the control city post test

composite score mean of 4.33 indicates a moderately positive

attitude toward using the services of the local office.

Employers' Attitudes On Use

of Local Office Services

Factor 2, the employers' attitudes toward using the services

of the local office, was composed of eight items which tend to

describe the employers' attitudes toward using the services of the

test city and control city local offices. Table 5.1 depicts the

changes in composite scores on this factor. The composite scores

increased slightly in both cities. However, the test city remained
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in the neutral range, while the control ^ity remained in the

slightly positive range. In other words, employers in the control

city, both pre and post test, had a more positive attitude toward

using the services of their local office, than did employers in

the test city. In and of itself, the Demonstration did not have

sufficient short run impact to alter this attitude among employers.

It should be noted that while data collections were twelve months

apart, the actual Demonstration had only been in operation for

nine months when post test data was collected.

In studying this Factor the reader should note the'medium

range AlOha
2

scores in Table 1. These Alpha scores indicate that

the Factor has reasonable internal consistency reliability but there

is some disparity among the items constituting this Factor. In

other words, all the items that make up the factor did not "hang

together" (cluster) as much as we would have liked. Chances are

this factor is measuring more than just the employers' attitudes

toward use of local office services.

TABLE 5.1

Respondents' Attitudes Toward Using The

Services of the Local Offices

Pre Test Post Test Changes

(October 1971--October 1972)

Composite Score

TEST CITY
Pre Test Post Test

CONTROL CITY
Pre Test Post Test

Means (Factor 2) 3.83 3.95 4.23 4.33

Sigmas .97 .81 .87 .94

Alphas .64 .45 .37 .50

N=182 Pre Test N=25 Pre Test
N=145 Post Test N=20 Post Test
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Table 5.2 compares the changes in differences between the

test and control cities on this Factor. There was no statistically

significant pre to post test change between the two cities; in

other words the differences between the two cities could have

resulted from chance. However, the change in the test city was

ever so slightly greater and in a positive direction.

TABLE 5.2

Comparison of Test Control

Differences on Factor 2

(Attitude Toward Using Services of Local Office)

*means of differences

Test
I--

Control Mean Difference T Value DF

.70 .26 .44 .21

*Based on total scores for all eight items.

The items that compose this Factor, as mentioned already, are

in Appendix II. As there are few items that showed any interest-

ing changes we won't discuss all the items and how they changed.

Table 5.3 compares all the items that compose this Factor. However,

there were two items which didn't change greatly, but are, by

nature, of special interest to us.

One item (#19), "The State Employment Service has made a

positive contribution to my operations during the last 12 months,''

remained negative in both cities. However, employers were slightly

less negative in both citics in the post test period as compared

with views held before the Demonstration got underway. The test

city mean changed from 2.93 to 2.96 and the control city from

3.56 to 3.90. Thus, the test city remained negative but slightly
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TABLE 5.3

compARIsoN OF TEST AND CONTROL GROUP

ON FACTOR II ITEMS1 PRE AND POST TEST

(Attitude Toward Using The Services Of The Local Office)

ITEM

2. I don't object to being
contacted by the many
community agencies involved
with job placement.

7. Government must play a
much greater role in
alleviating many social
and economic problems
that burden our society.

8. I would be positively
inclined toward tele-
phoning my job openings
into a centralized unit.

12. The Employment Service
represents the largest
single source for hiring
disadvantaged workers in
the community.

16. Under normal economic
conditions I would like
to receive more personal
contacts from representr-
tives of the state
Employment Service.

18. The provision of area
labor market information
to private employers is
one of the most valuable
services provided by the
state Employment Service.

19. The state Employment
Service has made a posi-
tive contribution to my
operation during the
last 12 months.

20. I would consider listing
all my job openings with
the state Employment
Service.

TEST CITY
Pre Test Post Teat

CONTROL CITY
Pre Test Post Test

mean 4.18 4.37 4.60 4.55
sigma 2.30 1.96 2.12 2.16

mean 2.86 2.79 3.56 3.35
sigma 1.89 1.83 2.37 2.20

mean 4.43 4.54 4.72 4.70
sigma 2.05 1.92 2.09 2.26

mean 4.8o 4.86 5.56 5.55
sigma 1.52 1.53 1.30 1.69

mean 3.90 4.06 3.56 4.25
sigma 1.75 1.70 2.02 1.70

mean 4.42 4.70 4.68 4.50
sigma 1.61 1.58 1.91 1.83

mean 2.93 2.96 3.56 3.90
sigma 1.90 1.79 2.19 1.55

mean 3.12 3.35 3.64 3.85
sigma 1.82 1.87 2.00 2.29
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less negative, while the control city began to approach the neutral

range, i.e. employers didn't really disagree but didn't agree

either. The change in the control city was positive to a greater

degree, than the test city, but the difference between the two

wasn't statistically significant.

On another item, "I would consider listing all my job openings

with the state Employment Service," both cities remained negative.

Both changed slightly and in a positive direction--the test city

mean from 3.12 to 3.35 and the control city from 3.64 to 3.85.

Again, while the change was slightly better in the control city,

the difference wasn't statistically significant. In both cities

it was clear that most employers weren't ready to list all their

openings with their respective local offices.

Item 2 is of some interest in that employers in both cities

indicated that they had no objections to being contacted by a

number of community agencies involved with job placement. They

also indicated on Item 16 that they would like more visits from

the Employment Service. Their responses to these items seem to

indicate a general willingness to be contacted by nonprofit

agencies concerned with employment.

Also of interest is Item 18, which indicates that respondents

in both cities considered the provision of Labor Market Information

as one of the more valuable services provided by the Employment

Service. This finding is consistent with our everyday experiences

with employers who often requested certain kinds of U.
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Employers' Attitudes ConcerningThe

Quality of Services Provided By The Local Offices

Factor 3 is composed of the six items in Table 5.6. It is

an important Factor, as it provides a measure of the employers'

attitudes concerning the quality of services provided by the local

offices. Table 5.4 depicts the pre to post test changes on this

Factor. Fortunately, the Alpha scores are reasonably high on

this Factor, providing some confidence in its value as a measure

of this attitude.

TABLE 5.4

Respondents' Attitudes Concerning The Quality

Of Services Provided By The Local Office

Pre Test Post Test Changes

(October 1971--October 1972)

Composite Score

TEST CITY
Pre Test Post Test

CONTROL CITY
Pre Test Post Test

Means (Factor 3) 3.61 3.50 4.01 4.50

Sigmas 1.09 1.05 1.20 1.18

Alphas .68 .66 .68 .65

N=182 pre test N=25 pre test
N=145 post test N=20 post test

As Table 5.4 indicates, in the test city there was a slightly

negative change on the composite score means; it was negative to

begin with and became slightly more so over the year. The control

city, on the other hand was slightly positive to begin with and

became moderately more positive on the post test measure. Thus,

prior to and at the end of the Demonstration, employers in the

control city had a more positive attitude concerning the quality
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of services provided by their local office than did employers in

the test city. This means that the short-run impact of the

Demonstration was not sufficient to improve employers' attitudes

toward the quality of the teat city local office's services. In

fact, this attitude became slightly more negative.

As Table 5.5 indicates there was no statistically significant

change in the pre to post test differences between the test and

control cities. In other words, the control city improvement over

the test city was not very large and the difference in measurement

between the two may well have been the result of chance.

TABLE 5.5

Comparison of Test Control

Differences on Factor 3

(Attitude Toward The Quality Of Services)

*means of differences

Test Control Mean Difference T Value DF

-.68 1.4 -2.9 -1.4 23

*Based on total scores for all six items.

Table 5.6 depicts the means and standard deviations that

compose Factor 3. Most of the items clearly favor the control

city. The ability of the control city local office to refer

qualified job applicants (Item 1 in Table 5.6) may help to

explain our findings in the previous chapter that the control

city did a better job of making placements on existing job

openings. In the pre test, employers in both cities agreed that

the local offices seldom referred qualified job applicants. This

feeling remained through the post test period in the test city,
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TABLE 5.6

COMPARISON OF TEST AND CONTROL GROUP

ON FACTOR III ITEMS: PRE AND POST TEST

"Attitude Regarding The Role Of The Local Office in Relation to Applicants"

Item

1. The main problem with using
the state Employment Service
as a source of new employees
is that it seldom refers
qualified job applicants.

13. The Employment Service is
more concerned with ser-
vice to job applicants
than service to employers.

18. The state Employment
Service should provide
employers with services
other than just job
referrals.

14. I am hesitant to place
my job openings for
highly skilled, semi-
professional, and pro-
fessional positions with
the state Employment
Service.

17. The Employment Service
staff members do not
possess the expertise
necessary to pre-screen
applicants for my job
openings.

22 The Employment Service
must be substantially
changed to become more
responsive to applicants
and employers or it
eventually will be
discontinued.

TEST CITY
Pre Teat Post Test

CONTROL CITY
Pre Test Post Test

mean 4.63 4.67 4.48 3.50
sigma 1.83 1.80 1.90 2.06

mean 4.55 4.50 4.12 3.45
sigma 1.71 1.70 1.93 2.13

mean 4.20 4.31 4.12 4.45
sigma 1.86 1.86 1.93 1.75

mean 4.90 5.21 4.32 3.75
sigma 1.79 1.61 2.19 2.19

mean 3.80 4.06 3.36 2.45
sigma 1.76 1.74 1.85 1.66

mean 4.28 4.19 3.52 3.40
sigma 1.65 1.76 1.86 1.88



but not in the control city. The larger placement operation in

the control city appears to have been making better referrals than

that in the test city.

Item 14 in Table 5.6 is consistent with the above findings.

During the pre test, employers in both cities were hesitant to place

their better job openings with the local offices. In the test city

thie remained true during the post teat, with employers becoming

even more hesitant. However, in the post test period, the control

city employers were much less hesitant to place their better job

listings with their local office.

Item 17 is consistent with the findings on employer attitudes

toward the quality of placement services in the two cities. During

the pre test, employers in the test city indicated that they felt

that local office staff had the expertise to handle employers'

job openings. This it became slightly negative by the time of

post test. However, in the control city, this item became more

positive by the time of post test.

All .f the above findings appear to substantiate our position

that one can't imrr've one area of local office operations and

ignore, or spend less effort on, others. While our Employer

Services activities engendered a greater volume of openings and

placements, these activities also resulted in proportionately

greater job order cancellations. The relatively understaffed

placement operation in the test city was unable to effectively

cope with the new volume of business. Test city employers

perceived this as resulting in a slightly poorer quality of

services from their local office. If this situation were to

continue, It could eventually do harm to relations with employers
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and contribute to a decline in job listings which could more than

offset the progress made during the Demonstration.

The notion that the deterioration of placement services in

the test city partially resulted in the worsening of employer

attitudes on Factor 3 is speculative and most likely only part

of the reason for the slightly negative change. In a later section

of this chapter we undertake to pull together the interrelation-

ships between employer attitudes, local office activities, and

actual working relationships. However, before proceeding, we'll

briefly examine another possible reason as to why the Demonstration

did not have a very positive impact on employer attitudes. This

reason is directly concerned with the change in another employer

attitude.

Employers' Socio-Economic Orientations And

Attitudes Toward The Local Offices

Factors 2 and 3 were rather specific in nature, in that they

dealt with employer attitudes toward the local offices. Factor 1

is much more general in nature and concerns the employers'

attitude toward the government's role in the functioning of local

labor markets. Table 5.7 compares the change in composite score

means on this Factor. In studying this factor, the reader should

note that unlike Factors 2 and 3. the Demonstration could not be

expected to have either a positive or negative impact on it. It is

a very broad-based Factor which gives an indication of local

employer attitudes regarding the local office and the limited

role of government activity in the labor market. The individual

:tens which constitute this factor are not directly concerned with

the functioning of the local offices.
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TABLE 5.7

Respondents' Attitudes Toward The Government's

Role In Local Labor Market Functioning

Pre Test Post Test Changes

(October 1971 - -October 1972)

Composite Score

TEST CITY
Pre Test Post Test

CONTROL CITY
Pre Test Post Test

Means (Factor 1) 3.35 3.25 3.27 3.66

Sigma 1.06 .94 1.23 1.22

Alphas .67 .57 .76 .72

N=182 pre test N=25 pre test
14=145 post test WO post test

Somewhat surprisingly, the test city employers became slightly

more negative on this factor while those in the control city became

moderately more positive. The Alpha scores are high enough to ANs_ro

US that the items composing this Factor do relate wu.. to one

another and the Factor does represent the underlying psychological

make -up of the respondents' on these items. We must conclude that

employers in the test city did become more conservative in their

attitudes toward government intervention in the local labor market,

while control city employers became more positive. This change

in the test city may well have been related to extraneous matters

unrelated to labor market functioning. For instan.e, the test

city had experienced a prolonged conflict over school integration

and busing which may have affected attitudes toward government

intervention in the social sphere.

Lis Table 5.8 shows, the pre to poet test change was statisti-

cally significant. The t value of -2.1708 was significant at
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p< .05, which, simply stated, means this sort of pre to post test

difference world probably occur by chance less than one in twenty

times when making such measurements. In other words, there i3

little doubt that test city employers became more negative and

control city employers more positive on this Factor.

TABLE 5.8

Comparison of Test Control

Differences on Factor 1

Respondents' Attitudes Toward The Government's Role

*means of differences

Test Control Mean Difference T Value DF

-1.30 1.94 6.12 -2.17 23

*Based on total scores for all six items.

Table 5.9 presents the individual items which comprise Fac-

tor 3. The reader can see for himself that most of the items

changed in a favorable direction in the control city and in a

negative direction in the test city. In analyzing the cable we

would again remind the reader that a high mean score is positive

agreement with the statement and a low score disagreement with

the statement. A score of exactly 4.0 is the point of neutrality.

Also, it is important to note whether the item is phrased nega-

tively or positively. For example, a low score on a negatively

phrased it is a positive finding, i.e. the respondent.' disagreed

with the negative statement. Thus both in the test city and the

control city, employers were inclined to believe that job seeker

quality had deteriorated over the preceding ten years and this

view became prevailing over the last few months.
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TABLE 5.9

COMPARISON OF TEST AND CONTROL GROUP
ON FACTOR I ITEMS: PRE AND POST TEST

"Attitudes.Toward The Government's Role
In The Functioning Of Local Labor Markets"

ITEM

mean

TEST CITY
Pre Test Pott Test

CONTROL CITY
Pre Test Post Test

3. Most overnment sponsored
hiring and training pro-
grams are of little 3.77 4.14 3.80 3.15
benefit to employers. sigma 1.84 1.78 2.02 ).98

4. There are already suffi-
cient equal opportunity
regulations and manpower
training programs; what
is lacking is a real
desist on the part of mean 5.24 5.44 5.72 4.90
these people to work. sigma 1.92 1.70 1.66 2.17

5. Moat busineasea in this
area are doing their
fair share to help
alleviate the unemploy-
ment problems of
veterans, minorities and mean 5.05 5.41 5.76 5.80
other special groups. sigma 1.58 1.49 1.37 1.50

6. The applicants who
for a job today are not
as good 33 those of ten mean 4.41 4.00 4.36 3.75
(10) years ago. sigma 2.03 2.08 2.30 2.28

9. President Nixon's Execu-
tive Order #11398, requir-
ing all government con-
tractors to place their
job openings with the state
Employment Service is an
unwarranted invasion of man 5.10 5.19 5.12 5.00
private enterprises. sigma 1.95 1.87 2.23 2 28

10. The state Employment
Service devotes moat of
its time and efforts to
finding jobs for special
applicants, such as vet- mean 3.63 3.87 3.20 2.90
erans and minorities. sigma 1.64 1.54 1.86 1.73

11. Most persons receiving
unempaGyment insurance
benefits do not make
sincere efforts to find mean 5.35 5.23 5.12 4.85
another job. sigma 1.81 1.82 1.84 1.91
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Item 9 concerning mandatory listing of job openings specifi-

cally rt.:ects the respondents' attitudes toward Executive Order

11593. The test city was very negative in pre test and became

slightly more so by the time of post test. The control city was

also very negative at pre test and became only slightly less nega-

tive at post test. This continued employer negativism toward

the Order in both cities may indicate that, in the long run, this

Order may harm relations with employers, a misfortune which could

outweigh any short-run gains in job openings that the Order might

engender.

Item 11 Indicates the pre and post test negativism of employers

in both cities toward the U.I. claimant. In our day-to-day contact

with employe- , we found that most were quite emotional on this

particular subject. They generally expressed the feeling that

many persons collecting U.I. benefits did not deserve them and that

most claimants wanted to collect all their benefits before seeking

employment. Many employers in the test city went so far as to compare

unemployment insurance benefits with welfare payments--a very

invidious comparison in view of their expressed hostility toward

the public welfare system.

We now turn to the important issue of how the negativism of

test city employers on Factor 1 may have affected their attitudes

toward the local office.

There was a very positive correlation between the test city

employers' attitudes tower, government intervention in the local

labor market (Factor 1) and their attitudes toward the quality of

services delivered by the local office (Factor 3) = .346 which

is very statistically significant at pc .0005). This means that

the employers' negative attitudes toward government participation
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in labor market activities adversely affects their attitudes

toward the quality of services provided by the test city local

office. This explains why the test city was more negative on

Factor 3 at the time of the post test. This negative attitude

toward the government role, basee on the items composing the

Factor, does not appear to have a direct relation to the local

offices' services. However, at the same time, this attitude

introduces a negative bias in the test city employers' estima-

tion of the quality of services in the local office. Although this

shoat' not be regarded as a failing on the part of the test city

local operation or the Demonstration, it also should be seen as

an important bearing on the challenges confronting the Project.

Factor 1 was also positively correlated with Factor 2, the

employers' attitude toward using the services of the local office

(r = .169 which is statistically significant at p< .025). This

correlation was much less significant than that between Factors 1

and 3 and did not as negatively impact Factor 2. In the absence

of this negative influence, Factor 2 might have become positive

in the post test, e.g. test city employers having a positive attitude

toward using the services of the local office.

To summarize this section, the control city employers were

more positive about using the services of the local office and

more positive about the quality " these services, than were test

city employers toward their local office. A part of the reason

for this difference was the rah ...rely more favorable attitude of

the control city employers toward Factor 1, government interven-

tion in the functioning of the local labor market. Ir. .Ale test

city, employers were inclined to translate their negativilw about

the role of government in the labor market to their bias against
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the local office and its services. On the other hand, the less

critical attitude of control city employers toward government's

intervention in the labor market was reflected in their inclina-

tion to be more charitable toward their local office and ite

services.

EMPLOYERS' RELATIONS WITH THE LOCAL OFFICE

Chapter IV contains considerable evidence that test city

employers began to place a much greater volume of openings with

that local office once the Demonstration became fully operative.

The absolute change in openings and placements in the test city

was much greater than in the control city and all of this

occurred despite more favorable economic and operational conditions

in the control city. Yet, in the previous section of this chapter

it was evident that employer attitudes in the control city were

more favorable to their local office, than were employer attitudes

in the test city. It was noted that an exogenous variable -- employer

attitudes toward government intervention in the functioning of the

labor market--became more negative in the test city. Correlational

analysis showed that this change would account for some of the

differences between employer attitudes toward the local offices

in the two cities, but certainly not all.

There is really no incongruity in the findings that test city

employers placed a much larger volume of openings with the local

office without having experienced any really positive change in

attitude toward this office. In the first place, as we stressed

at the beginning of this chapter, all of the employer sample

population had not been exposed to the Employer Services program.

Also, it is not at all unusual for behavior to change in response

to a change in the environment, e.g. the new Employer Services
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emphasis in the test city local office, without a corresponding

change in attitudes. Attitudinal change most often follows

behavioral changes; if test city employers continued to use the

local office, and with some favorable results, in time we would

expect a change in attitudes toward this office.

To gain more understanding as to what impact the Demonstration

had on employers, we'll briefly study their relations with the

local offices which is a far liss complicated and involved index

than is their attitudes toward the offices. In stuaying this

section, the reader should note the disparity in sample sizes

between the test and control cities. The pre test employer

sample in the control city was 182; this was dropped to 145 for

post test. In the control city the pre test sample was 25

employers, with one employer randomly chosen to fill each key

cell of the employer sample selection matrix (Chart 1.2, p.23).

In post test this sample declined to 20 employers.

This relatively small and randomly selected control city

employer sample presents no problems in making comparisons on

attitudinal items, an instance partially due to the nature of

attitudinal data and the rigor of our statistical design. However,

using such a small sample to make comparisons of simple frequency

distributions give rise to a greater problem. This is especially

true where the distribution has several response categories. In

reviewing many of the distributions, the reader will note many

zero response categories for the control city. These zero

responses are primarily due to the smaller sample size. Hot:ever,

since it is the changes in the test city that are of primary

interest, comments, in most instances, have been limited to the

major differences between test and control response patterns.
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How Employers Rated Their

Relationship With The Local Offices

Table 5.10 depicts how employers rated their relationships

with their local office. In both the test and control cities,

the ratings were generally good. In the test city, 44 percent

of the employers rated the relationship as good or better. In

the control city, 75 percent rated their relationship with the

local office as being good or better. In each city, less than

5 percent rated their relationship with their respective local

offices as poor or very poor.

There was little change in either city in the ratings from

pre to post test. The employers in the control city were inclined

to regard their relations with their local office as somewhat

better in the pre test stage than were employers in the test city.

TABLE 5.10

Employers' Rating Of Their Relationships

With The Local Offices

Post Test

TEST CITY
Number % of Total

CONTROL CITY
Number % of Total

Excellent 23 15.9 7 35.0

Good 41 28.3 8 40.0

Average 29 20.0 2 10.0

Poor 3 2.1 1 5.0

Very Poor 1 0.7 0 0

No Relationship 43 33.1 2 10.0

TOTAL 15.6. 20

Note: Percentages are rounded off.
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Employers' Rating 0: Applicants

Referred By The Local Office
4

A preliminary Project report indicated the quality rlting

assigned by employers to the applicants referred to them by

local offices. Table 5.11 compares the changes in the test city

from pre to post test. The findings are not exactly comparable

in that the pre test questionnaire had no time frame on the Items,

while the post test dealt with applicants referred during the

last eight months, February through September of 197:'. This

difference also accounts for the greater number or "none r.,ferred"

responses. In general, test city employers rated applicants

slightly higher from pre to post test.

TABLE 5.11

Employers' Rating of Applicants

Referred By The Test City Local Office

PRE TEST
Number % of Total

POST TEST
Number % of Total

Excellent 1 0.6 0 0

Good 13 17.1 15 10.3

Average 58 31.9 25 17.2

Poor, but acceptable 21 11.5 8 5.5

Unacceptable 14 7.7 lo 6.9

None referred 76 41.2 87 Go.o

TOTAL 182 1.115

Note: Percentages are rounded off.
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In post test, control city employers rated 35 percent of the

applicants as average or good, 60 percent "none referred", and

only 5 percent as unacceptable. In the pre test, the control

city had a much higher mean rating of applicants, based on a scale

from 5 (excellent) to 1 (unacceptable); the control city mean

was 2.56 as compared to a very low 1.58 in the test city. This

pre test difference was statistically significant at p< .001, a

very definite difference that could have occurred by chance only

one time in one thousand. The mean score increased for both

cities; 2.7 in the test city and 3.3 in the control city. This

mean cannot, however, be accurately compared with the pre test

mean because a new computer program was used for frequency

distributions which calculated the mean data somewhat differen

than the program used for pre test calculations. The different

calculation tended to inflate the mean as compared with the pre

test calculation. However, it does appear that test city employers'

ratings of the applicants referred to them did improve slightly

from pre to post test.

The fact that employers in the control city rated applicants

referred by their local office higher than did employers in the

test city, helps explain why the control city was more successful

than the test city in turning job openings into placements. As

there really appears to be no major difference between the

applicants registered with the two offices, we must conclude

that the difference in quality of referrals resulted from differences

in their respective placement operations. As previously mentioned,

the placement operation in the control city had a larger staff

and was better organized and controlled.
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Employer Transactions With The Local Offices

Table 5.12 shows the percentage of their total Job openings

that employers placed with their respective local offices. The data

is too sketchy on the control city to permit much comment. In the

teat city, there was a slight improvement from pre test; in pre

test only 10 percent of the employers placed more than half of

their openings with the local office; in post test this increased

to il percent. There were no changes of any sigzuficance from

pre to post test in the control city.

TABLE 5.12

Percent of Job Openings Placed

With The Local Offices

None placed
with State ES

Up to 10%

POST TEST

TEST
Number % of Total

CONTROL
Number % of Total

77

31

53.1

21.4

7

5

35.0

25.0

Up to 25% 4 2.8 0 0

Up to 5q% 9 6.2 2 10.0

Up to 75% 5 3.4 0 0

More than 75% 11 7.6 1 5.0

Had no job
openings to
place 8 5.5 5 25.0

Note: Percentages are rounded off.
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In both cities it is obvious from Table 5.12 that even those

employers who used the local offices did so for only a small

portion of their total job openings. In the test cite, only

)0 percent used the office for 50 percent or less of their

openings. In the control city, 35 percent of the employers uscd

their local office for 50 percent or less of their openings.

Table 5.13 presents the skill level categories of job openings

employers placed with the test city local office, both pre and

post test. The data indicates a slight improvement in the kind

of openings employers placed with the test city local office,

consistent with the findings in Chapter IV which also showed a

very slight improvement in the quality of openings placed with

the local office.

TABLE 5.13

Job Categories Placed With The

Test City Local Office

' SST
% of Total

POST TEST
Number % of Total

None placed 123 67.6 81 55.9

Skilled factory 8 13 9.0

Unskilled/semi
skilled factory 25 13.7 29 20.0

Clerical 23 12.6 23 15.9

Managerial and
professional 4 2.2 8 5.5

Unskilled service
(dishwasher, etc.) 8 4.4 10 6.9

Skilled service
(mechanic, etc.) 10 5.5 11 7.6

Technical (rate clerk,
(/BM operator) 5 2.8 6 4.1

Other 6 3.3 9 6.2

Notes Percentages are rounded off.
Figures do not add up to 100% as respondents could check
more than one category.
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The frequency distributions for the control city were very

similar to those found in Table 5.13. Both offices received

very similar job openings from their respective employers, both

before and after the Demonstration. In summary, by the time of

the post test there was a slight improvement in the kind of job

categories listed with the local offices in both cities.

TABLE 5.14

Hiring Channels Utilized By Employers For Hourly

Employees During the Demonstration Period-Post Test

State ES (Local
Office)

Hiring at facility
(walk-ins)

Referrals by
employees

Private (fee) agencies

Non-fee, private

TEST CITY
Number % of Total

CONTROL CITY
Number % of Total

54 37.2

77 53.1

100 69.0

29 20.0

10 50.0

8 40.0

11 55.0

5 -5.0

association 32 22.1 0 0

Schools (public, trade,
colleges, etc.) 47 32,4 4 20.0

Media (newspapers, etc.) 69 47,6 3 15.0

Union hiring halls 10 6.9 4 20.0
Nonprofit community
agencies 22 15.2 1 5.0

Other 5 3,4 3 15.0

Notes Percentages are rounded cff.
Figures do not add up to 100% as repondents could check
more than one category.

Table 5.14 describes the hiring channels used by employers in

both cities, during the period of the Demonstration. In both

cities gate hiring (hiring at facility and referrals by employees)

was the most important channel for hiring hourly rated employees.
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Table 4.4 Chapter IV has pre test data for both cities. Judge.

menta on changes in ordinal items in the control city should be

avoided because of the relatively small bde and post test samples.

We will only comment on the test city, where most categories

showed a slight decline in the post test period. (This may only

be due to respondents not taking the time to carefully respond to

each item or the questionnaire.) Interestingly, in both pre and

post test questionnaires, 37 percent of the respondents checked

the local office as a source for hourly rated workers.

The employers in the test city gave slightly different responses

to several ordinal items, but we can estimate that prior to and

during the Demonstration about 40 percent of them used the services

of the local office. The figure in the control city dropped from

79 to 50 percent and while this data is questionable, it would

appear that a large proportion of employers in the control city

used that local office during the Demonstration--we estimate from

their responses about 60 percent. As mentioned in Chapter IV, the

control city had a much smaller and more concentrated employer

market and, thus, local office staff made more personal visits.

This undoubtedly accounts for the more extensive use of the control

city local office by its employer community.

In summary, there were relatively few major changes in the

behavior of employers dealing with the two offices. Employers

placed about the same pence; *5age of their total openings, placed

similar kinds of jobs, and relied on basically the same array of

hiring channels.

Employer Services Activities

This section examines the post test data, e.g. what Employer

Services activities occurred during the Demonstration and how they

were received by employers.
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EMployer Visits. The greater local office staff resource,

smaller employer population and greater concentration of employers

in the control city is clearly revealed by the data. In the test

city only 11 percent of the employers had received 3 or more visits

during the nine months of the Demonstration. In the control city

75 percent had received three or more visits in this same time

period!. Even considering the inadequacies of the control city

sample, this is an overwhelming difference. In the test city 60

percent received no visit at all as opposed to only 10 percent

in the control city.

Employer Promotional Telephone Calls and Mailings. This data

again illustrates the staffing advantages of the control city as

contrasted with the test city. As a result of the help of the

Project, 63.4 percent of the employers in the test city received

at least one promotional telephone call or mailing, compared with

85 percent in the control city without the a :.aistance of a Project.

In other words, in the teat city nearly 40 percent of the employers

received neither a call or mailing, despite the Project's presence,

while only 15 percent of the employers in the control city had not

been contacted in anyway by the local office.

Mere volume of employer contacts does not determine their

program value. The payoff lies in the encl results attributable

to them. Table 5.15 depicts the em, oerceptions of the

results of contacts made during the L
. tration in both cities.

Consistent with our other data, 40 percent of the employers in

the test city reported no contact of any kind by the local office,

as opposed to only 15 percent in the control city. However, a

very similar percentage in both cities placed job orders as a

result of the contacts; this is the figure that really counts.
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TABLE 5.15

Respondents' Perceptions of the Results

of Contacts from the Local Offices

(Post Test)

Strengthens Rela-
tionships with ES

Participation in a
job training
program

Better understanding
of ES services

Placed a job order

Service provided was
of value

No contact

TEST
Number % of Total

CONTROL
Number % of Total

16 11.0 3 15.o

1 0.7 0 0

51 35.2 13 65.o

19 13.1 3 15.0

19 13.1 2 10.0

58 40.0 3 15.o

Note: Percentages are rounded off.
Figures do not add to 100% as respondents could respond
to more than one category.

In the control city a large percentage (65 percent) of employers

reported that the contact resulted in a bett:r understanding of

the local office's services. The implications of this particular

data need to be carefully explored. They seem to provide some

evidence that the selective approach to contacting employers

(See Chapter III) is more effective than the multiple contact

approach. The control city made approximately 80 visits per

week, while the test city made only slightly more than 80 per

month. Also, the control city made more promotional telephone

calls and sent out more mailings than the test city. However,

in the test city about the same proportions of contacts resulted
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in employers placing openings as in the control city. As

Chapter IV clearly doc.Iments, the test city was much more success-

ful than the control city in gaining jot, openinen.

It would appear that the test city's carcrully planned and

conducted RO visits per montn were more productive in gaining,

Sob listings than the control city':: multiple monthly contacts.

However, the greater volume of contacts does appear to have

resulted in better rclationn with employers for the control city

local office, if not in a .:reate volume or actual transactions.

Aside from obtaining job openings, the local of:ice's contact,;

with employers sliould result in some .cervices w!aci. are or value

to the employers. Table 5.1. dea.s ith em;loyer renNnses

to the services provided to tl.em by both local orfices during

the Demonstration period.

The finding that 56.6 pereynt of employers in the test city

and 40 percent in the control city did not use the local offices'

services is consistent with our overall data. That is, about

60 pcleent of the employers (in the sample) in the test city and

4C percent in the control city did not use the services of their

respective offices. The responses to many of the ordinal items

are slightly different, such as the 56.6 percent figure above,

but this undoubtedly resul%4 from the degree of care exercised

by employers in going over each category on a given item. Since

this complicated questionnaire was self-administered, the high

degree of consistency in the responses tend to support the view

that most respondents did respond with reasonable care. Once

again: we must urge caution in evaluating :.he control city

responses from such a limited sample.
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TABLE 5.16

Respondents' Percep'ions of the Value of

Services Provided By The Local Office (Post Test)

TEST
Number % of Total

CONTROL
Number % of Tota'

Did not use services 82 56.6 3 40.0

None of services used
of value 5 3.4 0 0

Placement se-vices 43 33.1 9 45.0

Provision of wage and
other LMI 11 7.6 15.0

Guidance on special
hiring practices 6 4.1 0 0

Development and follow-
up on OJT contracts 0 0 0 0

Assistance with
personnel policies/
practices 2 1.4 1 5.o

Manpower Se-vices
(technical services) 1 0.7 5.0

Note: Percentages are rounded off.
Figures do not add to 100% as respondents could respond
to more i.han one category.

A very favorable finding is that only 3.4 percent of the

employers in the test city thought the services provided no value.

In both cities, the service most highly valued was placement;

33.1 percent in the test city checked this category and 45.0 in

the control city. Interestingly, the provision of wage and other

labor market information was the next most highly rated service.

The data is too meager on the other categories of service to come

to any meaningful conclusions. What this data does clearly show

is that the service of most importance to employers is the screening
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and referral of applicants, i.e. placement services. Everything

else was deemed of relatively minor consequence, in test and

control cities.

Activities Which Led Employers

To Use The Local Offices

The data collected for determining which local office activities

led employers to use the local offices during the period of the

Demonstration, is, unfortunately, not very conclusive. This is

especially true in the control city because of that very limited

sample of employers. But, even in the test city the results are

not very conclusive. The main reason for this was the large number

of responses (11 response categories in Items 11 and 12 of tne post

test employer questionnaire). Also, many employers either were

"using it all along" or "not at all," so Items 11 and 12 were of

no meaning to them. In the test city nearly 75 percent reported

either "using it the same all along," or "not using them;" the

figure was identical in the control city. Thus, only 25 percent

of the samples in both cities began using the local offices during

the Demonstration period.

In the test city the two major reasons for using the services

of that local office (employers could check more than one response

on Item 11) were a visit from the Employer Services Unit (8.3

percent), and receiving a brochure (10.3 percent). Only 1.4 per-

cent checked television as the reason; 2.3 percent checked radio;

3.$ percent promotional telephone calls; 3.4 percent better

quality of applicants; and, only 2.1 percent checked Executive

Order 11598. The control city data is extremely limited 4 (20

percent) checked a personal visit from the Employer Services Unit;
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1 (5 percent) checked better quality applicants and 1 (5 percent)

checked the Executive Order.

On Item which recuested the employers to choose the

primary influence for starting to use the test city local office's

services, the approximately 25 percent who did respond showed

the following distribution of factors influencing their action:

5.5 percent checked having received a personal visit

4.3 percert checked having received better applicants

2.S percent checked having received a brochure

0.2 percent didn't respond to Item 12 on the Employer

Questionnaire

Thus, less than 6 percent checked one of the other six

categories of Item 12 (See Appendix II, Employer

"itiestionnaire).

In the control city 4 (20 percent) checked having received a

personal visit, and 1 (5 percent) checked Executive Order 11598.

As Chapter III indicated, one of the more extensive aspects

of the Demonstration Employer Services Model was contacting

employers by other than direct visits. The data we just received

does not prove the usefulness of media in obtaining job listings

from employers, Television, radio, press releases, etc. were of

very minor consequence. The only media which showed an impact in

our data were the specially prepared brochures on the local

office's services.

dowever, we cannot conclude from this brief and sketchy

analysis that media are of no importance in obtaining job openings

and in building better relations with employers. There were far

too many limitations on our analysis to come to any de'initive



conclusions on this area of activity and the time period was too

short to properly judge the impact of media. The fact that only

25 percent of our samples could respond to items 11 and 12 reduce

the N for the test city to approximately 31 employers and to only

5 in the control city! In the last section of this chapter we

will make extensive use of correlational analysis to try to gain

a clearer understanding of why employers ua or don't use the

services of the local office.

Before we move on to the final major section of this chapter

attention needs to be given to some reasons why employers may

have stopped using the office during the Demonstration period.

Because a large proportion of that small sample in the control

city responded to the first two categories of Item 13 ("still use

ES," or "never used them"), the remaining sample was too small to

be valid for analysis. It is not possible therefore to examine

this consideration in the control city.

In the test city slightly over 77 percent of the sample also

responded to the first two categories of Item 13. The remainder

of respondents gave the following reasons for having stopped using

the services of the test city local office (a respondent could check

one or more reasons):

9 percent (13 responses) - poor quality of referrals

5.5 percent (8 responses) - could not fill my orders

All other categories on Item 13 were under 1 percent

(14 responses)

8 percent did not respond

This means that only 21 sample employers reported having

stopped using the office and the 21 made 35responses;

some of the 21 had more than one reason for this action.
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These findings, meager as they are, are consistent with all our

findings, They dramatize the importance employers place on

quality applicants and the effective delivery of placement

services.

THE BEHAVIOR OF EMPLOYERS TOWARD THE LOCAL OFFICE

This is an important section of the report, in that it attempts

to develop a composite pattern of employer behavior toward an

Employment Service local office. Table 5.17 depicts the correla-

tions between employer relations, transactions, attitudes, and

Employer Services activities. This table and all of the analysis

is based only on test city data. Understanding the discussion

of employer behavior will be facilitated by frequent reference

to this table. The large sample size in the test city has given

us some very high correlations between items, most of which are

very statistically significant.

It is necessary at this point to recall the Project's opera-

tional goals: increasing job openings and improving employer

relations. The experience in achieving these goals has been

thoroughly documented and discussed in Chapters IV and V. This

section attempts to uncover some of the basic and underlying

reasons behind the changes in the dependent variables. Two items

in Table 5.17 parallel our Project goals; Item No. 1 the percent

of orders an employer places with the local office; and Item

No. 3 the employer's rating of his relationship with the local

office. Our analysis will begin by examining what led to changes

in these two key items.

Before proceeding to the discussion, it should be stressed

that the analysis is based on correlations between the key

dependent and independent variations. For those readers not
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familiar with the nature of correlational analysis, it must be

clearly understood that while correlational analysis shows us

the degree to which variables are related, as given by the

correlation coefficient (r), it does not show us how variables

are related. In other words it does not specify cause and effect

relations.

In our discussion we are making the very reasonable assumption

that job openings and relations with employers are the dependent

variables, dependent on most of the other items in Table 5.17. As

correlation analysis tells us how closely the variables moved

together, it allowa us to make same judgments as to which indepen-

dent varia es had the greatest impact on our dependent variables.

This procedure may be adequate for our purposes, but to truly

establish a cause and effect relations!up between the dependent

and independent variables would require the use of multiple

regression analysis. Unfe,rtunately, mucn of our data is not suitea

to such an analysis. Again we urge some caution in interpreting

the findings in this section.

:Than Factors Would Cause Employers To

Use A Local Office More Intensively?

Our analysis revealed five variables which appear to influence

an employer's use of a local office's services. Each of the five

variables was highly correlated with the dependent variable and all

were statistically significant at pc .0005 level (r L .264 on

Table 5.17).

1. The aua-. pplicants referred to the employer

correlated very highly with the percentage of his job openings

the employer placed with the local office., It was by far the most
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significant influence in his decision to use the local office

more intensively, i.e. to place more job openings.

2. The employer's rating;of his relationship with the local

office was the next most highly correlated variable with the per-

centage of job openings placed with the local office. An employer's

perception of the quality of his relationship to the local office

appears to be an important factor in determining how intensively

he uses the office. Contrary to the views often expressed by

operations people in the Employment Service, employers won't

necessarily use the local office "just because it's there;" their

feelings, perceptions and attitudes toward the office are

important.

3. The employer's attitude toward using the services of the

local office (ractor 2) was another variable whicn correlated highly

with this dependent variable. To reinforce the point made in the

previous parLgraph, employer attitudes cannot be ignored by

Employment Services staff who want to improve the volume of job

openings and ultimately placements.

4. The volume of PPC's and mailings was also high correlated

with this dependent variable. The fact that this variable was

more highly correlated with the dependent variable than was the

volume of employer visits is probably unique to the test city local

office, where extensive use was made of specially prepared brochures.

Also, a PTC preceded every employer visit.

5. The volume of employer visits is the fifth variable which

correlated highly with this dependent variable. In most local

offices, it would probably correlate more hie.ily with the dependent

variable, than would the volume of PTC's and mailings.
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To briefly summarize this section, five variables correlated

very highly with the dependent variable, the percentage of job

openings an employer places with the local office. Of crucial

importance was the quality of applicants referred by the local

office. It would not be inferri too much to sa that im rovi

tie quality of applicants referred to employers is a local office's

most potent weapon for increasing job listings. It is, in reality,

the most important "employer service" that can be rendered employers.

What Factors Would Cause An Employer To

Highly Rate His Relations With A Office?

Four variables appeared to influence an employer's rating of

his relations with the local office. Each of the four correlations

was very statistically significant, These four variables were, in

order of importance:

1. The quality of applicants referred to the employers

(once again the most important influence).

2. The employer's attitude toward using the services of the

local office.

3. The volume of employer visits.

4. The volume of promotional telephone calls (PTCs) and

mailings.

The variables which influenced this dependent variable are the

same that influenced the percent of job openings an employer placed

with the local office. The quality of applicants referred is again

of primary importance in inauencing a major dependent variable.

Admittedly, the Model becomes somewhat tautological; the employer's

rating of his relations with the local office being influenced by

his attitude toward using the services of the office.
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Each of the independent variables we discussed were, in turn,

highly correlated with other items in Table 5.17. At this point

we'll try to place them in proper relation to one another and the

dependent variables.

An Employer's Decision To Use A Local Office

Figure 5.1 graphically shows the variables and their inter

relationships that influence an employer in deciding on how

intensively to use the local office. As Figure 5.1 shows, there

are many variables which directly or indirectly Influence this

key decision.

This Model tries to place each variable in its logical position;

it is directly tied to those variables with which it most highly

correlates and is depicted in the cause and effect relationship

that operating experience suggests. For instance, attitudes toward

government intervention in the local labor market (F1) did not

correlate highly with the two major dependent variables; however,

it did correlate highly with some of the independent variables and

it is depleted in this context in Figure 5.1.

While there are many limitations to.this approach,4 it does

provide more insight into what happens between employers and a

local office than do static frequency distributions. As the

variables influencing the two major dependent variables (percent

of job openings placed and rating of relati ns) have been discussed,

this current discussion will be limited to the relationships

between the independent variables. However, Figure 5.1 does depict

one aspect of the employerlocal office relations that needs

comment. The employers' rating of relations with a local office

is much more dependent on their attitudes than is their oecision

to place a greater percentage of job openings with the office. The
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decision to place job openings is dependent on the employers'

attitudes toward the office but much more on tangible matters,

such as the quality of applicants referred to him.

The key to all these relationships is a variable not depicted

in Figure 5.1--the influence of time. As attitudinal change

usually requires more time than behavioral change (placing en

opening), an improvement in employer attitudes and rating of their

ralationship to the local office will lag behind their actually

placing more openings with the office. However, since these

attitudes also influence the employers' decisions to place openings,

if they don't improve, there will be a reversal in the volume of

job listings.

The volume of visits, PTCs, and mailings are determined by a

state Employment Service's Plan of Se-vice. The volume of employer

contacts is assumed to be a function of the state agency's Plan of

Service, with program budgeting and organizational structure

determining which resources will be available for Employer Services

activities.

Attitudes tows d using the services of the local office (F2)

was a major influence on both key dependent variables. In turn,

this variable was influenced by the volume of employer contacts, the

quality of applicants referred, and attitudes toward government

intervention in the functioning of the local labor market (Fl).

While the employers' ratings of the quality of applicants

referred was a major influence on many dependent and key independent

variables, it appePrs to be a function of' several variables outside

of the employer community. In Figure 5.1 the quality of applicants

referred is expressed as a function of local labor market structure
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and conditions and the level of effectiveness of the state agency's

management system.

One variable not depicted in Figure 1 is the employers' attitude

toward the quality of services provided bb the local office

(Factor 2). Several variables influence this Factor, including the

quality of applicants r:ferred, the volume of personal visits, and

the employers' attitudes toward government intervention in the local

labor market (F1). However, this variable did not have any signifi-

cant impact on the dependent variables or the major variables which

influenced the dependent variables. In brief, it was not a direct

influence on an employer's decision to place job listings with the

local office.

As Chapter VII contains a summary of our significant learnings

and this chapter has summarized in each section, we will now

proceed to the impact of the Demonstration on local office operating

staff.
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Footnotes

1. Oiblin and Palmeri, Op. Cit.

2. L. J. Cronbach, "Coefficient Alpha and the Internal Structure

of Tests," Psychometrika 1951, 16, pp. 297-334.

3. Oiblin and Palmeri, Oz_ Cit., pp. 49-57.

4. The use of correlational analys:4 for determining the influence

of independent variables on dependent variables has its

methodological limitations. However, this approach has been

used by several leading practioneers and researchers in the

field or organizational development. For instance Rensis

Likert, in The Human Organization, Op. Cit,, uses this approach.
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CHAPTER VI

LOCAL OFFICE STAFF VIEWS ONE YEAR LATER

The substantive program goal of the Project was to increase

the quantity and quality of jobs listed with the local office by

increasing job listings and enhancing relations with employers.

.since the success of the Demonstration would be affected directly

and indirectly by local office staff attitudes, it was deemed

useful to conduct a pre test survey of local office rtaff attitudes

toward the agency and its ole, their joa,, and several other key

matters. The pre test survey indicated that there were no unusual

or widespread problems with local office staff which could adversely

affect th: :monstration.

The decision to do a post test survey stemmed from our curiosity

over how new program changes, e.g. Job Bank, might affect the morale

of local office staff. We were especially anxious that Project

engendered act.ivities, while benefitting the agency, not be regarded

negatively by the staff. In other words, we were concerned with the

traditional conflict of organizational effectiveness as "the ability

to achieve goals" and efficiency as "the ability to maintain the

humin organization." ;:e will ust these definitirns in our discussion

of staff attitudinal changes. For instance, many organizations

achieve their goals in the shortrun, but with a great loss of staff

loyalty and morale. Such organizations might be effective, but

not efficient. Project staff felt that many of the disruptive

program changes and shifts in priorities within the employment

Service over the yearn had been reasonably effective, but at great

loss of efficiency. This loss of efficiency yas partially to blame

for the relatively ineffective performance of the Employment

.services system.
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While the evidence is somewhlt inconclusive, it does seem

that as the test city local office became more effective, at least

in achieving program goals outlined by the Project, it became lens

efficient in terms of staff identification an: acceptance of

programs. In fact, post test measurements shower that staff in

both cities had become romerhat more negative on almost every

attitudinal item.

This logs of efficiency appeared to result from federal level

actions such as the installation of Job Bank: the at:-ipt program

_cial shift back to quality rlacementr; and the threat wnich buiget

cuts posed to job security. Project-induced changes appeared to

have neither a negative nor very positive impact on local office

staff.

REV 0? PRE TEST Frmr.:Gs AND CHANGES Li :1.-STRODOLOGY

Review of Selected Pre Test Findings

The pre test analysis resulted in the interpretation and

preliminary specification of the following four factors:

Factor 1. This factor represented the respondents' attitudes

toward their jobs as measured by nineteen related items.

Both groups were positive on this factor but the control group

more so, at a statistically significant level (p< .025).

Factor 2. This represented the respondents' attitudes toward

Job Bank as measured by ten related items. Respondents in

both cities were positive on this factor with the test city

more positive, but not at a statistically significant level.

Factor 3. This complex factor, measured by eight related

items, was described as the respondents' attitudes toward

the agency's role, particularly in providing services to the
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non-job reRey applicant. The analysis revealed that both

groups were positive on this factor.

Factor 4. Th'q factor, measured by eight related items, was also

complex and difficult to interpret. It was described as the res-

pondents' attitudes toward delivery a broad array of services to

applicants and employers. The test city was more positive on

this factor at a statistically significant level (pc .01).

To summarize the key pre test findings, staff in both the test and

control cities had positive attitudes toward their jobs and their

net: Job Hanks, especially the latter. These tan factors were

extremely clear and easily interpretable. On te.e other two factors,

both generally dealing with 'he role of the Employment Service and

the service:, it delivers, both groups had positive attitudes. How-

ever. these last two factors (Factors 3 and 4) were very complex and

difficult to specify, leaving much question as to their usefulness

as analytical constructs of basic attitudinal dimensions.

Concern over the usefulness of Factors 3 and 4 led to some minor
alterations in the post test data collection and analysis, On
all four factors only the highest (.50 or greater) varimax-loaded
items on each scale (factor) were incorporated into the post test
questionnaire.** This cut in half the number of items in Factors
3 and 4. Composite scores were recalculated for pre test and
calculated for post test using the smaller number of items on each
scale (factor). It was hoped that this procedure would clear up
these two clouded scales and make them clearly interpretable
factors.

In the post test analysis, Cronbach's Alphas 3 were calculated for
all four factors. The resulting statistic represents an internal
consistency reliability coefficient; simply stated it measures the
degrees to which all items making up a factor correlate with one
another--how they "hang together." Factors 1 and 2 had extremely
high Alpha coefficients indicating that these two scales in fact
represented reliable factors. However, Factors 3 and 4had very
low Alpha coefficients, .30 or less, indicating little internal
consistency among the items making up the scales. This meant that
the scales really didn't represent true factors as specified in the
pre test analysis and were measuring many things other than those
described by our factor nomenclature.

** See Appendix I for original factor tables and interpretation and
Appendix II for post test questionnaires.
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Changes In Staff Attitudes Toward

The Role Of Their Agencies

As a result of further analysis, scales 3 and 4 (supposed

Fa:torz in the pre test) are not studied in any detail in this

:eport. To do so would only confuse our findings. However, it

was decided tc resort on changes in scales (factors) 3 and 4

delpite their lack of theoretical validity, because the Individual

items comprising these scales showed the same negative trend as

lid all the items in the post test measurement. Over the 12 -month

period between pre and post tests, almost all items showed negative

changes. There were no significant differences between the changes

in the two cities as measured by t-tests. The analysis showed

that to the degree the scale 3 (Factor 3) can be said to measure

the respondents' attitudes taaard the role of their agency, these

attitudes grew more negative during the 12-month period between

pre and post test: the pre test recalculated composite score mean

for scale in the test city was 4.25 and in the post test 4.02,

while the change in the control city was from 4.48 to 4 40. These

certainly were changes of minor consequence.

Likewise, to the degree that scale (factor) 4 measures the

respondents' attitudes toward their agency's delivery of services

to applicants and employers, these attitudes also became more

negative. The pre test recalculued composite score for the test

group was 5.19 and the pos. test 4.82. The control group changes

from 4.13 to 3.97. Once again, these changes weren't of real

significance. Next, some conclusive findings will be presented

which will provide some explanations for these negative changes.
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MINCE; IN RESPONDErT.S. ATTITUDES TO1A1RD THEIR JOBS

A .:omPwuat disturbing finding was that on Factor 1, i.e. the

respondent-' attltuder toward tneir robs, both groups became more

ne,ative. Table .1 ehm:s the chan,:en in the composite score means

on faetor for bath are ampost te.,t in both cities. An

c.na:ysi.; of varlanee inJicatec no statistically significant

difference betl-een pre and post test measures in either group.

TABLE C.1

Respondents' Attitudes Toward Their Jobs

Pre Test Past Test Changes

(October 1171 - October 197')

Composite Score

TEST CITY
Pre Test Post Test

CONTROL CITY
Pre Test Post Test

Means (Factor 1) 3.92 3.73 4.32 h.20

sigmas 1.39 1.12 .97 .97

Alphas .39 .32 .79 .75

The reader should i a the very high Cronbach's Alphas indica-

tive of the internal consistency reliability of this factor. The

thirteen items measuring the respondents' attitudes toward their

jobs can truly be said to "hang together" and uo in fact constitute

a factor, a measure of the underlying dimensions of the respondents'

attitudes toward their jobs. The changes in both cities were small:

attitudes in the control city remaized positive but less so, and

those in the teat city indicated indifference or slight negativism.

However, attitudes there had been lower than in the control city

on pre test.
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Table 6.2 indicates that there was no statistically signifi-

car., difference between the test and control city on Factor. 1.

While both groups became slightly more negative toward their jobs,

neither changed more dramatically than the other.

TABLE 6.2

Comparison of Test Control Differences on Factor 1

"Respondents' Attitudes Toward Their Jobs"

*means of differences

Test Control Mean Difference t Value DF

-1.5 -.93 -.57 -.11 63

*based on total scores for all 13 items.

Analysis of Items Which Compose Factor 1

In the post test analysis, thirteen items constituted a

factor, as opposed to nineteen in the pre test analysis. Table

shows the means and st' dard deviations, both pre and post test,

for both test and control groups, The pre test data have been

recalculated using the thirteen items. A sigma (standard deviation)

of about 2.0 is normal for a seven-point Likert scale. Also, in

studying Table 6.3, the reader auld note that the scale used

ran from 7 (strongly agree) to 1 (strongly disagree). The item

description indicates if the item vas phrased positively or

negatively. For instance, Item 1 was positively phrased and the

control city post test mean of 5.44 indicates substantial agree -

ment on that item, a positive attitude.

Table 6.3 does not indicate many severe changes, but rather

shows a slightly negative movement on almost all items in both

cities. One item that showed a pronounced decline in the test

city is 13, which has to do wIth the physical quality of working
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WILE 6.3

COMM= OP TS3T1110 CCIIPROL MOP

al PAC= 1 Mel m MD PM TM

MT CM CCIPCM.

Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Poet-Test

1. Office provides effective
services to employers mesa 4.52
sad applicants. sigma 2.14

Amoy applicants gwesently
tersel sway tram the
branch office without
having received some Imes* 5.12
..ivies. sigma 2.11

.... Lack of prim*, is branch
office salute it difficult =SD 5.08
to properly do Job. sigma 2.31

13. liorking conditions at

branch office ars, in mean 3.82
general, satisfactory. sigma 2.37

15. 1 usually find myself in
agreement with exist/se
policies and practices moan 4.66
of stage army. sigma 1.97

17. I spend too wok tins
performing Job duties
below my level of mean 4.36
eumPetence. sups 2.20

18. 'I's c as given Job
duties and responsibili-
ties without having
authority to assure MO 4.16
implementation. sips 2.27

19. At branch office there
is equal treatment for MOM 3.86
all employees. sigma 2.43

20. Role of supervisor should
Wank* deoisions and give mesa 4.60
instructions to me. siert 2.33
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4.74 5.14 5.44
1.91 1.75 1.77

5.08 3.86 3.89
1.78 2.13 2.13

5.26 4.32 4.63
2.20 1.98 2.02

2.84 4.93 4.59
1.89 1.96 2.09

4.18 4.82 4.89
1.79 1.67 1.68

4.61 4.36 4.81
2.05 1.86 1.83

4.13 4.00 3.89
2.24 1.75 2.06

4.03 k.29 3.41
2.22 1.93 2.26

4.53 4.21 4.19
2.21 1.68 2.09



TANIS 6.3

COMPADINOR Mr Am corm. GROOT

Of FACTOR 1 MOB PR! Mb POST MST

TUT MI' CONTROL CITT

ITO(

23. One of the most msgatdve
aspect', of Civil Service
is that it presents

bettor employees from
advancing as quickly as
they should, while pro-

Pr.-Test Post-Teat Pre-dTeat Foot -Teat

tecting marginal employees 5.58 5.61 5.04 5.07
from being discharged. sigma 1.80 1.81 1.68 2.07

24. I often don't get the

kinl of cooperation
framer/ fellow workers
that would enable me sue 3.14 ,. 3.53 3.18 2.89
to do ay Job well. sigma 1.97 2.05 1.65 2.01

27. The activities performed
bye:, branch office make
a valuable contribution mean 5.64 5.45 5.75 6.11
to the community. aims& 1.52 1.74 1.21 .83

28. The Neployment Service
mist be radically
changed to become more
romp:Agave to applicants
and smg0oyers or it
will eventually be mean 4.7? 5.08 4.18 4.77
discontinued. sigma 2.18 1.99 2.00 1.95

Control N 28 (post test), 28 (pre-test)
Teat N . 38 (post test), 50 (pre -teat)
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conditions. The physical plant in the test city has been in

deplorable condition for many years. During the period between

pre and post test data collection the conditions worsened as the

office relinquished space to the U.I. Division and Job Bank

Central Control. The staff reaction to this was evidenced by a

shift on this item from a neutral range at the pre test time to

considerable disagreement with the positively phrased statement

at post test time.

Item 9 is of interest as it relltes to the differences in

staffing between the two offices, a difference which favored the
e

control city. As Thole 6.3 shows,, test city respondents strongly

agreed with this item both pre and post test and agreed that the

office turned away many applicants without providing them a service.

By contrast, the more heavily st. fed control city disagreed with

this negative statement, both in pre and post test.

Not surprisingly, both groups were in agreement in the post

test that the Employment Service must be radically changed if it

is to survive, another indication of their increasing dissatisfaction

with the overall. system.

CHANGES IN 3E3PONDMTS' ATTITUDES Ta:A.RDS JOB BANK

The area which showed the greatest change in staff attitudes

was Job Bank. To t-lefly review the situation, when the pre test

data was collected, the control city had a Job Bank for about four

months and the test city was about to inaugurate its Job Bank.

As Table 6.4 indicates, both crops had very positive attitudes

toward their new Job flanks. Ho'ever, at the end of about one year

Loth groups had deedely negative attitudes toward Job Bank.
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TABI.:, 6.4

Respondents' Attitudc:t To.ard Their Job Banks

Pre Test Port Te.It Cane

(October 1971 - October 1972)

Composite Score

TEST CITY
Pre Test Post Test

CONTROL CITY
Pre Test Post Test

Means (Factor 2) 4.95 4.76 5.71

Sigmas 1.23 1.47 1.17

Alphas ,32 .32 .i6 .74

The very high Alpha score indicates the considerable internal con-

sistency reliability of tlis factor. The seven items which compose

the factor correlate highly with one another and certainly appear

to represent a stable measure of the staffs' attitudes toward Job

Bank.

Scale (factor) 2 was subjected to an analysis of variance. An

F-ratio of '2, based on both test and control respondents, vs'.

very statistically significant at p< .0003. This means that there

was a very statistically significant difference
from pre to post

test in respondents' ratings of Job Bank, the post test results

being quite negative. While the F-ratio measured the pre to post

test change for both cities, combined analysis showed no meaningful

differences between the two cities. To summarize, in both local

offices, there was a very pronounced negative change in staff

attitudes toward Job Bank, from p'e to post test.



4 era+ Nir*

TARLF 6.5

Comparison of Test-Control Differences on Factor 2

'Respondents' Attitudes Toward Their Job Banks"

*means of differences

Test Control Mean Difference t value DF

-7.03 -7.52 .49 .15 63

*based on total scores of all 7 items.

Once again, while both groups become much more negative on

this factor, they) was not a significant difference in the

d't+'erences between the two anr, the negative trend in both groups

was again remarkably similar. e findings leave little doubt

that the staffs of two cities, both initially favorable to Job Bank,

became quite negative toward it after about a year of operation.

In order to better understand why, each item that comprised this

factor will be examined.

Analysis Of Items Which Comprise Factor 2

In studying Table 6.6 the reader will notice that both groups

became more negative on all seven items. There was a dramatic

shift in both groups on Item 4--Jol Bank's improving services to

applicw.ts and employers--from very positive to slightly negative.

In fact, most of the items showed a substantial negative shift.

In the pre test, both groups disagreed with the negative statement

of Item 25. In other words, they thought Job Bank would be practical

for the operations. NJwever, in post test, both groups strongly

agreed with this nega'L.ive statement; they agreed that Job Bank had

not proven to be practical for their local office operations.
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TABU 6.6

COMPARISON OP TIST ADD C(1115101. GROUP

Off "RCM 2 Inlet Mt AND POST TUT
"ftspcmdente Attitudes Toward Their Job Danko

ITEM

4. its Job Dank has made a
substantial immanent
in the way the branch

TEST CITY

Pre-Test Post-Test

CON2ROL CITY

Pre-Tast Post-Test

office services both mean 5.42 3.74 5.39 3.96
employers and applicants sigma 1.54 2.24 1.52N 1.90

7. its Job Bank has reduced
the mount of paper
work iu the branch man 4.30 2.50 3.86
office. sigma 2.10 1.96 2.05 !:ig

11. TM Job Bank has improved
job placement activit!As mean 4.34 3.03 4.14 3.15
for tie disadvantaged. sigma 1.95 2.08 1.98 1.72

14. The Job Dank has resulted

in an increase in Job MOM 9.42 4.18 4.96 3.85
listime. 10.0112 1.60 ' 2.06 1.49 1.82

21. Deployment Service
branch offices should
be given the antboritY
and responsibility to
coordinate all Job
developmmt activities
between other &gamin
within than local man 5.30 4.84 5.21 5.11
commitiss. sigma 2.05 2.15 1.74 1.97

25. its Job Dank has mot
proved to be practical
for our branch offioe mean 2.94 3.82 3.36 4.96
operati.m. sigma 1.83 2.26 1.54 1.90

26. Many mployers have
become disenchanted with
the Job Dank, because it

depernualime branch
office relstions with mean 3.18 4.79 3.36 4.96
then. ages 1.88 2.07 1.82 1.55

Contr^1 M . 28



;. complaint of Job Bank often made by local office staff is

that it will adversely affect relations with emIloyers becaL,e it

depersonalizes the local o".ce'r ielaticss these employers.

In the pre test, both cities disaereed with Item 26, which stated

that employers would become disen:nantek: t,ith Job Bank because of

the loss of personal relations, Obviwsly, neither group was

biased against its ne' Job Bank. !ic 'ever, is post test, both

groups strongly agree:: with this statement.

As mentioned earlier in t.is vol bot:. cities encountered

considerable early operational difficl, ,ien with Job Bask. At

the time post test data was collected not all of these difficulties

had been resolved. This obviously affected the respondents'

attitudes toward their Job Basks, from very positive to quite

negative.

RE:PONDFI:T3' ATTITUD'2.3 TCIAlID THE R G D P7OJECT

The Project was especially concerned that the changes it

introduced might have an adverse effect on staff morale. As there

appears to have been a general decline in morale during the

Demonstration period, the que ion must be asked, was the Project

responsible for this adverse side effect? In anticipation of this

question, four items, dealing with local office staff attitudes

toward the Project, were added to the post t,,t questionnaire. The

results are summarized in Table 6.7.

The findings were consistentstaff agreed that the Project

had improved the office's image and its ability to obtain job

openings (Items 29 and 30) both of which were of considerable

importance to staff in the local office. They were neutral with

regards to the Project's having made an overall improvement in

communications within the office (Item 31). This appears



reasonable enough, because despite considerable time and effort

devoted to improving infra- office communications, Project staff

never felt that it had made any substantive improvement. Also,

test city respondents disagreed with Item 32 which was negatively

phrased; in other words they felt the Project did have some

r.sitive impact on their local office operation.

TABLE 6.7

Test City Respondents' Attitude

Toward The R&D Project

Item Mean Sigma

29. As a direct result of the MESC-

Applied Behavioral Research, Inc.
Project, a substantive improvement
has been made in the branch office's
image, in the business community.

30. As a direct result of the Project
(MESC-ABR) the branch's capability
to obtain job openings has been
improved.

31. As a direct result of the Project
there has been an overall improve-

ment in communications within the
branch office.

32. The Project has not had a positive
impact on any aspect of branch
office operations.

4.32 1.99

4.55 1.80

3.92 1.98

3.53 1.90

=36

It does appear that local office staff was reasonably positive

toward the Project and, thus, the Project's presence would not

appear to explain their overall post test negativism.

As it appears that the Project was not the cause of the decline

in staff morale, especially as it occurred in both groups, we Shall

now, try to explain the reasons behind this decline.
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SMEARY, INTERPRETATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The. Meaning Of This Chapter

This is an interesting chapter in that its subject, studying

staff, was not the central concern of the Project. The emphasis

of the Demonstration and this final report is on program change.

Almost all our time and effort was devoted to program oriented

goals, e.g. increasing openings, placements, etc. In a very real

sense our experience parallels the national experience over the

last seven or eight years. The Manpower Administration has

engendered numerous and far reaching changes in the public Employ-

ment Service, all aimed at accomplishing program goals, whatever

those goals were from one year to the next. To an extent this

is perfectly reasonable behavior. However, during this entire

period there appears to have been an almost total lack of concern

for hou these endless and disruptive changes were affecting the

tens of thousands of Employment SeiViie staff in the field.

There is little question that many persons reading this final

report will be concerned with the methods and results of our

efforts as related to achieving program goals. Considerable interest

along these lines has already been manifested at the federal,

regional and state levels. However, we question how many readers

will really think it necessary for us to report on how local office

staff felt about Job Bank. On the other hand, all would probably

be interested in changes in employer attitudes toward Project,

induced changes.

In Chapter II of this report, we introduced the notion that

the last few years of program upheaval resulted in a liquidation

of the system's human assets: its productive capability and customer

goodwill have been seriously reduced. In two representative local
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offices we witnessed a further deterioration of morale over

the last year. It will be tragic if these limited findings are

ignored by decision makers at all levels in the federal-state

manpower system. Program changes must give consideration to the

needs of the organization's participants. For the success of the

system in achieving its program goals will not result from

computerization, or other technical advances, but ultimately from

the productive capability of the system's human resources and the

goodwill of its customers.

Summary and Interpretation

To briefly summarize the findings, in the twelve months

between pre and post test data collection, there was a negative

trend in staff attitudes on all factors and most items. The most

negative change was in staff attitudes towards Job Bank. In both

the test and control groups the pre-test, very positive, attitude

toward Job Bank became negative. Finally, while the R & D Project

did not appear to have a positive impact on most staff attitudes,

it also did not appear to be the cause of post test staff

negativism.

There appear to be three major causes for the negative change

in local office staff attitudes. These are:

The problems associated with the new Job Banks in the

two offices

The recent change in Employment Service goals

Budget cuts and anticipated lay-offs

In sections of this report we discussed the implementation and on-

going problems of Job Bank in the two cities. The dramatic shift

in staff attitudes in both groups is indicative of the impact these
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Job Bank problems had on staffs. Also, much of the shift in

attitudes toward Job Bank probably results from its having been

oversold; realistically, it could not live up to staff expecta-

tions. As Job Bank represented a major program change in both

local offices it certainly must have influenced staff attitudes

toward their jobs, their agencies, the delivery of services and

other key items. We may assume that in each of these cases the

influence exerted by Job Bank tended to be negative.

Although there is no tangible evidence to support this

view, we believe that the recent about-face iu the goals of the

public Employment Service contributed to the post test negativism.

The sudden return to a Eoal of increasing placements and the

concomitant emphasis an qualified applicants undoubtedly led to

confusion among staff. Several years ago, staff had been directed

away from this goal; now, with little rationale, staff was being

redirected toward it. This very issue came up during our daily

interaction with local office staff. While most were generally

positive about returning; to a quality-oriented placement service,

they were very oonfused about meshing this goal with current

staffing patterns which eughasize employability development of the

less qualified applicants. Such conflicts remained unresolved for

both test and control city staffs and, perhaps, for most local

office staffs.

Finally, and perhaps most critical to staff morale, at the

very time post test data was collected both state agencies had

received substantial budget cut:,. In both local offices there was

talk of pending lay-offs and positions vacated by normal turnover

were not being refilled. Thls threat to job security, combined with

staff reductions, contributed to staff negativism in both offices.
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Recommendations Concerning Local Office Staff

These recommendations are not specifically directed to the

test or control local office. They are considered to be generally

applicable to all local offices. As such, the recommendations are

aimed at broader problems, not specific, and, perhaps unique,

operational problems of our test and control offices. Most of these

recommendations are intended for policy and program planners at

the federal, not local, level. The two broad recommendations

we have are: first, stabilization of operations at the local

level and second, management recognition of the impact of program

changes on staff.

For nearly a decade, a continuing frequent series of changes

has been introduced into the public Employment Service. The Manpower

..dministration has often been attacked by its critics for the slow-

ness of change within the system. At the same time, staff adapta-

tion to programs which rarely seem to crystallize and to organiza-

tions which, after brief intervals, undergo change of structure and

function cannot be expected to result. Almost yearly, a new approach

is outlined for changing the structure and functioning of this

institution.

While institutions must undergo change if they are to survive

in our dynamic society, they also must have some stability and

consistency in operations. A large bureaucracy cannot exist in an

environment of endless policy and program change which, in fact, has

been the environment in which the public Employment Service has

operated.

To'those who seek constantly to reform the Employment Service,

we would cite President Nixon's dictum on seeking "reforms that

work, not reforms that destroy." Once sound policy and program
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lirections are forlulated and introduced a7-.. the local level, they

mu,t be given time to work. rew directions cannot be formulated

the next year in response to a "perceived" new crisis. L continuance

of these endless and haphazard changes will only result in a further

destruction of the system's productive capability.

The second broad recommendation is really a derivative of

the first. Most of the policy and program changes given the Employ

ment Service have been in response to human needs: those of women;

minorities; the disadvantaged; the unemployed; the returning

veterans: etc. All of these efforts represent a concern for people.

Ho:ever, remarkably little consideration has been given to the

human needs of staff within the Employment Service. Policy and

program changes arc made with little concern for their effects on

the persons who have to carry out these changes. The failure of

new directions is often attributed to the intransigence of Employ

ment Service staff.

Policy and program directions must be determined by the economic

and manpower needs of the nation. They can be formulated and introduced

however, in a manner which is not destructive of staff capability

and morale. For instance, in developing new policy and program

guidelines which change the structure and functioning of the Employ

ment Service, care needs to be exercised that their effects on work

group relations, status expectations, role expectations and

numerous other human variables will not be adverse. To truly improve

the effectiveness of the Employment Service will demand much more

than a "program letter" approach to organizational change. At the

very least, planners must consider not only the programmatic aspects

of net' policy directions (i.e., how these directions will affect

placements, etc ) but must give serious consideration to how the
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new direction will affect staff's capability to carry out the

necessary changes. Until such an approach to organizational

change is manifested at the national level, we foresee little

hope of improving cooperation and overall productivity at the

local level in the Employment Service.
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1. Oiblin, Op. Cit.

2, Chester W. Barnard, The Functions of the Executive, Harvard

University Press, Cambridge, 1968.

3. L. J. Cronbach, Op. Cit.
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PART III: BASIC INSIGHTS FOR PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

Part III of the 3.,,,lume deals with the basic program insights

gleaned from the Demonstration experience. It consists of two

chapters.

Chapter VII presents basic insights for program effectiveness;

for increasing job listings, placements nd improving relations

with employers.

Ch'pte' VIII reviews some major Employer Services issues

that weren't fully explored in the Demonstration, yet are deserving

of further study.
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CHAPTER VII

BASIC INSIGHTS FOR PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

This chapter will present a distillation of the most important

'earnings (achievements or experiences) based on nearly 18 months

of Project activity and observation of forces influencing the

local operational setting. We have chosen to refer to it as "basic

insights for program effectiveness" rather than the usual "summary

and recommendations." Our choice of this title was deliberate.

For several reasons, it was not possible, in good conscience, to

produce a number of recommendations.

The first difficulty results from the actual experiences of

the Demonstration. The original Project goal was to find techniques

for increasing job listings. For the most part the necessary

techniques were available; they merely required some refinement.

These techniques are discussed in Volume I, Chapters II and III,

and in even more detail in Volume II of this final report. Thus,

there is ample material presented for the person who is interested

in a detailed discussion of how we increased job listings. It

will be evident to the reader that increasing job listings was

neither the most difficult nor the most important achievement. In

other words the achievements go beyond the original narrow goals

of the Research and Demonstration Project. As a matter of fact,

they raise questions about the value of the Project goal itself.

A second problem in making recommendations is the impossible

task of simplifying ank condensing Project expericnces to produce

"or., liners" on how to solve some of the key problems of the public

Employment Service. ;Mile many studies take this approach, i.e.

one line answers, and it is often commended by so-called policy

officers, it tends to be misleading and can do great harm. The
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experience of this Project indicates that we do not have any simple

and neat solutions to what we perceive to be the complex and very

extensive problems which face the public Employment Service.

Finally, much of the goal related learning would suggest major

changes in the direction of the public Employment Service. However,

with widespread uncertainty as to current program goals it is under-

standably .Lfficult to suggest "new directions.' Unless current

goals and priorities of the public Employment Service are clear,

which they do not now seem to be, there is little foundation on

which to formulate viable recommendations.

Our basic insights are nevertheless a synthesis of our hey

findings. And, the following discussion of our insights contains

the conceptual material for developing many useful recommendations

for change. For instance, if the change really desired is to optimize

job listings and placements, then one major step would be not to

refer marginally or unqualified applicants to employers. Perhaps

this one brief example may help clarify why it is necessary to dis-

cuss the things learned and not place them in the context of direct

policy and program recommendations.

PROGRAM INSIGHT 1

IT IS 'MOLLY FEASIBLE FOR MOST LOCAL OFFICES TO ;CHIEVE

SIGNIFICANT SHORT RUN (UP TO ONE YEAR) IDCREASE.5 YN THEIR

VOLUME OF JOB LISTINGS, USING AN APPROACH maw. TO THAT

niPLOYED IN THE DEMONSTRATION.*

* See Volume I, Chapters II, III and Volume II of this final
report.
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PROGRAM INSIGHT 2

IN MOST OFFICES WHICH EXPERIENCE SIGNIFICANT SHORT RUN

INCAEAMS IN JOB OPENINGS, IT IS HIGHLY PROBADIE THAT

THE INCREASE IN PLACEMENTS HILL NOT HE NEARLY PROPORTIONAL

TO THE INCREASE IN OPEN/NOS.

It will help place our experiences in proper perspective if

we discuss Program Insights 1 and 2 together. In Volume I,

Chapter IV we documented the significant improvement in job list-

ing: which appears to have resulted from the Demonstration. We

stress that this improvement occurred despite the fact that no

attempt was made to optimize the volume of job listings. In fact,

the Employer Services Unit devoted about 40 percent of its time

and effort to helping fill existing job openings. At certain

times, this Unit spent up to 60 percent of its time on this pctivity

and only 40 percent on outside work with employers. This strategy

was taken because the local office could not effectively cope with

the dramatic short run increase in job openings. While place-

ments increased tar beyond national averages, they lagged behind

the Increase in openings. It was felt that to engenCer a con-

siderable volume of openings and then fail to service a large

portion of them, would, in tume, result in a worsening of relations

with employers. These conclusions are the basis for the next

several insights.

The interested reader should carefully read Chapter IV, if he
hasn't alre.tdy done so.
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*GRAM 'Ns/Girt .:,

SEWING TO ATTAIN DRAMATIC IN^REASE5 IN JOB LISTINGS, IN

AND OF ITSELF, IS NOT A WORTIDMILE OR EVEN RATIONAL GOAL

FOR MOST EMPLOYMENT SERVICE LOCAL OFFICES. IT MAY EVEN

BE SW.I. DEFEATING!

This insight will probably strike many readers as tantamount

to subversion of the public Employment Service. Official' of

the Manpower Administration which hss experienced a lone period

of decline in employer listings -If .$1b openings will be inclined

to resist this .;m1clusion. H. :ever, the fact remains that inc.eas-

Lag job listings is only a Lureaucratic goal and becomes a service

to employers, applicants, ani. the general community only when the

local office can effectively ,ervice these additional openingr.

Before attempting to achieve goals set up at the federal or

state level for increasing openings and alacements, the local offilm

manager and his koy staff must realistically assess what volume of

openings can be effectively serviced by existing staff and facilities.

If existing staff and facilities are not adequate it will be necessary

to revise these goals downward or request additional resources.

A major increa-a in job listings has many ramifications for

the entire local office. It will lead to increased needn !or order

takers, Job Bank verifiers, central referral control staff, later-

viewers, sore telephone lines, more record keepin-s. If, in time,

this increase in orders brings more job applicants to the local

office, extating staff and facilities may rapidly :scome even more

inadequate, all of which brings us to the next basic insight for

program effectiveness.
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PROGRAM INSIGHT 4

CHANGES IN POLICY AND PROGRAM DIRECTIONS IN ONE PROGRAM

OR OPERATION (SUCH AS EMPLOYER SERVICES) MUST UTILIZE A

SYSTEMS APPROACH: OTHER PROGRAMS AND OPERATIONS MUST

REFLECT THIS CHANGE IN DIRECTION.

Recently the primary goal of the public Employment Service

has become an increase in openings and placements. However,

the organizational structure and philosophy of most local offices

during the last eight years has not been consistent with this neu

direction. Over the years, staff increases have been for special

client service programs and employability development of the non

competitive applicant who often was not even seeking employment.

The philosophy was to develop job opportunities for the least

qualified applicant, at the expense of catering to employers, if

need be.

In the vast majority of offices, no additional Placement or

Employer Services staff was made available to accomplish the new

goals. No guidelines were given that would accomplish a redirection

of staff from WIN, Employability Development Units, etc. toward

Employer Services activities, e.g. increasing openings and place

ments. No change in policy was announced which would permit less

emphasis on HRD activities and more on traditional placement

oriented activity. Neither was a rationale given to the rank and

file for the change in goals nor the reasons for maintaining the

organization as is, rather than changing it to cope with the new

goals.
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In general it was implied that t Job Bank and JIDS would

resolve staff resource limitations in reaching the new program

goals. Experiences to date tend to indicate that these technological

innovations may only exacerbate the situation. This leads us to the

next insight.

PROGRAM rzSIGIIT 5

PROGRAM CHANGES IN TPX PUBLIC EIVLOYMNT SERVICE :FILL NOT

BE EFFECTIVE, HOWEVER SOPHISTICATED THE GUIDELINES AND

TECOOLOGIES, IF THEY ARE NOT SUPPORTED BY MAJOR ORGANIZA-

TIONAL AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS.

The findings which led to this Program Insight were thoroughly

r- discussed in Chapter VI. Organizational and staff development does

not mean a training program on Employer Services' techniques or

other operationally oriented training. It requires a process of

planned social change within ;he institution. This process calls

for a careful diagnosis of the organization's problem and a planned

program of change in the structure and functioning of the organiza-

tion. This may involve a change in the locus of decision-making

within the organization; the enrichment of many jobs; the improve-

ment of the technical and interpersonal skills of staff at all

levels; and, changes in the more onerous aspects of the state Civil

Service system; all or which are only examples of the far-reaching

changes that are necessary inmost state agencies.

This insight holds the key to Project performance. The Project

began with a program oriented approach to change. The Employer

Services Model was developed to help increase job listings. Gradually

in time, it became obvious that the main job was not to create exotic
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models, but rather to assure program implementation. The concern

shifted from program content to the process by which programs are

implemented. Project experience indicates that almost any reasonable

Employer Services effort rill increase job listings, if the local

office is both capable of and motivated to properly implementing the

program.

Decision makers at the federal, regional and state level, in

setting directions, cannot make the tacit assumption that the staff

at the local level have either the resources and skills or desire

to implement new programs. Occasionally local office staff do, but

more often re suspect they,are neither fully capable nor willing to

adjust to and implement a no,/ program. This should not be inter-

preted at. an attack upon local level operating persons in the public

Employment Service. It is, however, a criticism of decision makers

at all levels who fail to take into consideration the human needs of

this system.

PROGRAM INSIGHT 6

IN THE SHORT RUN, THE INCREASE IN THE VOLUME OP JOB

LISTINGS IS NOT LIKELY TO BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN IMPROVE-

mum IN THE QUALITY OP THE JOBS LISTED.

While the volume of job listings increased dramatically in

the Demonstration, the quality of the jobs listed improved only

very slightly (Volume I, Chapter IV). This is not surprising in

light of the findings on the behavior of employers (Volume I,

Chapter V). Although employers were willing to place more job

openings with the local office in the short run, their confidence

in the local offiCi, did not show any real improvement and in the
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poet teat questionnaire moat employers were clearly not willing

to place their better job listings with the local office.

Based on the findings about employer behavior toward the

Employment Service it is reasonable to assume that if a local

office maintained a high quality of referrals for a continued

period of time, it would result in a greater willingness on The

part of employers to place better job openings with the office.

At the same time, however, this would
necessitate the local office's

enhancing the quality of applicants registering with it.

Given the present resource limitations of the public Employment

Service and the absence of clear and consistent goals, it is unlikely
s

that most local offices can maintain a high quality of referrals

and even less likely that they can attract a large supply Of-well-

qualified job applicants.

PROGRAM INSIGHT 7

IMPROVING RELATIONS WITH EMPLOYERS WILL REQUIRE MUCH MORE

TIME THAN IT TAKES TO INCREASE JOB OPENINGS.

A dramatic short run increase in job listings does not

necessarily evidence a solid improvement in relations with

employers. A pattern of employer behavior toward a local office

was presented at the close of Chapter V. In this design, an

employer's rating of his relations with the office is largely

determined by his attitudes toward the office. And, his decision

to pace a large percentage
of his job openings there is determined

not solely by these attitudes, but also by more tangible factors,

such as the number of times he is visited by local office repre-

sentatives and the quality of applicants referred to him. In
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brief, a change in behavior toward the local office, resulting

in increased placement of job openings is likely to presage a

change in employer acceptance and support of the local office.

This situation has some potentially dangerous implications,

particularly in those instances when a state undertakes to

stimulate a vast increase in openings with the hope that in time

placements will keep pace. If the design of employer behavior

is at all valid, the failure to service openings in the short

run will quickly lead to a reversal in the volume of openings.

When the average employer starts to use or expands his use of the

local office it is usually on a trial basis. Local office

failure to make prompt, appropriate referrals on an employer's

job openings will quickly lead to his refusal to use the local

office.

PROGRAM INSIGHT 8

AN EMPLOYER'S RATING OF THE QUALITY OF APPLICANTS REFERRED

TO HIM IS THE SINGLE GREATEST PREDICTOR OF HIS BEHAVIOR

TOWARD AND RELATIONS WITH A LOCAL OFFICE.

This finding is corroborated by other recent reportsi

concerning employers and the'Employment Service Employers want

qualified applicants referred to them and basically that is the

only kind of applicant they want to hire. Cliches such as "we'll

send them qualified applicants and every so often we can get them

to hire a few who aren't qualified" are not realistic. The

Employment Service must refer qualified applicants if it is to

maintain a viable labor exchange function. The major challenge

confronting the Employment Service is to find the proper
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accommodation between interest in employability development and

optimizing job openings and placements. While these goals are

not mutually exclusive, they easily can become so. This insight

is not based solely on our Project experience but also on careful

study of the public Employment Service's experience over the last

decade.
2

Most local offices ale in no position to undertake the type

of research on employer relations that took place in the Demonstra-

tion. However, a local office may discover the true state of its

relations with its employers if it selected a stratified random

sample of employers who use it (See Volume I, Chart 1.1) and

has these employers rate the quality of applicants referred to

them. This measurement would provide a good Indication of how

employers regard the local office.

PROGRAA INSIGHT 9

IF THE ?1PLOYER SERVICES PROGRAM IS TO SUCCEED IN IMPROV-

ING RELATIONS WITH EMPLOYERS AND INCREASING JOB LISTINGS

IT MUST HAVE A FORMALLY ORGANIZED UNIT TO PLE2ENT ITS

PROPOSALS.

Our Demonstration experience clearly showed the value of

having a formally organized Employer Services Program consisting

oft

1. An organized unit under a working supervisor

2. Formally established goals for the program

3. Accountability and control of Employer Services activities

4. Office-wide cooreination of Employer Services oriented

activities
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If the Employer Services Program is to achieve continuing

acceptance by employers it cannot be a mere residual operation

in the office. The time and efforts devoted to Employer Services

cannot be limited to such time as remains after all other local

office functions are accomplished. Chapters II and II/ and the other

final report provide sufficient material on this subject that

it will not be pursued in this summary section,

PROGRAM INSIGHT 10

THE ACTIVITIES OF THE EMPLOYER SERVICES UNIT MUST BE

INTEGRALLY MATED TO THE JOB BANK AND PLACEMENT

OPERATION.

USES guidelines correctly suggest that Job Bank be a part

of the Employer Services Unit. These Guidelines also suggest

that Employer Services be delivered by WI area unit as opposed

to a local office unit. However, no provision is made for

structural or organizational modifications according to local

situations or adaptations to better achieve program objectives.

In most local office operations, the Employer Services and Place

ment operations must work in unison. In our Demonstration, the

Employer Services Unit spent up to 4O percent of its time assuring

that employer job orders were promptly and properly serviced.

This called for close and continuous communications with the

Placement operation.

The justification for locating Employer Services in an area

unit exists only in those local areas which have several suboffices,

Such location also would bring Employer Services into close

proximity with the Job Bank, a highly desirable move. This move
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can be accomplished by assigning Employer Service leadership,

coordination, and technical support functions to an area unit,

and to the central order taking function as well. At the same

time, Employer Service Representatives, assigned on a geographic

basis, should be outstationed in local offices. Ix this way,

Employer Services and Placement operations' coordination could

be maintained at the point where the need is greatest.

In our Demonstration, although the multi office situation

did not exist, we experimented with several kinds of interfaces

between Placement and Employer Services (See earlier Chapter

III and VIII). None of the alternatives was particularly

successful. Aa of this time, it'is not clear what constitutes the

best organizational linkage between the Placement and Employer

Services operations within a local office. However, there is no

question in our mind that the relationship must be a close one.

PROGRAM INSIGHT 11

LOCAL LABOR MARKET INFORMATION CAN BE AN INVALUABLE TOOL

FOR EFFECTIVELY OPERATING AN EMPLOYER SERVICES PROGRAM.

The Employer Services Unit made extensive use of local labor

market information in all aspects of the Demonstration Employer

Services Program (See Chapter III and the other final report for

details). Local LMI was used in identifying "key employers" to

contact; planning the contacts; developing plans of service for

"key employers;" and, local U was provided to employers as a

service of the local office. It was also used as a bench mark for

assessment of program accomplishments.
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The use of local U improved the management of the Employer

Services Unit, by helping the supervisor to optimize the Unit'q

limited resources; only high potential employers were contacted and

the well planned contacts were quite effective. Also, many

employers rated the provision of LMI as a valuable service.

PROGRAM INSIGHT 12

THE VOLUME OF EMPLOYER VISITS AND OTHER CONTACTS ARE

HIGHLY CORRELATMD WITH RELATIONS :rrn! EMPLOYERS AND THE

PERCENTAGE OF JOB OP1 ING3 THEY PLACE IIITH THE LOCAL

OFFICE.

Employer visits, PTCs and mailings can have positive influences

on employers. The Demonstration experiences also indicate the need

for carefully planned and executed employer visits (See Volume I,

Chapter III for details). Merely making a large number of .mployer

visits, is not that effective a means of increasing job listings,

unless the visits are well-planned and executed. It should be

noted that in the test city rhere visits were carefully planned

and selectively made, there was a high correlation between the

volume of visits and the percent of jobs listed by a firm. In the

.control city where visits were loosely planned there was almost no

correlation with jobs listed. However, a large volume of visits,

even casual ones, appears to be highly correlated with relations

with employers; the more visits, the better the relations (See

Volume I, Chapter V).

The preceding discussion of basic program insights which need

to be taken into account as requisites to program effectiveness

cannot be regarded as all inclusive. Limitations inherent in the



Demonstration preclude ads. nevertheless, together they

constJtute a rather formidable array which might well serve as

guideposts to any attempt to bring about a more effective local

Employer Services program. Some of these insights are dealt with

in other sections of this Volume and in Volume II.

Although the Project was of value in developing innovative ,

approaches to Employer Services activities and bring.ng into focus

program considerations which hitherto ha..c been scattered, ats

scope was limited and many unanswered questions remain. The

concluding chapter deals with these unanswered cuestions.
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2. Giblin and Levine, Chapter I.
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CHAPTER VIII

SCCE ISSUES REQUIRING FURTHER EXPLORATION

As mentioned elsewhere in this volume, the Project from the

outset was subject to limitations of involvement, longevity, and

certain other factors related to the teat area and office. It

was never contemplated that an 18-month Research and Demonstration

Project, in a single local office, could provide conclusive answers

to all the questions affecting the Employer Services program

activities much less the operations of the entire public Employ-

ment Service. Nonetheless, it was inevitable that Project experience

would point to conditions and problems requiring further exploration

and perhaps experimentation. Although these matters go beyond the

limits assigned to the Demonstration, they nonetheless may deserve

study since they are likely to affect the success of a local Employer

Services program.

THE LONG RUN EQACT OF THE DEMON3TRATION

Time, itself, may throw light on a number of questions in the

Employer Services program which al yet are not resolved. The data

in this volume is based on only nine months' actual testing of

the Employer Service: Demonstration Model, February - September

1972. Our limited Model eventually involved most of the operations

within the local office, as well an relations with employers and

even, indirectly, with applicants. Since it would be unrealistic

to expect major changes along so many fronts in only nine months,

several unanswered questions remain:

Is the substantial increase in openincs only a short-run

phenomenon and will the mt.e of increase fall off'.
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If T.:on:flys keep increasing at a substantial rate,

what will tvtes.en to placements? Will the gap between openings

and placements narrow or widen?

The Project did not make a substantive effort with

public service employers. What impact would such an effort have

had?

EMPloystr attitudes toward the test city local office did

not appreciably improve in the short time available. Would they

improve over the long run?

In the absence of the Project's influence will all the

gains be dissipated?

Will 'the attitudes of local office staff in both cities

crow more negative toward their jobs, Job Bank, etc.?

What more can be accomplished through employers' efforts--

not only in the committees--but as volunteers in advancing public

objectives?

Will the Employer Services Unit's attempts to open and

maintain lines of communication with other agencies in the

community culminate in more positive and more active relationships

with them?

The Project made extensive use of media, including specially

prepared TV announcements. However, such activities usually require

a cohsiderable time before their effect on end result variables

(placements and openings) objectively can be measured. What will be

the eventual impact (assuming continued use) of media on increasing

openings and placements in the local office?

What other built-in elements, in addition to organization,

training, accountability, etc., will assure continuity of an

Employer Services program?
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REPLICATIM OF THE DEMONSTRATION

243DEL IN OMR LOCAL. OFFICES

The Demonstration's environment has been described in detail

in this volume. The test city was a medium-sized Midwestern city

with a very diversified ecommy. Tie local office was staffed by

approximately 55 persons and a Job Bank. While man local offices

throughout the country proLrbly face comparable situations, many

more do not, which leads to several important questions:

HPW replicable is the Model in the approximately 1500

less specialized and often rurally-located local offices wit!.

fewer than 15 persons on staff?

How meaningfUl is the Model in the approximately 150

highly specialized offices, usually located in large metropolitan

areas, with staffs in excess of 50 persons?

The Demonstration Model placed great emphasis on the

close involvement of Employer Services staff with local office

staff, to assure service on employer orders. How replicablo is

the Model in locales where Employer Services are delivered on an

area basis and Employer Services staffs dc not report to cr woe,

closely with the local office?

How replicable is the Demonstration Model in an office

where Plecemcat (employer) Servicrs are separate from Applicant

Services (employability development), i.e. structure rerommrnded

in the "Vickery Report " ?1

Unemployment Insurance and Relations -ith EsEloyers

Our Project experience t:ith employers attitudes tcoard luns-

ployment compensation closely parallels that of another similar

Research and Demonstration Project.` In bzth Projects asployer

Advisory Committees were used and these committees were unanimously
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hcstile towards the administration of the Unemployment Insurance

Compensation Program. Specifically, they felt that many persons

received benefits who didn't merit them, such as employees fired

for what the employer deemed "just cause," and they felt that the

local offices didn't devote sufficient time and effort to getting

U.I. claimants back on the job.

While most of these employers were less than totally objective

in their criticisms of the U.I. program, there is little questj.n

that they were unhappy with this program which, by their own

admission, negatively influences their dealings with the Employ-

ment St s.

Neither Research and Demonstration Project truly addressed

itself to this problem, as it involved a-other division (U.I.).

Little was learned on how to improve this situation. Therefore,

this area requires study of the following questions:

What would be the impact on openings and placements of

a complete (geographic) separation of the E.S. and U.I. offices?

Could an active U.I. public information program mitigate

the negative attitudes of employers toward U.I.?

Would giving U.I. offices satellite Job Information

Services help mitigate negative employer attitudes toward U.I.?

What would be the impact on placements and relations with

employers of a closer tie between E.S. and U.I., with more emphasis

on assisting U.i. claimants?

LINKAGES '1ETUEEN APPLICANT SERVICES AND EKPLOYER SERVICES

As mentioned throughout this volume, the difficulty was not

in increasing job listings, but in servicing a largely increased

volume of job listings. Throughout the Demonstration, the Project
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worked with local office staff in Employer Services, Applicant

Services, and Job Bank Central Control to try to enhance the

office's capability to promptly and properly service open job

orders. The history of our limited iuccesses and failures is

documented, especially in Chapter:: II, III and IV. In summary,

although many make-shift approaches were attempted, no final

solutions were found to the problem of linking (integrating)

Employer and Applicant Services. This failure raises some very

important questions:

What :could be the impact on openings, placements and

relations uith employers of placing Job Bank operations under

Employer Services?

Taking the above a step further, what would be the imnact

on openings, placements, and relations wit:: employers of placing

Job Bank and placement intervieaing under Employer Services/ In

testing this last question, several others arise:

"That impact would this approach have on services

to the competitively disadvantaged and minorities/

- What impact would this approach have on relations

with other manpower and social agencies in the community?

This question, already developed in a slightly different

context, is important enough to be repeated: what would be the

effect on linkages between Applicant and Employer Services, if

Employer Services were delivered on an area basis and Applicant

Services on a local office basis?

JOB INFORMATION SERVICES FOR MANAGING LOCAL OFFICE SERVICES

One major reason for the failures of the local office to

adequately service the larger volume of openings which resulted from
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Demonstration activities as a shortage of staff resources. It

seems unlikely that the public Employment Services' staffing will

be increased in the near future. This means that if the volume of

transactions is to be increased, this additional volume will have

to be handled by existing staffing levels. J.I.D.S. represents

an improved approach for assisting job ready applicants in the

job search and supports the placement operation in its efforts to

service employers' job orders. The test city local office did not

have a J.I.D.S. in operation, a situat-on which brings up some

questions that need examination:

Woule the existence of a J.I.D.S. permit placement inter-

viewers to be redirected to more professional activities, such as

ucrking more intensively with employers on filling difficult orders

through Employer Services oriented techniques?

Assuming different types of procedures to safeguard

employer interests, what would be the impact on openings, place-

ments, and relations with employers of this kind of redirection of

placement staff?

What kinds of staff development activities would be required

to adequately prepare placement staff to perform their enlarged job

tasks at high itandards of performance?

LINKAGES WITH OTHER KEY COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS

Chapter III briefly discussed the limited efforts by the Project

to build bridges to key institutions in the community. A difficulty

encountered in this effort is probably faced by all local offices'

attempts to extend working relations with other community institu-

tions, i.e. many of these institutions perceive themselves to be in

competition with the local Employment Service, as often these insti-

tutions perform job development and placement functions for their
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special clientele. In trying to work out cooperative working

relationships, both the local office and competitive institutions

were hesitant to give up any of their functions. To further

complicate this situation, the revenue sharing act has given

additional influence to the local executives. This situation

leads us to formulate some questions requiring further study:

In light of the current trend toward more local control

of manpower programs and services, what is a proper and viable

role for the Employment Service to play?

- What should its relationship be to the local

CAMPS (MAPCs, etc.)?

- What joint working relationships should be engendered

with CAPS, Urban Leagues, etc.?

On a more specific note, USES guidelines recommend that

the local office (ES) share Job Banc with other community institu-

tions involved in some form of job development and placement. If

this is done, what will be the impact for the local office (ES)

on its openings, placements, and relations with employers?

- What roadblocks would be set up by either party

to this Job Bank sharing arrangement and how can they be

eliminated?

The sharing of Job Bank with these institutions

implies a concern with community-wide employment absorption

and not the narrower concern of local office placements. What

criteria can be developed to measure the local office's

performance when it shares Job Bank with these other

institutions?
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EAaIC CONS1gERATION3 ccam TO ALL

PROGRAM A:72 PRIORITY CRANOLS

This extensive list of questions, midle only a sampling of

the issues, wou,d represent a major research and demonstration

effort, since no single project could possibly address itself tc

all of them. Sever%1 projects, some relatively long-term in

nature, wsul-, be rpcuired if each of those questisns :as to be

properly st.:Jied.

Beyond the questions thamselves, every study undertaken should

consider three fundamental issues: first, the ef'ect of the ncw

program changes on all other aspects of local office operations;

second, the problems of program implementation; and third, the

impact of the changes on staff morale within t%e local office.

4!
Our Project experience clearly shows that you cannot make

major changes in one aspect of operations without affecting other

operations in a local office. In our Demonstration, Employer Services

activities were vastly increased without proportional increased

support to the placement operation. As this volume points out, the

situation produced some negative side effects. A Project attempting

to change and study the major aspects of operations should be pre-

pared to monitor the effect of this change on other key aspects of

office operations.

Most projects will discover that the easiest phase of any

attempt to change an operation(s) in the Employment Service will be

the design of the Demonstration Model. In our Demonstration, putting

together an Employer Services Program (Model) was relatively easy.

In fact, USES guidelines already spelled out a very elaborate

Employer Services Program. However, designing a Model is one thing;

implementing it in an operational Employment Service local office is
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another. The most serious difficulty for any project will be

program implementation.

In the design of any program ::odel there are tuo major

elements: content and process. The content of the Model is the

program components; in our Demonstration these were Employer

Services activities. The key to success lies in the process used

to implement the Model. The process concerns the realities of

operational life, whereas the program Model is the ideal state

to be achieved. The process oriented aspects of the Demonstration

must be concerned with achieving cooperation within the institu-

tion which will have to implement the neu program Model. How

the Project goes about achieving this cooperation from operating

staff ultimately will determine the extent to which the new Model

will be implemented and largely the outcomes the Model does or

does not produce.

A final issue that should be of concern to every one of these

potential studies is the impact of the program changes on the

morale and productive capability of local operating staff. Chapter

VI elaborates our views on the importance of this issue. Program

changes initiated with little or no concern for the human assets

of the local office probably will, in the long-run, fail to achieve

their desired ends. This lesson should have been made clear by

the sad experiences during the last decade of program innovation

and change. The best conceived program will flounder on the

bureaucratic rocks if the needs and genuine concerns of operating

staff are not g..ven proper consideration.



2ootnotes

1. aeport cf the Nat_onal Employers' Committee, 01.

P. GrcenleibL Ast.ociltAr, Exietiment4..1 an-! fulaonqtrPtion Project

to Determine 'Ilyr of Incrcp:inil Lhrloyero' Utiliz,-tim of

State Employment Jervices, funded 14, :,f :'ice of Aesearch c.nd

Demonstration, U. ,. .:11a-t2n.mt of Labor, ::anp)I:er adminiltra-

tIon.
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APPENDIX I:

FACTOR ANALYSIS thIERPREPATIOY

PROCEDURE

The Employer and Local Office staff questionnaires contained

questions which were designed to explore a number of different

areas. These questionnaires contained a large number of questions

designed to tap a variety of attitude areas, ranging from general

attitudes and dispositions to speci. J attitudes concerning a

variety of subject matter.

When dealing with large numbers of attitudinal items, at least

two considerations make it advisable to perform preliminary analyses

aimed at reducing the mass of data. First, it is extremely difficult

to thoroughly inspect all possible interrelationships of items with

each other when the number of items becomes large. If, for example,

we wished to study the interrelationships among 150 items by correlat-

ing every item with every other item, this would yield a matrix of

22,500 correlation coefficients. Thus, some form of preliminary

analysis is desirable to reduce the data to manageable proportions.

A second consideration has to do with the unreliability of

single scale items. Numerous authorsi in the area of psychometrics

have demonstrated that single items have low internal consistency,

as well as very low test-retest reliability. This is true for I.Q.

and other educational tests, but is particularly so in the case of

items measuring social attitudes, as Nunnaly
2

among others, has

pointed out. Davis3 has demonstrated that even highly structured

attitude scale items which have been larefully pre -tested - -such as

those contained in Osgood Semantic Differential, 4 have very low

test-retest reliability when used singly.
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There are a number of statistical tools which may be used to

deal with these problems. Factor analysis is one of the most useful

and widely used tools of this sort. It is a statistical technique

which can be used for the preliminary analysis of data in such a

way as to serve the twin aims of reducing the data to manageable

proportions and of obtaining composite scores which are significantly

more reliable than single scale items. Factor analysis is essentially

a procedure designed to summarize a correlation matrix by finding

clusters of items that tend to hang together. The clusters or

factors that result from this analysis represent dimensions which

reflect the underlying psychological structure of the subjects'

responses to the items. Of course, the factors or dimensions that

result are limited by the responses which constitute the input data.

The responses, in turn, are determined by the nature of the items

being used and by the nature of the subjects giving the responses,

as well as by other variables. With these considerations in mind,

we will examine the results obtained from the use of factor analysis,

used here as an exploratory tool designed to reduce our rather

extensive data to a manageable number of interpretable dimensions.

Our analysis utilized a PCVARIM (Principal Components Factor

Analysis with Varimax Rotations) program, which provides means,

standard deviations and a complete correlation matrix of input

variables. Principal Axis factors are orthogonally rotated, in

accordance with the Varimax criterion. This program provides

multiple Varimax solutions in one run. This program was used in

conjunction with a versatile Composite Score program.

These programs, and other minor programs used by the Project

were run on the CDC6600 at the Atomic Energy Commission/New York
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University Computing Center at the Courant Institute of Maths-

matical Sciences, in New York City,

Employer Schedule Results

Ito pre test employer questionnaire had 29 Likert-style

items. The post test questionnaire used only those items which

hem clustered on one of the three scales (factors). This reduced

the number of Likert -style items on the post test questionnaire

to 22; 21 items on the three factors and one new item (#21, on the

post test questionnaire). The response to these questions formed

WI ordinal scale varying from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongl;

agree). The values obtained from the responses to these original

29 items by 182 employers in the test city and 25 in the control

city for whom we have complete data were factor analyzed and yielded

three factors which seemed to be clearly interprit4ble. Pre and

post test composite scores were recalculated using the reduced

number of items.

In the post test analysis the factors were more clearly identified

and titled. The factors ares

Factor 1. This factor is one of favorable versus unfavorable

attitudes towards government intervention in the functioning of

local labor markets.

Factor 2. This factor is best described as a positive versus a

negative attitude toward using the services of a local employment

service office.

Factor 3. Is best described as a positive versus a negative

attitude toward the quality of services provided by a local office.

The interpretation of the factors was muds possible by inspection

of the highest loading it on each factor, to determine what they
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have in common. Of course naming the factor is a matter of judg-

ment and may be open to several interpretations. The reader should

inspect the actual items on each factor in order to get feeling

:or the names we have listed above. 7able A.1 presents the descrip-

tions and reference numbers of selected itema which have the highest

loadings on each of these thr41 Varimax rotated factors, together

with the factor loading for each it and the percent variance

accounted for by each factor. For the post test computations, only

those items with, varimax loadings of .50 or greater were retained

for calculating the post teat composite scores.

Local Office Staff Results

The pre test local office staff questionnaire had 64 Likert-

style items. The post test questionnaire used only those items

which had clustered on one of the four scales (factors). This

drastically reduced the member of items to ?B. Four new items

dealing with staff attitedes to the Project were added to this

questionnaire. Pre and post test composite scores were recalculated

using the reduced number of items. As dia.:eased in Chapter VI,

Factors 3 and 4 did not have sufficiently high Alpha scores to

be very usable. While these two scales are presented in this

Appendix the reader should view them with considerable caution.

Factor 1. Is best described as a positive versus a negative

attitude toward the respondent's job, as measured by a number of job

satisfaction items.

?actor 2. Is a positive versus a negaave attitude toward

Job Bank.

Factor 3. This complex scale can best be described as a

positive versus negative attitude toward the role of the agency,

especially as it involves the non-competitive Job seeker.
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rector 4. This Reale was also quite complex end can be best

described as i positive versus a negative attitude toward the local

office delivering a broad array of services to all applit,ants and

employers.

The interpretation was made possible by iuspecttm of the

highest-loading items on each factor to determine what they have

in common. Of course, naming the factor is a matter of judEment

and open to several interpretations. The reader should inspect

the actual items on each factor to get a feeling fox the name

we have listed above. Table A.2, which follows this sectiJn.

presents the descriptions and reference numbers of selected item'

which have the highest loadings on each of these four VarimN-..

rotated factors, together with the factor-loading for each item

and the percentage variance accounted for by each factor.
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Footnotes

1. Cronbaah, Op. Cit.,

2. J. P. Nunn/ay, Tests and Measurements, McGraw Hill, New York,

1959.

3. Earl E. Davis, A Methodological Study of Behavioral and

Sementic Differential Scale Relevant to Intercultural Nego-

tiations, University of Illinois, Department of Psychology,

Urbana, 1966.

4. C. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci, and P. H. Tannenbaum, The Measure-

ment of Meaning, University of Illinois Press, Urbana, 1957.
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Table A.1 Factor Analysis of 29 Employer Attitudinal Items (N=207)

Selected Items From These Varimax Rotated Factors

Item
Number

Item
Varimax Cum.
Rotated Pct. Pct.
Loadings Var. Var.

Factor I: Attitude Toward Government Intervention In
The Functioning of Local Labor Markets

5 Most government sponsored hiring
and training programs are of
little benefit to employers.

6 There are already sufficient
equal opportunity regulations and
manpower training programs; what
is lacking is a real desire on
the part of these people to work. -.73

-.56

7 Most businesses in this area are
doing their fair share to help
alleviate the unemployment

problems of veterans, minorities
and other special groups.

8 The applicants who apply for a
job today are not as good as
those of ten (10) years ago.

12 President Nixon's Executive
Order No. 11598, requiring all
government contractors to place
their job openings with the State
Employment Service is an unwarranted
invasion of private enterprises.

13 The State Employment Service devotes
most of its time and efforts to
finding jobs for special applicants,
such as veterans and minorities.

15 Most persons receiving unemploy-

ment insurance benefits do not
make sincere efforts to find
another job.

-.54

-.65

-.61

-.49

-.63
13.8 13.8

-
Factor II: Attitudes Toward Using the Services Of A

Local Office

3 I don't object to being con-
tacted by the many community

agencies involved with job
placement.

------------------------

.61
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Table A.1 (con't.)

Item

Number-
Item

Varinuut Cum.
Rotated Pet. Pct.
Loadings Var. Var.

9 Government must play a much
greater role in alleviating
many social and economic
problems that burden our
society.

10 I would be positively inclined
toward telephoning my job openings
into a centralized unit that made
them immediately available to
many agencies in the community.

16 The Employment Service represents
the largest single source for
hiring disadvantaged workers in
this community.

20 Under normal economic conditions
I would like to receive more
personal contacts from representa-
tives of the State Employment
Service.

23 The provision of area labor market
information to private employers is
one of the most valuable services
provided by the State Employment
Service.

24 The state Employment Service has
made a positive contribution to
my operations during the last 12
months.

27 I would consider listing all my
job openings with the state
Employment Service.

.50

.58

.58

.58

.58

.53

.68

12.3 26.1

Factor III: Attitude Toward the Quality of Services
Of a Local Office

1 The main problem with using the state
Employment Service as a source of
new employees is that it seldom
refers qualified job applicants. -.59



Table A.1 (con't.)

Item

Number
Item

Varimax Cum.
Rotated Pct. Pct.
Loadings Var. Var.

17 The Employment Service is more
concerned with service to job
applicants than service to
employers.

18 The state Employment Service
should provide employers with
services other than just job
referrals.

19 I am hesitant to place my job
openings for highly skilled, semi-
professional, and professional
positions with the state Employment
Service.

21 The Employment Service staff
members do not possess the
expertise necessary to pre-screen
applicants for my job openings.

29 The Employment Service must be
substantially changed to become
more responsive to applicants
and employers or it eventually will
be discontinued.

-.65

-.49

-.55

-.70

-.58
12.3 38.4

Table A.2 Factor Analysis of 64 Local Office Staff Attitudinal

Items (N=84) Selected Items From These Varimax

Rotated Factors

Item
Number

Item
Varimax Cum.
Rotated Pct. Pct.
Loadings Var. Var.

Factor Is Job Satisfaction

7 Our local office provides effective
services to both employers and
applicants. .6o

9 There is too little communication
and sharing of responsibilities
for assisting applicants between
E.S. and U.I. at the local level. -.42
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Table A.2 (Con't.)

Item
Number

Item
Varimax Cum.

Rotated Pct. Pct.
Loadings Var. Var.

26 Many applicants are presently
turned away from the local
office without having received
service such as, job referral,
job development, counselling,
referral to training progrzas
and supportive services, -.56

35 One of the most negative aspects
of Civil Service is that it
prevents employees from advancing
as quickly as they should, while
protecting marginal employees
from being discharged. -.57

36 The lack of privacy in the branch
office makes it that much more
difficult to properly do my job. -.59

37 The working conditions at the
branch office (hours, adequacy of

facilities, cleanliness, noise level,
etc.) are, in general, satisfactory. .68

38 I get a good deal of personal satis-
faction from my daily association
with my co-workers in the branch
office. .45

40 I often don't get the kind of
cooperation from my fellow workers
that would enable me to do my job
well. -.62

42 I usually find myself in agreement
with the existing policies and
practices of my state agency. .64

43 The activities performed by my
branch office make a valuable
contribution to the community. .66

46 My job would be more satisfying
if I were allowed to make more
decisions on my own. -.45

47 I spent too much time performing

Job duties that are below my level
of competence. -.65
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Table A.2 Lon't.)

Item
Number

Item
Varimax Cue.

Rotated Pct. Pct.

Loadings Var. Var.

48 I'm often given job duties and
responsibilities without having
the authority to assure that they
are successfully implemented.

51 At our branch office there is
equal treatment for all employees.

52 The role of my supervisor should be
to make the decisions and instruct
me on what I'm to do.

-.72

.50

.57

53 I'm seldom informed about how I'm
performing my job.

54 Little or n' consideration is given
to my ideas by my supervisor.

61 Community agencies involved in job
development should be given Job
Bank viewers. -.46

64 The Employment Service must be
radically changed to become more
responsive to applicants and
employers or it will eventually be
discontinued. -.48

.1?7 .127

Factor Its Job Bank

13 Employment Service branch offices
should be given the authority and
responsibility to coordinate all
job development activities between
other agencies within their local
communities. -.59

14 Job development is, perhaps, the
single most important activity
performed by the branch office. -.43

27 There should be a separate unit at
the branch office will primary
responsibility for individual job
development with job-ready
applicants. -.43
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Table A.2 (cont.)

Item
Number

Item
Vertu= Cum.
Rotated Pct. Pct.
Loadings Var. Var.

49 In the course of performing my
job duties at the branch office,
I would like to become more involved
with employers and other groups in
the community.

55 The Job Bank will make a substantial
improvement in the way the branch
office services both employers and
applicants.

-.43

-.67
56 The Job Bank will reduce the amount

of paper work in the branch office. -.52

57 The Job Bank will improve job
placement activities for the dis-
advantaged. -.75

58 The Job Bank should result in an
increase in job listings. -.69

59 The Job Bank is good in theory, but
it really isn't practical for our
branch office.

60 Over a period of time, many employers
will become disenchanted with the Job
Bank, because it depersonalizes branch
office relations with them.

.53

.61
8.0 .207

Factor III: Attitude Regarding the Role of the Local
Office in Relation to Applicants

2 The primary function of an Employment
Service should be job placement.

8 Our branch office should only be con-
cerned with job placement, leaving
job development and the provisions of
training and supportive services to
other agencies; such as the CAP's,
NAB-JOBS, etc.

16 Community agencies should be given
exclusive responsibility for provid
ing job development, placement,

training and supportive services to
the disadvantaged.

-39

-.57

-.40
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Table A.2 (con't.)

Item
Number

Item
Varimax C.
Rotated Pct. Pct.
Loadings Var. Var.

19 The majority of employers are
hesitant to place job orders with
the branch office, because they
believe they will not have quality
job-ready applicants referred to
them.

20 Most employers in this city only
want to hire the most qualified job
applicants for relatively low wages. -.42

24 One of the reasons why many employers
hesitate to place job orders with
the branch office is the poor quality
of applicants that come into the
branch office. -.65

30 A major reason why I stay with the
state Employment Service is job
security.

63 As was true of so many programs in
the past, the Job Bank' will be gone

and vertually forgotten within two
years.

-.54
6.0 .267

Factor IV: attitude Regarding the Delivery of Services

4 The Employment Service should pro-
vide a broad range of manpower
services to /11 levels of applicants
and employers .45

10 The V.I. office should hive Job
Bank readers and have the responsi-
bility for interviewing and referring
claimants to jobs.

11 The law that necessitates the
registering of all V.I. claimants
at the branch office is a waste of
valuable staff time.

15 Local community agencies engaging
in job development don't possess

the professional expertise of our
branch office staff.

-.38

-.60

-.55
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Table A.2 (con't.)

Item
Number

Item
Varimax Cum.
Rotated Pct. Pct.

Loadings Var. Var.

18 There is so much competition
between the Employment Service
and the community agencies
performing job development that
it is unlikely they can coordinate
their job development activities.

25 Given present staffing conditions,
every applicant registering with
the branch office, who is job-
ready, should have the opportunity
to review job possibilities with a
placement interviewer.

28 The branch office would be more
effective if it limited provision

of services to U.I. claimants and
other job-ready claimants (applicants
having saleable skills).

31 My salary is fair, relative to my
duties and responsibilities at
the branch office.

-.39

.58

-.438

.48
5.9 .327
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APPENDIX II:

POST TEATARESTIONNAIRES

Employer Questionnaire

Local Office Questionnaire
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NIICr..GAN EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION -

APPLIED BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH, INC

Research and Demonstration Project

Dear Pa.tIcipating Employer2

La-1 October your organisation was 41nd enoagh to supply data for a study
sysnorcz oy tne xic..1gan Zmployment Security Commission.

yo- n-y recn-1, tne prariry purpose of the vtady was to determine how
wor.ing tarou,:n the Grano Rapids Office, can improve services to

yto ot..er employers In tnis area. Based on tne Information supplied by
ciot,:otove firm. a..on a: your own, an extensive program of employer service:
ono re-aticna was omplementeo at the Grand Rapids Branch Office.

ar. a:ain as4trat you to participate by completing a self-ad man:stored
{..emit.,,._ :.:at till provice us w.th information to determine the effect

this r.e4 effort on employers. This information will enable us to sake
neeceo ir.:ovements on tne program so that we can better serve you and
otner emlloyers in tr.:: area.

;.eotion.talre ..as been reouced and snould take LESS THAN 20 KWUTES to
compl,te. We woulo be zrateful if you, or the principal raring authority
of yo..r orzanisacoon, uould complete it.

Tr.c. :1:C. is comsosco of two costinct civisions. 'ne %anpower Division is
:capon-Isle for placcm,ot on, otner manpower services to motn employers and
appl.canto. l.nrsployment Com3cnsation Division is responsiole for
a-mini.terin_ -,-ploy,mcnt insurance benefit program. Tne items in tne

cst.innire re:er GL:v to tne Diviz:on. ?lease try to
,.cep tnis cistinction in mon. sf responding to tnis questionnaire.

:n or-,r to s-r...r Inc Zt.s;,/ :S :c curate, VV.: it tmly reflects the
v1, o: o r--1, of et:..loyers, It is essential that 5,C.: relDonn
tr, !- wen :f yo- nave never used tOe service: of

-n:orm.toon again be treated anonrsoasly; that is,
wi., not of Identifies.

Cr.ztry S

COC.,:110n lo ,f47.4:11:::11 in mo4ing tne ultimote results of usia activity
to firms in .n-o area.

It,....riONE 010456.110i
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EKPLOYER CO3EDULE - PART I

1. Air.-roa.,-.at.y many persona from this local metropolitan area do you

prezeht.1 ,md.oy?

(A) 6-25 (5) 20-50 (D) 100-299 (E)_...JO° arm Over

2. In the las: 0:-ht nont.:s, approximately what percentage of your job openings

ale yo.: place witn the State Employment Service for referrals?

(A) None placed with State Employment Service

(3) Up to 10 percent

(C) Up to 25 perm...

(D) Up to 50 percent

(E) Up to 75 percent

F) More than 75 percent

(0)_ Had no job openings to Place

3. 7r.e average cwality o: applicants referred to you during the lest ronths,

by the State Employment Service vas:

(A) Excellent

(3) Gooc

(C) Average

(D) Poor. out ac,eptable

(5) Unacceptable

(F) None referred

4. ho4 you rate your firm's relationanip with the local office of trig

Ctate Emp_oyment Service?

EAcellent

(5, _Coon
(C) ,Wcrage

(D) door

(EZ Very Poor

(F) relationship
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-a t I place.: C.::: V. n71: of the following catezories

c: with 1...e State Empt:oy...ent Service local office:

,ono

(-' L...fed :actor:.

(7.) UnsIttlledisema-skilled factory

(a) :lerical

(:=) n4n...scrial and professional

P. ;:ne.talled service (dishwasner, etc.)

(G) service (mechanic, salesclerk, etc.)

Tochnacal (rate clerk, IS% operator, etc.)

(I) Other

6. :!o:: o:ten have you been cont.Aed it ter= by the State Employ:ant Service

durin; the rr,"

(A) ::ot at

(B) One(

(C) 2 tL
(7)_ 3 tames

(E) , tames

(?) 5 times

(0) more than 5 times

7. How often have you been contacted by telephone or mail by the State

Employment Service during the last eight months?

(A) Not at all

(8) Once

(C) 2 tames

(0) times

4 times

(?).____5 tines

(0) sore than 5 times
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,11

8. Mat wag 'we purpose of the contact(a) :Y the St.:** Employment Service
during thin period (the last eight months).

(A) No contact

(3) To explain the services they offer to emp'oyers

(C) To solicit job openings

(D), To solicit your firm's participation in yob traiming pro_rama
(MM-J011S, On-the-Job Training, etc.)

(E) To rather labor market information

TO prxride a manpower related service (help with testing,
Information on a regulation, etc.)

9. For your firm, what was the result of this contact?

'al Further strengthens my relationship with this agency

() The firm's participation in Job training program

.(C) A better understanding of the agency and the services it offers

(/) Placed job order with than

(E) The service they provided was of value

10. In what manner have you been contacted by the State Employment Service
during the last eight months?

(A) Not at all

(D) Telephone call

(C)__ Veil

(D) Perewaal visit

(E) Some combination of the above (13, C. D)

11. If you have started using the Employment Service in the last -fight arnths,
or have begun to 43.1 it mon intensively, please describe the actions
which led to this. (Check ONE OR MORE)

(A) Have used them about the same all along

(13) Not using them

(C) Started referring better applicant)

(D) A visit from their raployer Services Unit to explain their
----services

(E) Received a promotional telephone call from them

(F) Received a brochure(s) &spent:Ina their services

(G) Thvir radio announces:et

(H) The television announcement.:

(1) They were retamsended by business associate

(J) Read about their new employer activities in the no:sister 3r
Chamber of Commerce magazine

(g)_ Executive Order 11598 (manc,Atorr listings) fore*: me to use
than
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12. "f i_ve -5-r: t:e Erploy=eat Service in the last e:-st =cnths

or %aia. s to '450 it =V inteisively please list tae primary

(2f.:_l) action lej ti15.

Eave u:ed t%e= itout tne sane all along

(S) ::ot using t%e=

(2) Started referring better applicants

(S.) A vivit fra= taeir Employer Services Unit to explain their services

(7.) 3tcetvet a pro=oticnal telephone call from the

(F) neceivea a brochure(s) describing their services

(G) :heir ratio announce=ents

(H) Their television annoancenents

(/) They were reco=ended by a bvsiness assc,:late

(J) Read about their new employer activities in the newspaper

or Cha=ber of Co==erce =acazine

(K) Executive Order 1150 (mandatory listings) forced =e to use them

13. If your firm once used the State liploysent Service and has stopped using

it during the last eirht sonths, what are tae reasons? (Check ONE OP. MORE)

(A) We still use the State Employment Service

(3) We never used the=

(C) Referred poor quality of applicants

0) Very slog service

(E) The staff was not competent enough to properly service our needs

(p) Excessive calls to get us to hire special applicants for whom we

just didn't have appropriate jobs

(G) Could not fill my orders

(H) Lost my personal contact with the local office

(I) Too much promotion, not enough performance

11.. If your firm is not presently using the State Employment Service, what

would it require to convince you that the service could effectively handle

your job orders?

(A) Ile do presently use them

(3) Favorable testimonies from other businessmen

(0 A trial job opening to fill

(h) A personal visit to discuss services and capabilities

(3, Some combination of the above (ES, C, D)
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15. %last sources have you used during the last eight months when placing a

Job order for hourly employees? (PLEASE CHECK ONE OR SORE)

(A) State Employment Service, local office

(B) Hiring at your facility, walk-ins (persons with no referrals)

(C) Referrals by employees of your firm (friend, relative)

(D) Private (fee charging) agencies

(E) non-fee charging private association (employer association,

trade association, etc.)

(P) Schools (public, trade, Junior college, college, business, etc.)

(G) Media (newspapers, trade Journals, association bulletins)

(H) Union hiring halls (Joint apprenticeship committees)

(I) Non-profit community agencies (Community Action Program,

Urban League, Latin-American Association, etc.)

(J) Other

16. What sources have you used during the last eight months when placing

a Job order for salaried employees? (PLEASE ChIECK ONE OR MORE)

(A) State Employment Service, local office

(B) Hiring at your facility, walk-ins (persons with no referrals)

(C) Referrals by employees of your firm (friend, relative)

(D) Private (fee charging) agencies

(E) Non-fee charging private association (employer association,

trade association, etc.)

(F) Schools (public, trade, Junior college, college, business, etc.)

(G) Media (newspapers, trade Journals, association bulletins)

(H) Union hiring halls (Joint apprenticeship committees)

(I) Non-profit community agencies (Coomunity Action Program,

Urban League, Latin-American Association, etc.)

(J) Other
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17. %nicq, if any, services provided to you in the last eiMt months, by the

ErpLoyment Service were of value to you? (PLEASE CHECK ONE OR MARS)

(L) Dio not use their sem...:cs

(D) ',:one of the services used were of any value

g) Placement services (screening and referral of job applicants)

(D) Ti e provision of wage and other labor market information

(E) Cuicance on special hiring practices (MC regulations,

te,tins regulations, mandatory listings, etc.)

(F) Development of and follow-up on an OJT contract

(0) Assistance on improving personnel policies and practices,

such as revision of .7ob application form, improving ycur

hiring process, etc,

(H) Provision of a manpower service, such as development of j.b

specifications for one or more of my job positions,

assistance with my turnover problems, etc.
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2t I:

:rotructions

On the following pages are a number of otatements about people have Laf:ering

opinions. Zlere are no ri,ht or Tsnm responses to any of these items so it is

important tat you tell us precisely how mu feel about them.

In order to make it easier for you to express your opinion, we have provided three

degrees of agreement and three dezrees of disagreement for each statement. Please

place an "X" in the box which best describes your opinion.

gxample:

"Our oystem of

governmental checks

and balances leaves

something to be

desired."

LGRZ2 DISAGR7E

strong =aerate slight

+3 +2 I +1

If you agree strongly, you would place your "X" like this:

slight moderate strong

I -1 I -2 3

strong moderate slight slight .".moderate stronm

1

+2 1 +1

If you agree slightly, you might place your "X" 11'.,e thas:

stron" roderyte slight

1
+3 ! +2

-1

slirht moaerate strong

L -1 I -2 I -3

Similarly, if you dasazree stroncly, you would place your "X" tis:

2Lacg:.' 3 SU.V.

istron- slimat roacrate stronm

L *3 . +2 +1 !
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1'
o - ot I:0 rmce

re.ers
. 0_ ..fo oiplicanto.

2. dor't oooot to bs

y
-.1Ly

- oncies involved
.rith Jeo placetont.

3 . :ost 3i:et sponsored
an? training procrtms

ore of little benefit to
e-ploycrs.

Tncro sir slroasy sufftelcnt
e ial optort.onoty recaltiont
and ranpoLer trair-Ing programs;
1-.At is ackong is a real
cosi:e e. t:u part of these
people to woet.

:.ost 1,...neoscs in this

area are do.ng tneir fair
share to help nlleviato
tne urenployment troblems of
veterans, minorities and
other special croups.

o. The applicants who apply
for a job tOcdy are not as
good as those of ton (10)
years ago.

7. Government nust play a much
creator role on alleviating
many of the social and
economic problems that
turden our society,

8. I woulC be positively

inclined toward telephoning
my Job openings into a
centralises unit that made
tnom imaediate:y available
to many agencies in the
comnunity,

7.1

stro-1 slicnt

+3 1 +1

strorg moSeratb slight

1
+3 1 +2 +1

stronc moderate slight

+3 1 +2 1 +1

strong soderate slight

+3 I +2 1 +1

slight "Oecr'In ntn0.1+

-1
I -2 I -3 i

slight roc'crete strong

-1 j -2

sotost r,odorate strons

1 _p -3

slight moderato strong

1 -1 1 -2 1 -3

strong moderate slight slight moderate strong

1

+3 I +2 I +1

strong moderate slight

+3 +2 +1

-1 1 -2 -3

slight moderate stronm

-2 -3

strong moderate slight slight moderate stro

+3 I +2 +1 -1 -2 -3

strong moderate slight slight nOnerotc strong

+3 +2 +1 -1 1 -2 1 -3 1
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Executive Order No. 11598
requiring all government
contractors to place their
job openings with the State
Employment Service is an
unwarranted imposition on
private enterprises.

The State Employment Service
devotes most of its time and
efforts to finding jobs for
special applicants, such as
veterans And minorities.

Most persons receiving
unemployment insurance
benefits do not make
sincere efforts to find
another job.

The Employment Service
represents the largest
single source for hiring
disadvantaged workers in
this community.

The Employment Service is
more concerned with service
to job applicants than
service to employers.

The State Employment Service
should provide employers
with services other than
just job referrals.

I an hesitant to place my
job openings for highly
skilled, semi-professional,
and professional positions
with the State Employment
Service.

Under normal economic
conditions, I would like
to receive more personal
contacts from representa-
tives of the State
Employment Service.

AGREE DISAGREE

strong oderate slight slight moderate stro.

+3 .2 1 +1 , -1 1 -3

strongLaoderate slight

r-.3 +2 1 +1

stro moderate slight

1 +3 I +2 +1

slight moderate strong

-1 1 -2 1 -3

slight moderate etron.A

-3-1 1 -2

strong moderate slight slight moderate stro

1+3 1+2 1+1 1 -1 1 -2 -31

stro moderate

strong moderate slight

.1 +3 .2 1 +1

strong moderate slight

r+3 +2 1 al

strong moderate slight

+3 +2 +1
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slight moderato stro

1 1 -2 1 -31

el mode :ate stro

slight moderate siv,IGsi

-1 -2 1 -3

slight moderate stroligl

-3 I
-1 1 -2



AGREE DIGAGR_

1' EmplolnInt Service staff
members do rot possess the
expertise necessary to strong moderate slight slight moderate stroni

pre-screen applicants for
my job openings. I +3 +2 1 +1 f 4

I

.2 -3 I

18. The provision of area labor
market information to
private employers is one of

the most valuable services strong moderate slight slight moderate strong

provided by the State
Em;acyment Service. +3 +2 1 +1 -1 I

-2 -3 1

19. The State Emnloyment
Service has rade a positive
contribution to my operations
during the last 8 months.

20. I would consider lietinc all
my job openings with the
State Employment Service.

Lary employers do not use
the placement services of
the Employment Service
because too many persons, who
don't really deserve it,
are allowed to collect
unemployment insurance
payments.

22. The Employment Service must
be substantially changed to
become more mesponsive to
applicants and employers or
it eventually will be
discontinued.

strong moderate slight

+3 +2 I +1

et moderate el t

strong moderate slight

1 +3 +2 1 +1

slight moderate strong

[ -1 1 -2 1 .3

Slight moderate strop'

-1 1 -2 I ;

slight moderate strong

-1 1 -2

moderate eli t slight moderate stropc

f4 1 .2 1 -3



p

Fart

Ins tru e Li or.s

On the fol:ou.ng pages are a number of statements about unich people have differing
opinions. 111,re are no !lent or Egna responses to any of these items so it is

important that you tell us precisely how x22 feel about them.,

In order to make it easier for you to express your opinion, we have provided three

degrees of agreement and three degrees of disagreement for each statement. Please

place an "X" In the box which best describes your opinion.

Example:

"O'er system of

governMental checks

and balances leaves

something to be

desired."

If you agree strongly, you

If you agree slightly, you

AGREE DISAGREE

strong moderate slight slight moderate strc

111--"2.±1i 1 -I 1 -2 1 -34)

would place your "X" like this

afro m moderate slight

.6.2 1 .1

might place your "X" like this:

strong moderate slight

I +3 I +2

slight moderate strong

C _I 1 -2 I -3 1

slight strong

- ll2 1 -3

Similarly. if You disagree strongly, you would place your "X" like this:

strop moderate sli t all t moderate stro

.2 al -1 1 -2 '

PLEASE BE SURE TO NATO E A RESPONSE TO EACH STAIEPOC.
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AGREE DISAGREE

1. Our branch office provides strong moderate ali t sli ht moderate stro
effective services to both
employers and applicants.

I 4.3 I .2 .1 -1 -2 -3

2. Our branch office should
only be concerned witt. Job
placement, leaving Job
development and the provisions
of training and supportive
services to other agencies,
such as the CAP's, NAB-JOBS,
etc.

3. The law that necessitates
the registering of all U.1.

claimants at the branch
office is a waste of valuable
staff time.

4. The Job Bank has made
substantial improvement in
the way the branch office
services both employers and
applicants.

5. Local coammity agencies
engaging in Job development
don't po the professional
expertise of our branch office
staff.

strong moderate sli t elf h. coderate stro

I 43 I 42 41 -1 -2 -3

stro

)
moderate slight sli t moderate .tro

I.3 .2 I 4 I -1 -2 -3

stron moderate al t 1 t moderate .troy

-1 -2

stro moderate ell t ell t moderate tro

3 4,2 -1 -2 -3

6. The majority of employers are
hesitant to place Job orders
with the branch office,
because they believe they strorNsoderate slight all ht moderate stronx
will not have Quality job-
ready applicants referred [ .3 I .2 I .1 I -1 -2 -3
to them.

strong_roderate ell t moderate stro
7. The Job Bank has reduced

the a ount of paper work
ti I .2 1 .1 1 -1 -2 -3in the branch office.

8. Given present staffing
conditions, every applicant
registering with the branch
office, who is Job-ready, strong moderate slight sli t moderate stro
should have the opportunity
to review Job possibilities I .3 I .2 .1 1 -1 -2 -3
with a plassment Interwiswor.
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9. Many applicants are pr.nently
turned away from the branch
office without having received
some service such as; Job
referral, Job development,

counseling, referral to
training Programs and support-
ive services, etc.

10. Hy salary is fair, relative
to my duties and responsi-
bilities at the branch
office.

11. The Job Bank has improved
Job placement activities
for the disadvantaged.

12. The lack of privacy in the
branch office Wes it that
much more difficult to
properly do my Job.

1). The working conditions at
the branch office (hours,
adequacy of facilities,
cleanliness, noise level,
etc.) are, in general,
satisfactory.

l. The Job Bank has resulted
in an increase in Job
listings.

15. I usually find myself in
agreement with the existing
policies and practices of
my state clency.

16. As was true of so many
Programs in the past, the
Job Bank will be gone and
virtually forgotten within
taro fears.

17. I spend too much time
Performing Job duties that
ars below my level of
eompetenee.

AGREE DISAGREE

stro moderate ell t slight moderate 'Aro

.2 .1 -1 -2 -3

stro moderate ell ht ell t moderate stro

.) .2 .1 -1 -2 -3

strop moderate ell ht

.3 .2 .1

stro moderate ell t

*3 *2 .1

ell t moderate a

-1

el t odsr to e

stro moderate ell t ell ht moderate strong

.2 *1 -1 -2 -3

11 ht.

2 .1

t moderate stro

-1

strong moderate slight sli, t moderate stro

4.3 *2 .1 1

strong moderate slight

.2 1 .1

moderate

1111.111111

ell ht moderate stro

-1 -2 -3

all t moderate stn



18. I'm often given job duties
and responsibilities without
having the authority to
assure that they are
successfully implemented.

19. At our branch office there
is equal treatment for
all employees.

20. The role of my supervisor
should be to make the
decisions and instruct me
on what I'm to do,

21. Employment Service branch
offices should be givetthe
authority and responsibility

to coordinate all job
development activities
between other agencies with-
in their local comamitiss.

22. One of the reasons why
many employers hesitate to
place job orders with the

branch office is the poor
quality of applicants that
come into the branch office.

23. One of the most negative
aspects of Civil Service
is that it prevents bettor
employees from advancing
as quickly as they should,
while protecting marginal
employees from being
discharged.

2t. I often don't get the kind
of cooperation from my fellow
workers that would enable
as to do my job well.

25. The Job Bank has not
proved to be practical for
our breech office °Restless.

AGREE

slight

.2 .1

stro moderate sli ht

4.1 .2 al

stro moderate 11 t

stro moderate sli t

42 .1

stro moderate sli t

.3 .2 .1 1

strong

I

moderate

1- .2J
slight

stro moderate ell t

DISAGREE

sl ht moderate strons

-1 -2 -3

sli ht moderate stro

-1 -2 -3

1 t moderate st

light moderate stron

1 -1 I -2 1 -3 I

slight moderate strong

1 1 -2 1 -3

Blight roderave strong

-1 i -2 I -3



27.

Harry employers have become
disenchanted with the Job
Bank, because it
depersonalises branch attics
relations with them.

The activities performed by
nay branch office make
valuable contribution to
the community.

28. The Employment Service must
be radically changed to
become more responsive to

sPPlicants and employere or
it will eventually be
discontinued.

29.

31.

32.

33.

As a direct result of the
AESC -Applied Behavioral
Research, Inc. Project, a
substantive improvement
has been made in the broil&
office's image, in the
business community.

As a direct result of the
Project (MESC-aBR) the
branch's capability to
obtain job openings has
been improved.

As a direct result of the
Project there has been an
overall improvement in
communications within the
Branch Office.

The Project hat not had
a positive impact on any
speet of branch office
operations.

AGRII DISAGRTZ

strop moderate slight ali t moderate strong

2 11 -1 -2 -3

stro moderate slight sli t moderate tro

3 2 el -2 -3

moderate sli t

2 MI
ell ht moderate stro

-1 -2 -3

orate

moderate sli t s t moderate stro

2

strong moderate slight

2 el

strop m Berate sli t

.3 2 el

light

-1 1 -2 -3

slight moderate stro

1 -1 1 -2 1- -3 -1

Please check the amber of years of education that you have completed.

High School 9 10 11 12

College 13 14 15 16
Oraduate Work 17 18 19 10
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3k. Please check the time frame that most closely ammoxiAates your years or service
with the State Employment Sereletk

35.

(A) 0-1 years

(a) 1-3 years

(C) 3-5 years

(p) 5-10 years

(E) Over 10 years

Please cheek the age ramp that you fall into.

(A) 18-25 years old

(a) 26-35 years old

(C) 36-50 years old

(D) Over 51 years old
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